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SPECI AL FEA TURES 

1. An ideophone occurring in phrases or sentences will be written in 

capital letters for easy recognition. Its English equivalent in the 

literal translation will also be written in capital letters. In the 

free English translation, the equivalent will be underlined. 

2. The Ideophonic Phrase in a sentence (IP) will always be parenthesized, 

e.g. (sc -ri id.). 

3. The VP in a sentence will be placed between slanted lines, e.g. 

/sc VP/. 

4. Three dots after the ideophone signify that the ideophone may be 

uttered as many times as the speaker wishes to . If the dots follow 

immediately after the ideophone, this signifies that there is no 

pause in uttering the segments. 

5. Orthographic representations of ideophones 

The orthography which will be used in this thesis is that approved 

by the Tsonga Language Committee in its publication Terminology and 

Orthography No.3 of 1972. 

However, unlike other words of the language, ideophones exhibit 

special peculiar characteristics such as long vowels as well as 

rising and falling tones. These special features are not provided 

for in the practical orthography of Tsonga. For this reason, it has 

been decided in this thesis to devise some methods for their representation. 

Long vowels in ideophones will be represented by two yowels. Short 

vowels will be represented by one vowel. The high tones will be indicated 



xxi · 

by an acute accent thus (-). The low tone will not be marked. The 

rising and falling tones in ideophones generally occur in the only 

syllable in the case of monosyllabic ideophones or in the final 

syllable in the case of polysyllabic ideophones. Vowels realised 

with such rising and falling tones in ideophones are generally long. 

Where an ideophone embodies a rising tone, i.e. [J], the second vowel 

will be marked with an acute accent thus aa, tonetically symbolized 

CH or R to indicate that one long vowel is involved. Where the -
ideophone embodies~ falling tone, i.e. [~]. the first vowel will be 

marked with an acute accent thus aa, tonetically symbolized [Lor F 

to indicate that one long vowel is involved. Where the falling tone 

occurs between two high tones in the practical orthography, this will 

not be indicated by two vowels, but by one vowel with a circumflex 

because the falling (or rising, if any) tone occurring within syllables 

(~lthough in our opinion of two morae in value) is generally not long 

enough to warrant representation by two vowels. 

6. Punctuation 

The Tsonga Language Committee has ruled that the ideophone be punctuated 

by a comma when it occurs in the middle of a sentence and by an 

exclamation mark when it appears alone or when it occurs at the end of 

a sentence. 
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SUMMA RY 

In this thesis, the phonetic, phonological, morphological, syntactic and 

semantic characteristics of the ideophone are investigated. ldeophones 

constitute a subsystem of the language while other word classes constitute 

the main system. 

Phonetically and phonologically, the subsystem is not far removed from the 

main system although it also has its own characteristics. Phonologically, 

the subsystem is characterised by assonance and consonant repetition. 

Tonally, the subsystem employs a rising tone. The tonality of the ideophone 

is not affected by its position in the sentence. It retains its tonal 

pattern within or without the context of the sentence. 

In this thesis, the principle of the Ideophonic Phrase (IP) functioning as 

a predicative is recognised. Structurally, the IP consists of the auxiliary 

verb stem ~ri and the ideophone. The morphology of the auxiliary verb stem 

-ri isgrammatical while that of the ideophone is derivational. The verb stem 

-!l, together with its concomitant numerous auxiliary morphemes, performs the 

verbalizing function of the IP, serving to put it into the different moods 

and tenses. On the other hand, longer forms of the ideophone may be derived 

from shorter forms by partial or complete reduplication. Ideophones may 

also be derived from verbs by the use of certain morphemes. 

The syntax of the ideophone is realised by means of the IP. The IP is 

capable of serving as a predicative. Like the verb, it may be transitive or 

intransitive. It may take objects and in such cases it inco rporates the 

object concord (oc). It may be used predicatively in passive constructions. 
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A major characteristic of the IP is that its auxiliary i.e. the auxiliary 

verb stem -ri and its concomitant grammatical morphemes may be deleted in 

surface realisations, leaving the ideophone to occur alone. 

Semantically, while the auxiliary verb stem -!i expresses the verbalizing 

function of the IP, the ideophone supplies its meaning. Ideophones serve 

to •exemplify• actions and states of their subjects. For this reason, 

they are basically iconic in nature, i.e. they are phonetically motivated. 

The general conclusion of this investigation is that the ideophone in 

Tsonga has verbal properties but is in fact a non-verb predicative. 



C H A P T E R 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Aim and scope 

This is a synchronic investigation of the ideophone in Tsonga. 

It is not a comparative study of Tsonga ideophones with ideophones in 

other languages. Where comparison is sometimes resorted to, this is 

for the sake of clarifying certain points and not necessarily for 

drawing similarities. The investigation encompasses the phonetic, 

phonological, morphological, syntactic and semantic characteristics 

of the ideophone in Tsonga. 

1.2 The term 'Ideophone' 

Fortune (1962:4), Kunene (1965:19), Weakley (1973:1), and 

Von Staden (1974:19) claim that the term ideophone was coined by Doke. 

No claim to the contrary has been.established. It is an undisputed 

fact that the term made its first appearance in Bantu language studies 

in Doke's Bantu Linguistic Terminoloqu (1935:118). This term has now 

been generally accepted in linguistic circles. Observations are that 

it is no longer restricted to Bantu languages. For example, Smithers 

(1954) uses this term in his paper 'Some English Ideophones'. 

The term, according to Samarin (1971:132) is composed of two concepts, 

idea and phone, i.e. nofion plus sound. Consequently this category 

of words is said to represent an idea through sound. This raises the 

question as to whether the other categories of words, for example, nouns, 
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verbs, adjectives etc. are not also expressed in sound when articulated. 

Apparently Doke (1935:118) had their iconic nature1 in mind when he 

coined this term. After all Doke (1935:118) defines the ideophone as 

11 
••• a vivid representation of an idea in sound . A word often 

onomatopoeic, ~ ... 11
• The question as to whether the term ! ideophone 1 is 

appropriate or not will not be considered at this stage. Even if 

another term were suggested, this would just cause confusion as the 

term 1 ideophone 1 has gained international currency in linguistic 

circles. For this reason, the retention of the term 1 ideophone 1 to 

refer to this class of words is advocated. 

1.3 The ideophone in Bantu languages 

Tsonga is a Bantu language. One of the characteristics of 

most Bantu languages is having ideophones in their language systems. 

From the study of English ideophones by Smithers (1954), it may be 

postulated that every language incorporates some kind of 1 ideophone 1
• 

The only difference may be the extent of use and mode of employment of 

this phenomenon. To return to Bantu languages, from the available 

literature, 2 Bantu ideophones have much in common on the phono-semantic 

level . What still needs further investigation on a comparative basis 

is the grammatical function of these words. 

1 In linguistic circles, by words of iconic nature is meant words 
whose acoustics resemble the sound source. A further discussion of 
this concept is presented in par. 5.6, p.211. 

2 Samarin (1971:164-168) has a bibliography on grammars and papers on 
Bantu ideophones. The whole paper by Samarin gives a good idea of 
what is common with regard to these words in Bantu languages. 
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1.4 Previous contributions 

Most grammarians who wrote grammars on African languages 

touched on ideophones in the languages they were dealing with. 1 It is 

not feasible to comment on the views of each and every grammarian who 

wrote about them. Mention will however be made of the contributions 

of those linguists who gave closer attention to them, and of 

course, to those linguists whose contributions it was possible to consult. 

For the sake of convenience, previous contributions will be divided into 

two sections, (a) general contributions ana (b) Tsonga contributions. 

When commenting on general contributions, it would be outside the scope 

of this thesis to give a detailed review of each and every previous 

contribution in languages other than Tsonga, 2 since this is a synchronic 

study of Tsonga ideophones, and not a comparat~ve one. For this reason, 

such contributions will merely be listed in chronological order, stating 

the year of publication and the language in which investigation was done. 

A general comment on all the contributions will be made later. However, 

where necessary, views of previous linguists on the ideophone in 

languages other than Tsonga will be cited in relevant sections of this 

thesis to support or highlight certain viewpoints about them in 

Tsonga. As far as . Tsonga contributions are concerned, these will be 

reviewed in detail to show the ground already covered. 

1 Samarin (1971:164-168) listed about 116 publications most of which, 
among other things, discuss the ideophone. Most of these publications 
are grammars on African languages. 

2 If a general idea on ideophones in African languages is required, 
particularly in Bantu languages, Samarin's (1971:130-164) paper will 
be found very informative. 
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1 . 4 . 1 General contributions 

General contributions can be divided into two sections, 

namely (1) contributions based on languages outside Doke's (1954:20) 

~outhern Zones of Bantu languages, and (2) those within Doke's 

(1954:20) Southern Zones of the Bantu languages. 

(a) General contributions in languages outside Doke's (1954:20) 

Southern Zones 

Linguists in this category who wrote on the ideophone are 

as follows: 

Evans-Pritchard (1962, Zande), Hulstaert (1962, Lumongo), 

Samarin (1965, 1967a, 1967b, 1970, 1971), 1 Moore (1968, 

Hausa), Newman (1968, Hausa and Tera), Bynon (1970, Berber), 2 

Painter (1970, Togo and Dahomey), Rowlands(1970, Yoruba) 

and Welmers (1973, Niger-Congo African languages). 

(b) General contributions within Doke's (1954:20) Southern 

1 

Zones of Bantu languages 

(i) South Central Zone 

This zone embraces all languages of the Shona Group. 

Linguists who wrote on the ideophone are the following: 

Samarin wrote mainly on general principles involving ideophones 
and did not confine himself to one specific language. However, 
in his grammar of the Sango language, Samarin touched on the 
ideophone of that particular language. 

2 Bynon (1970) prefers not to use the term ideophone for what he 
terms "A class of Phonaesthetic words ... " or 'exemplifiers' 
( p. 74). In a footnote, he states that the term 'ideophone' has 
been strictly avoided because of its highly specific application 
in Bantu languages. However, he later admits that there may be 
certain typological similarities between the Berber 'exemplifier' 
and the Bantu ideophone. 
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Burbridge (1938, Shena), Fortune (1962, 1971, Shena) 

and Nurse (1968, 1974, Nyanja). 

(ii) South-Eastern Zone 

This zone embraces the following languages: 

Nguni (Zulu, Xhosa, Swazi, Ndebele), Sotho (S.Sotho, 

Pedi, Tswana), Venda, Tsonga and Inhambane. The following 

linguists wrote on the ideophone: Junod (1907, 1927, 

Tsonga), 1 Bishop (1922, Ronga), 2 Jaques (1941, Tsonga), 3 

Guma (1951, South Sotho), Fivaz (1963, Zulu), Kunene 

(1965, 1978, South Sotho), Voeltz (1971, Zulu), Neethling 

(1972, Xhosa), Weakley (1973, Xhosa), Von Staden (1974, 

Zulu), Mosisidi (1968, South Sotho) and Kock (1981, South 

Sotho). 

(c) Comments on previous general contributions 

1 

Just as it is outside the scope of this investigation to give 

a detailed review of each and every contribution on the 

ideophone in languages other than Tsonga, it is equally not 

within the scope of this thesis to comment on each and every 

general contribution. However, reference will be made in this 

thesis to certain comments made by various contributors which 

it is believed can clarify some of the problems that will be 

raised. 

Tsonga contributions, although listed here because they fall under 
the South-Eastern Zone, will be reviewed in detail under Tsonga 
contributions. 

2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
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1. 4. 2 Contributions in Tsonga 

Three linguists have written on Tsonga (and Ronga) 1 ideophones. 

They are Junod (1907 and 1927), Bishop (1922, Ronga) and Jaques (1941). 

(a) Junod (1907, 1927) 

1 

/---

Junod (1907:84) gave these words the term 'descriptive adverbs' - ---
and referred to their function as 11 

••• short adverbs f-e-1-low~d 1-\ 

by the verb ku ku ... 11 which he (1907:71) claimed had the 

connotation 'to be', 'to say', 'to think'. Junod (1927:159-166) 

wrote further on these words and retained the term 'descriptive 

adverbs.' He (1927:160) still maintained that ideophones follow 

the so-called verb ku-, but added at the footnote that~ 

11 
••• may be an abbreviated .. . form of ku ri ... 11

• Junod (1927:163) 

strongly rejected Torrend's term 'onomatopoetic substantives' ,2 

maintaining that ideophones show no characteristics of nouns. 

Junod (1927:164) touched on the expressive features associated 

with these words such as intonation and gestures, which he 

claimed contribute to the understanding of their meaning. An 

interesting point to note is that Junod (1927:165) divided 

ideophones into two groups, primitive (i.e. non-derived) and 

derivative (i.e. those derived from verbs by suffixing the 

morphemes -~and -iyani). He also observed that some had a real 

transitive nature and could be preceded by the oc and that the 

reflexive ti- could be prefixed before these words. Semantically, 
i. 

Junod (1927:161) remarked that ideophones 11 
••• translate the 

impression made on the brain by objects, motions seen and not 

heard, phenomena of vision. 11 A very important observation which 

Ronga is a language of the Tsonga language family. It is spoken in 
Maputo. 

2 Vi de app. 1, p.248, where a cursory summary is made of some of the 
terms which have been used to refer to the ideophone. 
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Junod (1927:166) made was that ideophones could 1 give birth 1 

to regular verbs, and he gave as example the verb -dzima 

(plant e.g. pole in the ground) deriving from the ideophone 

dzi~ (of planting firmly into the ground). Lastly, Junod 

(1927:166) made a statement as to how these words are created. 

He stated that ideophones were 11 
•• • instinctively formed to 

express the impression made on the brain by any kind of 

phenomenon. 11 

(b) Bishop (1922) 

Bishop (1922:417) regarded the morphemes -~, ti- and~- in 

Ronga as verbs 1 and the ideophone as the complement of these 

verbs. Further, he classified ideophones according to 

(1) syllabication, (2) verbs used with them and (3) _impressions 

they convey, i.e. semantic classification. As far as 

syllabication is concerned, he divided ideophones 

monosyllabically and polysyllabically. In each of these 

two groups, ideophones were divided according to how they are 

used as complements of the so-called -~, !i- and~- verbs, 

e.g. Tihuku ti ku li KWEE! (chickens chirp), ku ti MPHU! (it 

is dark), Mbyana yi ku PULUPULU~ (the dog wags its tail). 

Furthermore, some polysyllabic ideophones could be used with 

the copula as in the following example: Manyana i lo~olo~o 

(So-and-so walks dispiritedly). Bishop 1 s (1922:417-420) 

1 The Tsonga equivalents of these morphemes are the au xiliary verb 
stem -ri, the perfective aspectual morpheme te- and the infinitive 
prefix~u-, which precede the auxiliary ve rb-stem -ri. Vi de 
appendix-4, p.252 for the position of these morphemes in the 
sentence. 
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syllabic classification is acceptable, but classif2 cation 

according to the verbs used with these words is not 

acceptable. It is not feasible to classify ideophones 

according to their use with these auxiliary morphemes which 

Bishop (1922:417) called verbs 1 because the use of these 

auxiliary morphemes is governed by mood and tense and not 

by the type of ideophones used with them, as will be 

demonstrated later. As far as ideophones used with the 

copula are concerned, these are deideophonic nouns with a 

zero prefix used to form copulatives. 2 Classifying 

ideophones according to impressions, i.e. semantic 

classification is cumbersome. Ideophones may conveniently 

be classified as inchoative and non-inchoative. 3 Bishop 

(1922:421) attempted a linguistic comparison of Ronga, Sotho 

and Zulu ideophones and came to the conclusion that" ... there 

seem to be no exact reproductions in one language of 

descrj]tive complements found in another of the languages 

compared." 

1 The auxiliary verb is only -li, equivalent to the Tsonga -ri. ti-, 
which is equivalent to the TSOnga te-, is the perfective aspectual 
morpheme, and~- is the infinitive-prefix. 

2 An example of a deideophonic noun is as follows: from the id. 
ngundungundu (of beating small drums), a deideophonic noun 
(*ni)ngundungundu (sound of small drums) may be derived, from 
which the copulative i ngundungundu (it is the sound of small 
drums) may be formed. 

3 Inchoative ideophones express an idea which has begun but has not 
yet been completed e.g. khidza! (of kneeling), and non-inchoative 
ideophones express a completed action e.g. tlukwa! (of jumping). 
These concepts are further discussed in detail in par. 5.8, p. 232. 

···--- ·~ 
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(c) Jaques (1941) 

Jaques (1941:206) rejected the term 'onomatopoeia' 1 for 

ideophones and rightly contended that they also 

depicted facts which had nothing to do with sound. However, 

he did not suggest any term himself or attempt any definition 

of the ideophone. Jaques (1941:206) did not recognise the 

sound symbolic nature2 of ideophones for he stated as 

follows: 

... the meaning of the ideophone is gathered 
more from the context of the soeech and from 
the expression and gestures of' the speaker, 
than f rom t he nature of the sounds produced. 

Jaques (1941:206) observed the close relationship between 

verbs and ideophones in that verbs can be derived from 

ideophones. For example, from the ideophone kut~u-kut~u! 

(shaking liquid in a bottle) a verb ~kut~unga (shake liquid 

in container) can be derived. On the other hand ideophones 

may be derived from verbs, and Jaques (1941:206) gave as 

examples the ideophones humelelo! (of appearing suddenly) 

from -humelela (appear suddenly), fikiyani! (of arriving 

suddenly) from -fika (arrive). Jaques (1941:206) did not 

illustrate the principle involved in such derivation. 3 It 

1 A summary of terms used for the ideophone by different Bantuists is 
given in app. 1, p.248 to highlight the problem they had in defining 
the ideophone as a speech category. 

2 It is concluded that sound symbolism maintains in ideophones. The 
principle of sound symbolism maintains that certain phonetic sounds 
carry with them a suggestive meaning. This principle is fully 
discussed in par. 5.6.2, p. 211. 

3 Ideophones may be derived from verbs by suffixing certain morphemes. 
This principle is fully discussed in paras 3.2.1.1, p.120 and 
3.2.1.2, p.l20. 
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is not clear what Jaques (1941:206) implied in this regard 

when he stated that 11 
/ .. ~

It must not be surmised however that 

ideophones can thus be created at will from existing verbs. 11 

On the ideophone-noun relationship, 1 except for stating that 

11 Some ideophones are ... related to nouns 11
, and giving a 

couple of examples, Jaques (1941:207) did not illustrate the 

principles governing such a relationship. On the function of 

ideophones, Jaques (1941:210), like Junod (1927:160) and 

Bishop (1922:417) claimed that the ideophone was preceded by 

the so-ca 11 ed verb ku..,.2 However, Jaques ( 1941: 207) stated 

that~- was often contracted to ~-. 3 Unfortunately Jaques 

... . 

did not outline how the contraction works. Like Bishop (1922:420), 

Jaques (1941:207) noticed that ideophones in the form of 

11 
••• peculiar class of nouns, formed with the abstract prefix 

vu ... 11 could be used in copulative constructions, such as in 

the following example kutani i vugondzogondzo (then starts a 

disorderly noise). However, Jaques (1941:207) was not clear 

about the principle involved in such instances, for he stated 

that in such usages: 11 These (peculiar) nouns are not introduced 

... by the verb ku II 4 Jaques (1941:209) touched on identical 

1 Ideophone-noun relationship stems mainly from the fact that nouns 
may be derived from ideophones by prefixing noun prefixes to 
ideophonic roots. The principle governing such derivation is 
discussed fully in par. 3.2.2, p.125. 

2 The morpheme ku- in such instances is not a verb but is an infinitive 
prefix. Vide-par. 3.1.1.2, p.81. 

3 -o is not a contraction of ku- but is the restrictive aspectual 
morpheme used very much in TOeophonic construction. Vide app. 
33A, par. 7, p. 284, for discussion on this morpheme. 

4 Note that ku- in such usages is not a verb but an infinitive prefix, 
vide par. T.l.l. 2, p. 81. 
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syll ab 1 e repetition of i deophones and stated that 11 it 

(repetition ... CTDM) ... serves to amplify or intensify 

the meaning II While it is true that repetition (or 

reduplication) of ideophones intensifies meaning, Jaques 

(1941:209) in this instance was referring to ideophones 

expressing continuous actions or processes, and not with 

the phenomenon of reduplication. Commenting on the tone of 

the ideophone in the sentence, Jaques (1941:210) stated that 

11 
••• the problem of tone is somewhat simpler than in ordinary 

words 11
, i.e. he aptly pointed out that the ideophone in this 

respect was an entity of its own which interrupted the course 

of ordinary speech. Jaques (1941:210) touched on the tempo 

of articulating the segments of the ideophone, which he 

called •speed•. He established three speeds, quick, 

medium and slow. He proposed to write the syllables of the 

ideophone conjoined when they had to be uttered in rapid 

succession, and hyphenated when uttered in moderate speed. 

For a slow succession, he proposed to write the syllables 

separately. Although Jaques (1941:210) did not elaborate on 

this question of speed, he touched on a very important aspect 

of the ideophone which concerns tempo1 and the iconic nature 

of ideophones. Jaques (1941:212) recognised long vowels in 

ideophones and proposed to signify this phenomenon by double 

vowels. He also remarked that vowel quality depended upon 

the emotion expressed. Jaques (1941:212) also pointed out 

1 The question of tempo in ideophones is discussed in detail in 
par. 5. 6 . 3. 2, p. 226. 
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that 11 
••• the stress is on the first syllable, whatever the 

number of syllables contained in the ideophone.'' Jaques 

(1941:209-212) attempted a classification of ideophones. 

He classified them according to (1) number of syllables 

and (2) tone. As far as classification according to syllables 

is concerned, he (1941:209) established four classes of one, 

two, three and four syllables each respectively. Further, 

each class was subdivided according to the type of tone 

pattern. In class 1, i.e. the monosyllabic type, Jaques 

(1941:212) established seven tone patterns ranging from high 

tone to low tone with different degrees of rising and rising

falling tones. In the disyllabic class, he established seven 

types of tone patterns. In the tri- and quadri-syllabic 

classes he established nine types of tone patterns respectively. 

Each syllable is given a number relating to the notes of the 

tonic-solfa scale worked out on a kymograph. Jaques (1941:212) 

established a total of 33 tonal patterns for Tsonga ideophones. 

He termed this list of tonal patterns prototype. This 

'prototype' list of tonal patterns serves as a guide in the 

pronunciation of ideophones. According to this principle, 

tone is not marked on the ideophone in the lexicon, only the 

number of the relative 'prototype' is set against the 

ideophone, and to establish its tonal pattern, one has to 

look for the ideophone with the relevant number in the 

prototype list. Jaques' (1941:212) system of tone marking 

serves as a guideline towards the proper pronunciation of the 

given ideophone . Although Jaques (1941:212) claims that he 

evolved the system to avoid the cumbersome notation of placing 
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figures under each syllable of the ideophone to indicate 

tone, nevertheless, the system is unwieldy. In the first 

place, one has to have the tonal •prototype• list all the 

time, and the effort of remembering nine degrees of relative 

tone pitches is cumbersome. 

(d) Summary comments on previous Tsonga contributions 

Junod (1927:160), Bishop (1922:417) and Jaques (1941:210) all 

regarded the infinitive prefix~- and the perfective aspectual 

morpheme te- (Ronga ti-) as verbs used with ideophones. 

Junod (1927:160) definitely regarded the ideophone as an adverb, 

hence his term •descriptive adverbs•. This is despite the fact 

that Junod (1927:165) stated that 11 
••• some of these adverbs ... 

have a true transitive nature and may be preceded by a direct 

object ... 11 and that they may be used 11 
••• with the reflexive 

ti ... 11
• It is interesting to note that these are verbal and 

not adverbial features. 

Bishop (1922:425) was rather cautious in ascribing ideophones 

to any grammatical category and referred to them simply as 

•descriptive complements•. He rightly criticised Junod (1927:165) 

for classifying ideophones as adverbs while he (Junod) at the 

same time attributed verbal features to these words. Bishop 

(1922:425) states as follows: 

... it seems to me to be difficult to follow 
Mr. Junod in calling these words adverbs, if 
they can have so much of the nature of verbs 
as to take a direct object. 
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Bishop (1922:425) advocated the dropping of the word 

•adverb• but preferred the retention of the term 

•descriptive•. He referred to ideophones as •descriptive 

complements• of the so-called~-, -li and ti- verbs. 

Jaques (1941:210) on the other hand avoided categorising 

these words. He simply stated that 11 An ideophone is an 

entity by itself, which interrupts the course of ordinary 

speech. 11 

Junod•s (1927:160) idea that these words are •descriptive 

~dverbs• ~s not subscribed to, as will be illustrated in 

Chapter 4 on the syntax of the i deophone. The morphemes 

ku- and te- are also not regarded as verbs in the context 

of the ideophone. The fact that the morpheme -ri (Ronga 

-}i) serves as some sort of verb in the context of the 

ideophone is accepted. However, in this context, it is 

not a normal verb but an auxiliary verb. 1 

Junod (1927:165) and Jaques (1941:206) both rightly 

recognised the ideophone-verb relationship. They did not 

however, outline the principles governing such a 

relationship. 

The invariability of the ideophone and the tendency of 

deideophonic nouns in certain classes to have a zero prefix2 

Vide par. 4.2.2, p.142, where this verb stem in the context of 
the ideophone is discussed. 

2 Deideophonic nouns in classes 5 and 9 generally have a zero 
prefix. Vide examples in paras 3.2.2.3, p.128 and 3.2.2.5, 
p. 131. 
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posed problems especially to Bishop (1922:420) and to 

Jaques (1941:207) when these deideophonic nouns were used 

to form copulatives. This is evidenced by Bishop•s 

(1922:420) remark that when ideophones (i.e. deideophonic 

nouns with zero prefixes) are used with the copula, 11 it 

is uncertain under what part of speech they are to be 

classed. 11 

Junod•s (1927:165) distinction between primitive and 

derivative ideophones has been found very valid. 1 Equally 

important are Jaques• (1941:210) observations about tone, 

speed (which is called tempo in this study) and vowel 

length. 2 

Lastly, Junod (1927:165) rightly observed that some 

ideophones in Tsonga can 11 
••• have a true transitive nature 

and may be preceded by a direct object (concord ... CTDM) 

and that they may be used with the reflexive ti-. Such 

verbal features of the ideophone have been established in 

this investigation. 

II . . . ' 

1.5 Definition of the ideophone 

1. 5. 1 Early Bantuists and the naming problem 

Although evidence shows that the term ideophone only made its 

appearance in 1935, this does not mean that earlier Bantu grammarians 

1 Vide par. 3.1.2, p.104, where primitive and derivative ideophones are 
discussed in detail. 

2 Tone is discussed in par. 2.4.1, p. 53 , speed (tempo) in par. 5.6.3.2, 
p. 226, and vowel length in par. 2.1.3, p.35. 
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failed to recognise these words; for example, as long ago as 1844, 

Boyce (1844:106) made an investigation of these words. However, earlier 

Bantuists were faced with the problem of what term to use to refer to 

these words. This is evidenced by the diversity of terms which were 

used in an attempt to categorise these words as a part of speech. 1 

Fortune (1962:4) attributes the naming and the classification problems 

to the background of the early grammarians of African languages. He 

states that, consciously or unconsciously, grammarians with the background 

of classical languages based the grammars of the African languages they 

were investigating on the model of their classical languages, i.e. 

models of Indo-European languages. He says: 

... the peculiarities of the ideophone and its unlikeness 
to anything in the grammarian•s background, were revealed 
by the startling variety of terminology and treatment 
which it received. 

Price (1966:239), writing about Nyanja ideophones, pointed out the 

problem which the early Bantu grammarians faced by stating that 

ideophones have 11 
••• given grammarians a great deal of trouble ... 11 and 

he gave as reason the fact that as far as ideophones are concerned, 

11 
... it is like nothing in the familiar European languages. 11 

Up to the present, the question of ideophones is not yet clear to the 

grammarians as evidenced by Welmer•s (1973:459) recent admission that, 

Unfortunately, when it comes to talking about ideophones, 
for almost every student ,of African languages - including 
conspicuously the present author - the 11 Peter Principle 11 

begins to apply: we are rapidly reaching the level of our 
own incompetence. 

1 Some of the different terms or labels have been summarised in 
app. 1, p.248. 
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It is the opinion of the author that an attempt to define the ideophone 

in this investigation will be more appreciated if viewed against the 

background of a sampling of previous attempts to name as well as to 

categorise these words. Of particular interest are the names prior to 

Doke's (1935:118) term 'ideophone•. These names clearly show the 

problem the linguists had in categorising the ideophone as a part of 

speech. After Doke (1935:118) introduced the term 'ideophone•, subsequent 

linguists settled for this term and made no further effort to look for 

other terms. What has not yet been finalised is categorising the 

ideophone as a part of speech as will be observed in paragraph 1.5.3 on 

modern tendencies. 

1. 5. 2 Review of the different terms prior to the term 
1 . 

• i deophone • 

A cursory sampling of terms of the ideophone used by linguists 

prior to Doke's (1935:118) term 'ideophone' reveals interesting 

tendencies. Linguists such as Werner (1919), Junod (1913), Bishop 

(1922), Doke (1935) and Samarin (1971) quote terms used by pre-Dokeian 

linguists to refer to the ideophone. What has been frustrating in this 

investigation has been the difficulty in obtaining some of the earlier 

f D k . 1' . t 2 sources o pre- o e1an 1ngu1s s. 

Observation of the different terms reveals that different considerations 

helped to form the bases of naming these words, hence the diversity of 

1 Pre-Dokeian (1935:118) terms of the ideophone are summarised in 
.e.pp. 1' p. 248. 

2 Sources which were not available for consulting up to the date of 
submitting this thesis are marked with an asterisk in app. 1, p. 248. 
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terms brought forth. The main considerations were the following: 

(1) semantic, (2) morphological and syntactic, and (3) functional 

considerations. 

1.5.2.1 Semantic considerations 1 

(a) The term •onomatopoeia• as used to refer to ideophones 

1 

Onomatopoeia refers to the naming of a thing or an action 

by a vocal imitation of the sound associated with it. 

This term was used by certain grammarians obviously 

because of what they believed was a close resemblance 

between onomatopoeic words in their own language and 

ideophones in Bantu. 

However, some grammarians started to notice that there 

was more to ideophones than being onomatopoeic in nature. 

For example, Bishop (1922:417) realised that these words 

expressed other ideas apart from mere imitation of sounds. 

Jaques (1941:205) stated that: 11 It is true, many 

ideophones are imitation of sounds, but the majority of 

them depict facts which have nothing to do with sounds 

Cole (1975:370) states that although the ideophone may be 

comparable to a certain extent with onomatopoeia in the 

European languages, there is this important distinction, 

that ideophones are descriptive of sound, colour, smell, 

manner, appearance, state, action or intensity, whereas 

Vide app. 1, p. 248, for summary of names based on semantic 
considerations and their protagonists . 

II 
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onomatopoeia is descriptive of sound only. Samarin (1965:119) 

states that one of the most naive characterisations of the 

ideophones is to call them onomatopoeia. He goes on to 

state that this is the name by which they are still known 

in some circles. Samarin (1965:119) rightly states that it 

is extremely doubtful in any African language whether even 

ten per cent of the ideophones derive from non-linguis~ic 

sound, i.e. that ideophones are onomatopoeic in nature. 

To substantiate Samarin's (1965:119) views, 1742 ideophones 

from Cuenod's (1967) dictionary were analysed and 65% of these 

ideophones were found to refer to action, 26% to stative situations, 

6% to sound (i.e. onomatopoeia), 2% to colour, 0,7% to taste 

and smell, and 0,3% to sight. From the above analysis, it 

is obvious that the tendency to regard ideophones as being 

exclusively onomatopo~ic in nature was not appropriate. 

(b) The terms 'Lautbilder' and 'Vocal Images' 

The terms 'Lautbilder' (Westermann, 1908:83) and 'Vocal 

Images' (Werner, 1919:194) although motivated by semantic 

considerations, do not suggest any particular part of 

speech. It is true that ideophones help conjure a picturesque 

state of the referent in one's mind. However, phrases like 

'picture words', 'vocal images' are not grammatical terms 

and therefore do not help categorise the ideophone as a 

particular part of speech. 
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1.5.2.2 Morphological and syntactic considerations 1 

Terms based on morphological and syntactic considerations 

incl ude the interjection and radical. 

(a) The term 1 interjection 1 as used to refer to ideophones 

Except for Jacottet (1892:63) who regarded ideophones as 

1 interjections of a verbal nature 1
, Endemann (1876:170), 

Grout (1859:226) and Lammond (1930:95) regarded the 

ideophone merely as an interjection, Treble and Vallins 

(1936:103) define interjections as words 11 
••• thrown into 

a sentence .. , without interfering with its grammatical 

structure ... 11
• Doke and Mofokeng (1957:365) refer to 

interjections as 1 parenthetical appendages 1 to the sentences 

occurring with them, having no grammatical or concordial 

bearing thereto. The tendency to regard ideophones as 

interjections is not surprising. Ideophones and 

interjections exhibit similar exclamatory features 

together with what Mosisidi (1978:9) calls 1 Unique 

syntactic aloofness 1
• Note the following examples: 

(NB: A double line appears under the interjection and 

the ideophone is written in capital letters.): 

Interjection: ~;~' u nqa fambi! 

(No, do not go! ) 

" Ideophone Mufana wa tlula, TLUKWA! 

(The boy jumps) 

1 
Vide app. 1, p. 248, for summary of terms based on morphological 
and syntactic considerations and their protagonists. 
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The interjection e-e (no) and the ideophone tlukwa! (of 

jumping) both stand apart from the rest of their respective 

sentences; they are also both exclamatory in nature. 

Although the interjection and the ideophone seem similar 

on surface realisations in that they both exhibit similar 

exclamatory features and 'syntactical aloofness', their 

underlying structures are quite different . The interjection 

e-e (no) in the sentence above only serves as a parenthetical 

appendage to that sentence and has neither grammatical nor 

concordial bearing to that statement even in the underlying 

structure. In this study, it will be argued that tlukwa! 

(of jumping) is in fact a part of a whole predicative phrase 

which is grammatically linked to the subject mufana (the boy). 

(b) The term 'radical' or 'root' as used to refer to ideophones 

The term 'radical/root' has been used with reference to the 

ideophone. Werner (1919:194) for example referred to them 

as 'interjectional roots'. Doke (1927:238) 1 referred to 

them as 'radicals', Watkins (1937:85) referred to them as 

'descriptive radicals'. It is felt that the term 'radical' 

would be inappropriate to use in this thesis with reference 

to the ideophone, since this term is generally recognised 

in a different context to refer to the irreducible element 

of the verb. Thus this term is applicable to other parts 

of speech as well. 

1 Doke in his earlier writings refers to the part of speech under 
consideration as 'radical' under the heading 'Descriptive'. 
In 1935, he first began to use the term 'ideophone' in his 
Bantu Li nguistic Terminology~ p.ll8. 
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1.5.2.3 Functional considerations 1 

The terms that have been used to refer to the ideophone and 

which have been based on functional considerations include the following: 

noun, adjective, adverb and verb. 

(a) The term •noun• as used to refer to ideophones 

The term •noun' includes: 'onomatopoetic substantives' 

Torrend (1891:139) and 'mimic nouns' Wanger (as quoted by 

Doke, 1935:119). The basis for regarding the ideophones 

as nouns in these instances, as Torrend contends, is that 

they appear after the verb -thi (Zulu/Xhosa) (Tsonga -ri) 

and hence as objects of this verb. It will be argued in 

this thesis that the verb stem -thi/-~ in the context of 

the ideophone is not a normal verb and hence cannot take 

objects. It is in fact an auxiliary verb. As will also 

be shown, ideophones as such are not capable of functioning 

as nouns, even though nouns may be formed from ideophones. 

(b) The term 'adjective' as used ·to refer to ideophones 

Whitehead (1899:18) referred to ideophones as indeclinable 

adjectives. An adjective qualifies a substantive. Of 

course for Tsonga in surface realisations, such as in the 

following instance 

1 Vide app. 1, p. 248 , for names of the i deophone based on function a 1 
considerations and their protagonists. 
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Ximanga xa ntima DZWII: 
poss. 

Subj. cone. n. id. 

(A very black cat) 

an ideophone may co-occur with a noun as a result of 

deletions 1 and appears to function as an adjective. 

However, in the underlying structure, the ideophone 

ozwfr (of being black) occurs in a larger relative 

construction. Note the following underlying structure 

of the sentence above: 

Ximanga xa ntima [lowu wa (ku (ri) DZWII)] 2 

Inf IP 

(A very black cat) 

The deletion of lowu wa ku ri results in DZWII occurring 

adjacent to ntima, i.e. the position normally occupied by 

Tsonga adjectives. For this reason, it would be inappropriate 

to refer to the ideophone as 'adjective'. 

(c) The term 'adverb' as used to refer to ideophones 

The term 'adverb' includes the following: 'particles used 

adverbially' Bishop of Natal (1859:71), 'onomatopoetic 

adverbials' Hetherwick (1922:188), 'descriptive adverb', 

1 In this thesis, it will be argued that the auxiliary verb stem -ri 
and the ideophone form a syntactic unit referred to as the Ideopnonic 
Phrase (IP). In surface realisations, the auxiliary of the IP may be 
deleted as will be demonstrated later in par. 4.3, p.145 et seqq. 

2 Vide app. 26, p. 274, for detailed analysis of this type of construction. 
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Junod (1913:143) and 'interjectional adverb' Jacottet 

(1927:132). Doke (1935:118) helped entrench the adverbial 

tendency by defining the ideophone as follows: 

The ideophone is in Bantu a special part 
of speech, resembling to a certain extent 
in function the adverb, together with 
which it is classified as a descriptive. 

It is evident that Doke (1935:118) associated the 'describing' 

concept of the ideophone with the 'modifying' function of 

the adverb. While Doke (1935:118) is highly credited for 

identifying the ideophone as a distinct part of speech, the 

author differs from him as regards its relationship with the 

adverb. Admittedly, the verb and the ideophone may co-occur 

where they are governed by the same grammatical subject and 

deletions may leave the ideophone co-occurring with the verb, 

i.e. occupying the position normally occupied by the adverb, 

hence the tendency to associate it with the adverb. However, 

this does not make the ideophone in such instances function 

like an adverb. As will be pointed out in this thesis, the 

underlying structure of the same construction reveals that 

the adverb and the ideophone belong to two different 

constructions. 1 Ideophones function differently from adverbs. 

They do not 'describe predicates' in the sense that adverbs 

'modify predicates'. Ideophones are themselves predicators. They 

express an action, a process or a stative situation in relation to 

the subject as will be demonstrated under syntax in Chapter 4. 

1 In the underlying structure, the ideophone belongs to a full predicative 
clause of its own. Deletions make it occupy the position normally 
occupied by the adverb in surface realisations. This syntactic 
phenomena is discussed fully in par. 4.13.1, p.l91 et seqq. 
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Ideophones are capable of grammatically functioning as 

predicates apart from verbs, a feature adverbs do not have. 

For this reason, the term 'adverb' is not appropriate. 

(d) The term 'verb' as used to refer to ideophones 

The term • verb • include the fo 11 owing: • neuter verbs • 

Boyce (1844:106), 'fragment of a verb' Bishop of Natal 

(1859:71), 'interjections of ·a verbal nature' Jacottet 

(1892:63), 'indeclinable verbal pa~ticles' Mclaren (1906:124), 

'verb' Torre do Valle (1906, as quoted by Bishop 1922:425). 

The tendency to regard ideophones as playing some predicative 

role is very old, having originated with the humble beginnings 

of writing grammars of African languages. For example, 

Boyce (1844:106), discussing the use of •• ... uku ti" (to say) 

stated that this is " ... prefixed to a certain class of 

neuter verbs which are never conjugated without its assistance." 

The very fact that Jacottet (1892:63) initially regarded 

ideophones as 'interjections of a verbal nature' is an 

indication that he had noticed something verbal in their 

nature. Jacottet (1892:63) went so far as to state that the 

idiomatic construction of ho re (to say) plus the so-called 

'interjection of a verbal nature' " ... expresses ... states 

or activities II Although Jacottet (1927:132) later 

regarded ideophones as adverbs, he still referred to their 

function as " ... to express verbal notions" and gave the 

example" ... ho re tu to be silent (lit. to say or to do 

tu) , . . . .. . ( NB: tu! is a South Sotho i deophone meaning 

'of being quiet'.) 
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Although Watkins (1937:85) referred to the ideophone as 

'The Radical Descriptive' ,1 he recognised its predicative 

nature, for he stated that 11 
••• since in both form and 

function it is closely related to the verb, it may be 

included in our analysis of the verb and verb forms, 11 

Further comments on the tendency to regard the ideophone 

as some kind of verb will be made during the discussion 

on modern trends towards the categorisation of the 

ideophone. 

(e) The term 'descriptive complement' as used to refer to ideophones 

Bishop (1922:424) reviewed the terms advanced then to refer 

to the ideophone, i.e. onomatopoeia, interjection and adverb 

and rejected them all on the grounds that they did not give 

a true interpretation of these words. Bishop (1922:425) 

advanced the term 'descriptive complement' but added that 

this term might not be suitable since, 

... we seem to have here a part of speech foreign 
to our European ideas and terms, and that no 
English term can be perfectly satisfactory, if 
used in its rigid European grammatical sense. 

Bishop's (1922:425) term 'descriptive complement' is based 

on the assumption that the ideophone functionally serves as 

complement of the verb -ri (Nguni -thi, Sotho -re). By 

1 Watkins (1937:85) acknowledged that he took the terminology 
'Radical Descriptive' from Doke (1927:238) wherein Doke referred 
to this part of speech as 'Radical', classifying it under the part 
of speech 'Descriptive' (Doke 1927:35). 
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bringing forth the term 'descriptive complement', Bishop 

(1922:425) attempted to place these words in a grammatical 

class of their own, thereby departing from the contemporary 

tendency of regarding them grammatically as nouns, verbs, 

adverbs, adjectives, etc. On this basis, he was on the 

same trend as Doke (1935:118), who also recognized that 

they belong to a class of their own and labelled them as 

ideophones. The significant point to note is that while 

the term ideophone became widely used, the term 'descriptive 

complement' as used by Bishop never gained publicity. 

Fromkin and Rodman (1978:139) state that, 

Each word must include other information 
as well. Part of the dictionary representation 
of a word must include whether it is a noun, 
a verb, an adjective, an adverb, a preposition, 
a conjunction. That is, it must specify what 
grammatical category, or syntactic class, it is 
in. 

The problem with ideophones is not so much finding a term 

for them but to specifically categorise them as a syntactic 

class. Doke (1935:118) besides labelling them as ideophones, 

accorded them syntactic status by grammatically classifying 

them with adverbs as descriptives. Bishop on the other hand, 

even though he used the term 'descriptive complement', did 

not explicitly state which syntactic category these words 

belong to. 
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1. 5. 3 Modern trends towards categorising the ideophone 

as a grammatical class 

The modern tendency is to regard the ideophone as a predicative 

and consequently to classify it with the verb. This is contrary to 

Doke's (1935:118) classification of the ideophone with the adverb. 

Fortune (1962:4), like Watkins (1937:85), also realised the relationship 

that exists between the ideophone and the verb, stating: 

In Shona, the form it is most profitable to compare 
the ideophone with is not the adverb but the verb. 

and substantiated his view by stating that most things can be expressed 

in one of two ways, either verbally or ideophonically. Kunene (1965:10) 

later supported Fortune's standpoint and went so far as to suggest that 

two distinct types of predicates in Bantu should be recognized, 

the narrative type and the dramatic type. The narrative type would 

refer to verbal predication and the dramatic type to ideophonic 

predication. 

Some of the recent investigators of the ideophone have also made 

statements subscribing to the predicative orientation. For example, 

Neethling (1972:8) in his MA dissertation states that, 

In hierdie studie word by Fortune en Kunene se sienswyse 
aangesluit nadat hierdie studie ook aangetoon het dat 
die ideofoon hoofsaaklik predikatief gebruik word. 

Weakley (1973:5) also subscribes to the predicative orientation, for 

he writes as follows: 

The general contention of the verbal properties of 
the ideophone is also supported in this dissertation 
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Voeltz (1971:150) also recognises the predicative nature of ideophones 

and writes as follows: 

First of all, I consider ideophones to be[+ IDEO] and 
[+VERB]. The need for the feature IDEO is clear. 
There is no sense in which we can eliminate this feature, 
or whereby we can avoid recognizing a lexical category 
ideophone. The phonological evidence alone would bring 
this out. 

Secondly, I consider ideophones to ba verbs. I can 
point to some of the evidence: (i) Ideophones 
participate in the process of extensions, a process 
which in Bantu languages is clearly verbal in nature 
(ii) Semantically and syntactically, ideophones are 
clearly verbs in that they take objects, i.e. are 
transitive, have stative notions ... ,are intransitive, 
etc. (iii) Ideophones, just like verbs, may be modified 
by adverbs or enclitics. 

What is interesting about the predicative orientation concerning 

ideophones is that Doke, the protagonist of the adverbial-descriptive 

orientation, did also recognise the predicative nature of the 

ideophone (Doke and Mofokeng, 1957:337). He stated, for example: 

In Bantu, the ideophone is a special part of speech, 
resembling, to a certain extent, in function the 
adverb, together with which it is classified as a 
descriptive; but unlike which it may, in some 
languages, be used as a predicate. 

Doke and Mofokeng gave the following example of the predicative use 

of the ideophone in South Sotho: Lerata TLI! (Thenoise is deafening) 

(p. 337). Unfortunately, they did not cite more languages which may 

use the ideophone as a predicative and those which may use it as an 

adverb. 

The predicative nature of ideophones seems not to be a feature of 

the Bantu language family only, but a basic feature in all languages 
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which use ideophones. For example, Bynon (1970:78) 1 wrote as 

follows: 

... an exemplifier can operate without the presence 
of any verb to express the action being exemplified. 

1. 5. 4 Suggested approach in defining the ideophone 

Samarin (1967(b):36) states that 11 What we need are 

experiments to test the •definability• of ideophones purely from 

contextua 1 material. 11 Samarin ( 1971:133) contends that 11 
••• these 

words must stand apart because of some phonological, morphological, 

or syntactic feature (or set of features). 11 Consequently, 

Samarin (1965:117) suggests that every investigator into these words 

should attempt to answer the question: 11 Exactly what are the 

ideophones? 11 He goes on to suggest that, 

.. . this question must be answered for only one language 
at a time in the same way that all the other morpheme or 
word classes are investigated. 

However, Newman (1968:108) maintains that the question: 11 What are 

the ideophones? 11 should be kept apart from the question: 11 How do 

the ideophones function? 11 Newman is of the opinion that the question: 

'What are the ideophones?' can, and should be answered, 

II independent of any specific language to permit the comparison 

of a wide range of similar phenomenon in different languages. 11 On 

the question: 'How do ideophones function?' Newman (1968:108) states 

that this question ..... must be answered separately for each language. 11 

1 Bynon wrote on Berber ideophones, a non~Bantu language, but used the 
term 'exemplifier• to refer to this class of words. 
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In this thesis, the question: 'Exactly what are ideophones?' is 

answered for Tsonga on the phone-semantic level in Chapters 2 

(phonetic and phonological characteristics),· 3 (morphological 

characteristics) and ·s (semantic characteristics). The question on 

'function• is answered in Chapter 4. 

1.6 Emphasis in this investiaation 

In this investigation, emphasis is on the syntax of 

the ideophone. Junod (1907 and 1927), Bishop (1922) and Jaques (1941) 

did not attempt a syntactic investigation of the word. Their 

contribution has mainly concerned its phonological and semantic 

features. On the whole, paying less attention to the 

syntax of the ideophone in the study of the word has been the 

general tendency, as Newman (1968:107) has also observed and states 

as follows: 11 Most studies of ideophones focus almost exclusively 

on the phonological and semantic features of these words. 11 However, 

Fortune (1962, 1971 Shena), Fivaz (1963 Zulu), Neethling (1971 Xhosa) 

and Von Staden (1974 Zulu) among others,have given attention to the 

syntax of ideophones in the respective languages. 

1.7 Methods of research in this investigation 

Samarin (1970:29) is of the opinion that the text collecting 

method 1 in the investigation of the ideophone yields better results. 

Applying this method, Samarin (1970:29) collected several recordings 

1 The text collecting method is that which collects texts in which 
ideophones occur. 
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of the spider tales in natural setting around the fire at night. He 

then observed the use of ideophones in the texts he collected. Giving 

a brief assessment of his research methods, including among others 

the text collecting method, Samarin (1970:30) states that: "A great 

deal has been learned, much of it of the kind that has escaped other 

students of African languages to this date." 

In line with Samarin (1970:29), the text collecting method has been 

used in this investigation. In the research carried out for my Master•s 

degree (1973), over eighty recordings of Tsonga folktales were made. 

It was noted that a total of over four hundred and thirty ideophones 

and ideophonic expressions were used in these folktales. Conclusions 

reached in this study, particularly on the syntax of the ideophone, 

have been based mainly on the material from this source. This has made 

it possible to observe the use of ideophones in expressive or affective 

speech in Tstinga. To supplement this material, the list compiling 

method has been used. Over one thousand, seven hundred ideophones 

were listed out of the Tsonga-EngZish Dictionary compiled by Cuenod 

(1967). Ideophones were also listed from current Tsonga literature, 

where the syntactic use of ideophones was also observed. 

S U M M A R Y 

The intention in this study is to investigate Tsonga ideophones 

synchronically to establish their phonetic, phonological, morphological, 

syntactic and semantic characteristics. Reviews of the definition of the 

ideophone as a grammatical category reveal that defining the ideophone 

as a syntactic category has not been easy for the early Bantuists. 

This is evidenced by the number of terms brought forth. Although Doke 

(1935:118) introduced the term ideophone, he associated this word 

with the adverb as a syntactic category. The modern tendency is to 
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associate the ideophone with the verb. The impression gained in 

reviewing previous contributions is that the focus, in the study of 

this word, has mainly been on its phono-semantic features. There 

has however been of late some intense research on syntax 

as well. It is felt that the word should be defined on the 

basis of its grammatical function, although not exclusively. For 

this reason, emphasis in this investigation is on the syntax of the 

word. 
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C K A P T E R 2 

The Phonetics and Phonology of Tsonga Ideophones 

2.0 Introduction 

Ideophones form a subcategory of the normal words of Tsonga. 

Consequently, they exhibit certain peculiarities in relation to the sound 

system. Their sound system will be referred to as the subsystem in this 

thesis. The sound system of the other word categories of the language 

will be referred to as the main system. 

2. 1 Vowels 

2. 1. 1 Vowels in the main system 

(Vide appendix 2, p.250, for vowels in the main system of Tsonga.) 

2. 1. 2 Vowels in the subsystem 

Phonetically, the subsystem, like the main system, employs the 

seven varieties of vowels, namely, 

a [a] low back vowel 

e.g. baka! [ ba ka J (of waving aside with hand) 

i [ i ] high front vowel 

e.g. ntli~ [ntli] (of choking) 

u [u] high back vowel 

e.g.!?.!!_! [bu] (of falling down) 

e [e) half-close front vowel 

e.g. khe! [kheJ (of chopping) 
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e [t:] half-open front vowel 

e.g. rhwe! [ rfit:] (of lying helpless on the floor) -- w 

0 [o 1 half-close back vowel 

e.g. bodo! [bodol (of pi,ercing through) 

0 [ :>] half-open back vowel 

e.g . ..9E.2_! [g:>:l (of looking glum, not knowing what to do) 

2.1.3 Vowel length 

2.1.3.1 The Concept 'mora• 

Before discussing vowel length in ideophones, it is fitting at 

this stage to consider the concept 'mora•. Hartmann and Stork (1972:145) 

define a mora as 11The smallest unit for measuring quantity or length in a 

prosodic system. The mora is usually shorter than a syllable." Tucker 

(1962=128) defines a mora as 11 
... a tone bearing unit of length." 

Ladefoged (1975:224) defines a mora as 11 
... a unit of timing 11

, and goes 

on to add that 11E ach mora takes about the same 1 ength of time to say." 

Ladefoged (1975:224) regards a vowel by itself as 11 
••• another type 

of mora ... 11
• 

Tsonga vowels of one mora 

From the above definitions of the mora, particularly Ladefoged's (1975: 

224) principle of regarding a vowel by itself as a mora, as well as his 

( 1975:224) statement that a mora takes about the same length of time 

to say, Tsonga vowels realised with level tones (i.e. high or low) in 
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normal Tsonga words are regarded as being of one mora in this study. 

Syllables with vowels of one mora are symbolised as CV. 

Tsonga vowels of two morae 

Vowels of two morae are regarded as long vowels. Such vowels in Tsonga are 

realised with rising or falling tones.l Long vowels also occur in the final 

syllable of stative or inchoative ideophones.2 Syllables with vowels of two 

morae are symbolised as CVV; however, Tucker (1962:132) warns that 

11 
••• these (CVV syllables) are not phonetically disyllables 11 and gives 

as reason the fact that in their articulation 11 
••• there is only one impulse, 

and not two." 

2.1.3.2 Vowel length in the main vowel system 

Vowels in the main vowel system of Tsonga are short due to the 

factthat, generally, Tsonga has short syllables, hence short vowels. These 

vowels are one mora in length. Long vowels occur only in the penultimate 

syllable of the word as well as in vowels realised with falling tone. These 

vowels may be regarded as two morae. For example, in the word munhu [mu:nhu] 

(CVVCV) (person), the /u/ in the syllable /mu/ is in the penultimate 

position and hence longer than the /u/ in the syllable /nhu/. In the phrase 

hi yena [fli jc:na] [HFH] (CV CVVCV) (it is he), the vowel in the syllable /ye/ 

is two morae as it is realised with falling tone. 

2 

1 Risirig 1 and 1 falling 1 tones are the result of the clustering of high 
and low tones. 

1 Inchoative 1 ideophones are ideophones which express a stative situation 
which has begun but has not yet been completed. 
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2 . 1.3.3 Vowel length in the subsystem 

In the subsystem~ both long and short vowels are encountered 

but they occur in different environments from those in the main system. 

(a) Long vowels 

Long vowels in the subsystem are generally realised (i) in the final 

or only syllable of stative i.e. inchoative ideophones~ and (ii) with 

rising and falling tones occurring in certain ideophones. 

(i) Long vowels in the final syllable 

e.g. mbaa! 

ntsee! 

honoo! 

(CVV) (of being comfortably seated) 

(CVV) (of being speechless due to fright) 

(CVCVV) (of staring absent-mindedly) 

vidzidzidzii! (CVCVCVV) (of being dark and threatening~ 
as weather) 

palatsatsaa! (CVCVCVCVV) (of being bare and cloudless~ 
as weather). 

(ii) Long vowels with the rising and falling tones 

e.g. bvuu~ (CVV) [F] (of snatching away something) 

nkwaa! (CVV) [Rl (of opening~ as door) 

khufaa! (CVCVV) [HF] (of spilling out~ as water) 

gabaa! (CVCVV) [LR] (state of being surprised~ as person) 

(b) Short vowels 

Short vowels in the subsystem occur with certain ideophones signifying 

quick and brisk actions. Note the following examples: 
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nka! [ !JkaJ (of being firm or hard) 

ncwf! [J1tJf] (of cutting briskly) 

kh f gi ! [khfgi] (of suddenly stumbling against something) 

g6g6g6! [g6g6g6] (of knocking, as at the door) 

Einyuluku! [piJ1uluku] (of suddenly turning over) 

khweke! [khekc:J (of jolting to a halt; of hooking) 
w 

2. 1. 4 Whispered vowels 

Some ideophones are whispered, being an attempt to 1 exemp1ify 1 1 

the sound source. Except for being unvoiced, whispered vowels are the 

same as ordinary Tsonga vowels. Whispered ideophones are symbolized by a 

broken line drawn under the ideophone, 

e.g. /a/ khwaxakhwaxa ---! [khasakhaJa] 
------------ w- -w--

[hajahaja] 
w- -w--

/e/ fentsefentse [ f~nts~f_£nts_£] ------------

(noise of ruffled material 
like plastic material when 
crushed in the hands) 

(rustling noise made by 
leaves of e.g. green mealies 
in the breeze) 

(of soft falling, e.g. rain) 

/i/ & /u/ fixufixu [ f_1_J~f.:!_J~] (of water churning up, as 

/U/ 

2. 2 

2 . 2 • 1 

-------- spring water out of the ground) 

huuhuu ------ [n~:n~:] (hissing sound made by a 

Consonants 

Consonants in the main system 

(Vide appendix 3, p.251, for a phonetic inventory of Tsonga 

consonants.) 

snake) 

1 Vide app. 35, p. 291, for the concept 1 exemp 1 i fy 1 
• 
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2. 2. 2 Consonants in the subsystem 

The subsystem employs all the consonantal speech sounds used in 

the main system. Over and above these, the subsystem employs three speech 

sounds which do not feature in the main system. 1 They are the following: 

[tl bilabial voiceless fricative 

[3] prepalatal voiced fricative 

[x] velar voiceless fricative 

Orthographic representations 

Since these speech sounds occur only in the subsystem, they are not provided 

for in the Tsonga practical orthography. Baumbach (1974 :8) represents 

two of these sounds in the following way: 

[3] by 'jj', as in jja [3a] (of falling with a thud) 

[x] by ·~·, as in the following ideophones: 

e.g. hhatawu! [xatawu] (of keeping quiet quickly) 

[xa] (of vomiting) 

Nobody has suggested a Tsonga orthographic representation for the voiceless 

bilabial fricative [t]. The Venda orthographic symbol fh for this speech 

sound has been adopted in this study, e.g. fb~ [tu] (of being completely 

finished). 

The above symbols, [tl, [3] and [x), represent all the extra speech sounds 

occurring exclusively in the subsystem. The conclusion to be drawn from 

this is that, by and large, Tsonga ideophones make use of the speech sounds 

of the main system of Tsonga. Deviations from this are insignificant. 

Vide app. 3, p.251. The three speech sounds are parenthesized in the 
chart of Tsonga consonants. 
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2.3 Phonology 

2.3.1 Vowel phonemes 

2.3.1.1 Vowel phonemes in the main system 

The main system employs five vowel phonemes, 

/a/ = [a 1 

/i/ = [ i 1 

/U/ = [u 1 

lei = [e)_[c:J 

/O/ = [ol[::>l 

Allophones in the phonemes jej & /o/ 

The reason for the allophones [e] and [c:] in the case of /e/ and [o] and 

[::>] in the case of /o/ is as follows: in the context where /e/ and /o/ 

precede close vowels /i/ and /u/, vowel raising takes place and the half

close vowels [eland [ol are employed. In all other instances where the 

mid-vowels occur, the half-open varieties, [c:] and[::>], are emoloved, 

e.g. endleveni [endle~eni] (in the ear) 

cf. ndleve [ndl c:~e] (ear) 

enk6mbeni [e8k6mbeni] (on the wooden spoon) 

cf. nk6mbe [8 k5mb e] (wooden spoon) 

mbewu [mbewu 1 (seed) 

cf. mbeva [mbc:~a] (mouse) 

mhofu [mfiOfu] (eland antelope) 

cf. mhondzo [mfi::>~~::>] (poison) 
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2.3.1.2 Vowel phonemes in the subsystem 

In the subsystem, 1 ike in the main system, five vowel phonemes 

have to be recognized, 

/a/ = [a] 

/i/ = [ i l 

/U/ = [u 1 

/e/ = [el[e] 

/0/ = [o H :::>] 

2.3.1 .3 Distribution of the mid-vowels in the phonology of 

Tsonga ideophones 

(a) Half-close /e/ and /o/ 

Half-close vowels /e/ and /o/ occur (i) when preceding the closed 

vowels /i/ and /u/; for example, 

n'wets'f! [!Jets 1] (of shining) 
w 

hiketsi! [fiiketsi] (of lying dead) 

mp6ti! [mp6til (of being very noisy) 

tl6v6si! [tl6 ~6s i] (of being overcome by troubles) 

petlu! [petl u 1 (of chipping off) 

1 e 1 eku! [leleku] (of staggering as if under a heavy load) 

dlomu! [dlomu] (of falling into deep water) 

foxomu! [fosomu] (of oozing out) 

(ii) in broad outline when the ideophone embodies high tones only: 

/e/ e.g. khe! 

dlelele! 

[khe 1 

[dlelelel 

(of chopping) 

(of standing on one foot 
bending the knee) 
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(of being visible from all 
sides) 

p~ng~l~ng~nd~! [P~Qg~l~ug~nd~l (of falling down and rolling 
over, as empty tin plate) 

/o/ e.g. r6! [r6]_ (of striking a blow with a short stick) 

j6nd6! [d36nd6l (of walking with long strides) 

g6g6g6! [ g6g6g6]. (of knocking e.g. at the door) 

p6n6m6n6! [p6n6m6n6J (of getting 
house) 

into, as person into the 

There may be variations in pronunciation where the phonemes /e/ and /o/ 

occur in high tones in ideophones with long vowels. 

e.g. nts~~! 

(b) Half-open /e/ and joj 

[ nts e: J 

[ Q€: 1 
w 

(of feeling self-pity) 

(of becoming clear, as at break of day) 

Provided that they do not precede the close vowels /i/ and /u/, the 

half-open vowels /e/ and /o/ are realised (i) when the ideophone embodies 

low tones only; (ii) when the ideophone embodies both high and low tones 

in its syllables (applicable to polysyllabic ideophones only); (iii) when 

the ideophone embodies either a rising or a falling tone; and (iv) when 

they (half-open vowels) occur before the open back vowel /a/. Note the 

following examples: 

(i) Low tones only 

/e/ e.g. mhe! [mfic:] (of falling hard on the ground) 

chese! [ tJhc:sc:] (of loosening, as tight rope) 

bebebe! [ bc:bc:bc:J (of waking up with a start) 

tlevelele! [tlc:~c:lc:lc:) (of getting physical pain 
fright as .when startled) 

from 
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/o/ e.g. ntho! [nth ::>1 (of dripping down, as drops of rain) 

High 

e.g. 

fohlo! 

lokohlo! 

horotsotso! 

and low tones 

pheve [ph~~E] 

[ f::>S:::>]_ (of being well seated) 

[ bbi::>]_ (of being extremely tired) 

[ fi::>r::>ts::>ts::>] (of failing to make good a boast) 

(of landing on one 1
S buttocks in a wet 

marshy place) 

gentle! [ge:ntle] (of clattering and rumbling over uneven 
surface, as wagon) 

ntl6ko! [ ntl5b] 

jov6! [ d3::>~ 5] 

(of showing disapproval by clicking one 1 S 
tongue) 

(of pecking, as hen) 

(iii) Rising and falling tones 

e.g. bvee! [Cbve:e] [ R] (of breaking wind loudly) 

(of obscuring completely) mbho6! [ mb fi::>~] [ R] 

nsee! [ns"E:E] [F] (of squirting, as blood from wound) 

nkhulee! [t;Jkhul€e:] [FJ (of having an agreeable smell) 

(iv) Before the open back-vowel /a/ 

e.g. khempfa! [ khE:ru<i'fa] (of being well seated or settled) 

hle~a [ 9: Ej 0: ) (of being seated leaning to the side) 

ch6la! [ tJ h 51 a J (of plunging suddenly into high grass) 

xobya! r PbjaJ (of walking circumspectly) 
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2.3.2 Consonantal phonemes 

2.3.2.1 Consonantal phonemes in the main system1 

Phoneme clusters are derived from the main consonantal phonemes 

by systematically compounding secondary phonetic features with them. For 

example, the Tsonga /p/ can be palatalized, hence /py/ [PJ]; aspirated, 

hence /ph/ [ph]; pre-nasalized, hence /mp/ [mp]; palatalized and aspirated, 

hence /phy/ [pJhJ; pre-nasalized and palatalized, hence /mpy/ [mpJ]; pre

nasalized and aspirated, hence /mph/ [mph]; pre-nasalized and palatalized 

and aspirated, hence /mphy/ [mpJhl, etc. 

2.3.2.2 Consonantal phonemes in the subsystem 

The subsystem employs all the possible phoneme clusters in the 

main system.2 

2.3.2.3 Nasal compounds in phoneme clusters of the subsystem 

Nasal compounds do occur in the phoneme clusters of the subsystem 

but no apparent morphophonological reason accounts for their presence. Just 

as in the main system, nasal compounds in phoneme clusters of the subsystem 

are also homorganic. 

Note the following examples: 

/mpaku/ 

/ntho/ 

/nka/ 

[mpakul! 

[nth:J]! 

[!JkaJ! 

(of puffing up smoke) 

(of dripping) 

(of being stiff and firm, as planted pole) 

Vide app. 3, p. 251, for Tsonga consonantal phonemes 
2 Vide par. 2.2.2, p.39. 
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/mfGu/ 

/nswa/ 
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[Jltfaku] (of chewi.ng)_ 

[ llJfuu] (of heaping in one place) 

[ zu;a] (of di sap pea ring) 

There is only one characteristic feature of nasal compounds in the subsystem. 

In nasal compounds with voiceless consonants, the nasal can be omitted 

in most cases with no loss of semantic significance of the cluster; thus the 

examples of the ideophones given above can have the following acceptable 

variants: 

/mpaku/ - /paku/ (of puffing smoke) 

/ntho/ - /tho/ (of dripping) 

/nka/ - /ka/ (of being firm) 

/mfuu/ - /fuu/ (of heaping in one place) 

/nswa/ - /~/ (of disappearing) 

On the other hand, when homorganic nasals are omitted in compounds with 

voiced consonants, this omission does not cause a variant but two 

semantically distinct words. 

Note the following examples: 

/mba a/ [mba: 1 (of sitting down comfortably) 

- /ba/ [ ba] (of lying down to rest but not asleep) 

/ndondondo ... / [ nd;:,nd::>nd::> ... ] (of sinking) 

- /d::>d::>d::> .. . I [ d::>d::>d::> ... ] (of e.g. fruit dropping down in an 
irregular way) 

/ngGngQngO ... / [~gG~gG~gG ... J (of stinking) 

- /gGgGgG ... / [gGgGgG .•. J (of tapping on a receptacle to make 
last few bits of contents drop out) 
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/mby~e/ [~&y§El 

- /bvee/ [~veEl 
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(of having a disagreeable smell) 

(of echoing rudely someone's response 
to a call} 

Phoneme sequence in the main system 

Phonemes in Tsonga combine to form syllables of words in the 

sequence consonant (C) and vowel (V). Every consonantal phoneme cluster 

is regarded as a unit phoneme. A unit consonantal phoneme is represented 

by the symbol C and a vowel phoneme by the symbol V. In phoneme clusters 

embodying nasals, the nasal (N) always precedes the other phonemes. The 

sequence in, for example the phoneme cluster as contained in the word 

ntlhari (a genius), is as follows: /NCVCV/. However, syllabically the 

word is represented as CV/CV, where each CV unit represents a syllable. 

The majority of words in Tsonga begin with a consonant. However, 

comparatively few words do have a vowel in the initial position of the 

word, e.g. -oxa (roast) ... V/CV, -engetela (add) ... V/CV/CV/CV. In 

these instances, the initial vowel serves as a syllable. 

2.3.4 Phoneme sequence in the subsystem 

The syllables of the subsystem are identical with the syllables 

in the main system. 

2.3.4.1 Vowels as syllables 

In the subsystem, instances of vowels serving as syllables in the 

initial position or as monosyllables are encountered, but on a very limited 

scale. Here are a few examples: 
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o6! v (of vomiting[ 

ibibi! V/CV/CV (of crying in desperation while wriggling 
to free oneself) 

iwii! V/CV (of falling on one's back due to laughter) 

ol1! V/CV (of picking up and/or collecting) 

010! V/CV (sound of swallowing liquid) 

2.3.4.2 Sequence of repeated identical phonemes 

i.e. Identical phoneme repetition 

Identical phoneme repetition is one of the main characteristic 

features of the phonology of Tsonga ideophones. It occurs in most 

polysyllabic ideophones. The phenomenon of repetition is characterized 

by the repetition of identical phonemes in syllables of a single polysyllabic 

ideophone. Two types of repetition are recognised, complete and partial. 

Complete repetition is where the same phoneme (or phonemes) in a single 

polysyllabic ideophone is repeated in every syllable. Partial repetition 

is the repetition of some of the phonemes embodied in a single ideophone, 

Vowels are used to a great extent in identical phoneme repetition. 

Vowel repetition is conventionally known as assonance. Assonance can take 

place independently of consonant repetition. On the other hand, consonant 

repetition can only be realised with assonance when it is found in the 

repetition of the same syllable. For this reason, the phenomenon of 

repetition will be considered from the point of view of assonance. Repetition 

of syllables, however, is not characteristic only of ideophones but can also 

occur in other parts of speech, e.g. -vava, v. (painful), (*ri)gaga, n. 

(unripe fruit). Assonance in the context of the ideophone in this study is 

divided into two sections, (a) complete assonance and (b) partial assonance. 
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(al Complete assonance 

Complete assonance is 5y far the most extensively used fo rm of 

repetition in Tsonga polysyllabic ideophones since sixty pe r cent 

of the ideophones collected demonstrate it. Complete asson ance may 

be realised i n the following phonological patterns of seque nces: 

( 1 )_ with complete repetition of identical consonants, 

e.g. gwagwagwa ... ! (of shivering due to feelin g cold) 

ntshentshentshe ... ! (of running backwards) 

bobobo ... ! (of pouring out profusely) 

bebebe! (of suddenly rousing from s l eep) 

susususu! (of pushing something or someone over) 

(2) with partial repetition of identical consonants which can be 

initial or final, 

e.g. c6c6nqo! (of running with stately leaps, as giraffe) 

x6x616ko! (of appearing suddenly and unexpectedly) 

barara! (of lying sprawled) 

vidzidzi! (of being dark and threatening) 

cala.lala .... ! (of sticking out, as ribs of ematiated 
person) 

(3) with consonants in alliterative sequence, 

e.g. ga 1 a ga 1 a! (of climbing quickly, 
bicycle) 

as riding on a 

tikitiki! (of being firmly secured) 

halahala! (of looking searchingly in a 11 directions) 

nyelenyele! (of disappearing) 
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(b} Partial assonance 

Partial assonance may be: (i) initial, (ii) final or (iii) initial 

and final. 

(1). Initial partial assonance 

e.g. dzedzeng u! 

bvibv1nya! 

gagaju! 

javar1 nga! 

(of standing at one place for a long time 
undecided what to do) 

(of being unkempt, as hair of person) 

(of biting something hard, like raw carrot) 

(of stopping suddenly, as animal sensing danger) 

bvonyongeto! (of pouncing upon and overpowering) 

(2) Final partial assonance 

e.g. mefutanga! (of falling to the ground with a crash) 

Einyuluku! (of overturning and rolling over) 

khwexunuku! (of becoming loose through being forced) 

bukwananaa! (of lying on one's stomach) 

khuvaxaxaa! (of fa 11 i ng to the ground onto one's knees 
when struck) 

(3) Initial and final partial assonance 

e.g. xalamuku! 

pembemuku! 

(of coming round after a swoon) 

(of regaining thoughts) 
r / " 

khindlimuku! (of waking up with a start) 

kakatlulu! 

pueutsala! 

(of pulling apart with teeth, claws, curved 
thorn, etc.) 

(of looking bad or dying due to exposure to 
hardships) 
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2.3.5 Metqtbesis in Tsongq ideophones 

Metathesis is not a significant feature in Tsonga ideophones. 

Only the following instances were encountered: 

e.g. j o vo 1 o to~ 

yoko! 

tshambuluto 

- jo 1 ovoto! (of pecking, as hen) 

- koyo! (of being heavily laden, as tree with fruit) 

tshalambuto! (of stretching out e.g. hand when receiving 
something) 

2.3.6 Variants 

2.3.6.0 Introduction 

Many ideophones have variants. Initially prevalence of variants 

was attributed to dialectal reasons. This is not necessarily the case. 

It is possible for the same ideophone to have different forms in the same 

dialect. Reasons for this are not clear. The fact established is that 

one of the characteristics of most of these words is the lack of rigidity 

in their phonemic and phonological shape. 

Variants occur as a result of phoneme substitution. One phoneme in an 

ideophone is replaced by another. What is prevalent to a significant 

degree in Tsonga ideophones is the rate at which phoneme substitution 

takes place to produce variants. However, certain features remain 

constant with regard to variants; they are (a) number of syllables, 

(b) tonal patterns of the syllables and (c) manner of articulation, i.e. 

tempo in uttering the segments. Phoneme substitution may be of vowels 

or consonants. 
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2.3.6.1 Vowel phoneme substitution and variants 

A 11 or some of the vowe 1 s in one i deophone may be substituted 

by other vowels resulting in variants. The consonants in these instances 

remain unchanged, 

e.g. tshaEu! - tsheEu! (of being viscous) 

quyuu! - giyii! (of plunging into water) 

ca la.la.! c61616! (of projecting or sticking out, as ribs in 
emaciated person} 

halakahla! - holokohlo! (of making a rattling crash, as bundle of 
dry reeds flung to the ground) 

2.3.6.2 Consonant substitution and variants 

Substitution of consonants in ideophones resulting in variants 

can be divided into two sections, (a) regular substitution and 

(b) irregular substitution. In the case of regular substitution, voiceless 

consonants are replaced with voiced consonantsl while in the case of 

irregular substitution, consonants are replaced at random. 

(a) Regular substitution 

Voiceless vs voiced consonants 

e.g. Eaa! baa! (of being white) 

tlomG! dlomu! (of plunging into water) 

khindla! gindla! (of shrugging one's shoulders) 

cOu! jQu! (of being red) 

khinya! ginya! (of twisting one's waist when dancing) 

1 In some cases there is a slight difference in meaning between the 
ideophones using the voiceless consonants and those using the voiced 
counterparts. Vide par. 5.6.2.4 (a), p.220. 
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(bt Irregular substitution 

e.g. mph a! - ntsnwa! (of being full to the brim) 

kwetsi! n1wetsi (of shining) 

calawa! - nalawa! (of reviving, as after a swoon) 

hakahaka! - Myahaya! (of remaining suspended high up, as 
e.g. ball in branches of a tree) 

jekejeke! - zensezenge! (of being helpless, dejected) 

2.3.6.3 Variants by nasal displacement or metathesis 

e.g. nkatla! - kantla! (of catching, as mouse-trap catching a rat) 

nkhisa! - khinsa! (of kneeling) 

nkucu! - kuncu! (of having all 1 eft) 

ntsete! tsente! (of squirting out saliva through front teeth) 

mp6ti! - p6nti! (of being intense in degree, e.g. noise or 
dust) 

Variants may also occur by means of optional use of a homorganic nasal.l 

2.3.6.4 Variants by optional use of aspiration 

Variants may also occur by means of optional use of aspiration. 

However, not many instances of such cases were encountered, 

e.g. nka! 

nabya! 

(of being firm and stiff) 

(of leaping forward) 

kwip1n1ni! - khwimbinini! (of being short) 

kotl e! - khotle! (of fitting exactly or snugly) 

1 Vide par. 2.3.2.3, pp.44-45, for examples. 
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2.4 Suprasegmental features 

Suprasegmental features, i.e. tone and length operative in the 

main system, reveal certain characteristics in the subsystem. 

2.4.1 Tone 

2.4.1.0 Introduction 

Tone in any language is a vast study. Consequently it would be 

presumptuous and outside the scope of this thesis to delve deeply into all 

the aspects of tone in Tsonga. Only the general basic tonal features in 

Tsonga will be considered1 and against this background tone in the subsystem 

will be examined. 

Tsonga is a tone language. Fromkin and Rodman (1978:86) define tone 

languages as 11 
••• languages that use pitch of individual syllables to 

contrast meaning.'' In Tsonga, words with similar phonological shape can 

be contrasted by tone alone, 

e.g. -tenga (HH) (pure, as water free from pollution) 

-tenga (LL) (try a case, as in court) 

Shane, (1973:14) defines tone languages as 11 
••• languages in which each 

syllable has associated with it, a particular pitch level . 11 Similarly, 

every syllable in Tsonga words is associated with a particular pitch level, 

be it high, low or falling. 

Further, Tsonga is a register-tone language with two level registers, 

high (H} and low (L). Pike (194S5) defines a level tone as 11 
••• one in 

which ... the pitch of a syllable does not rise or fall during its production. 11 
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Tsonga tones behave in a similar manner. However, Tsonga bas a tonal glide 

from high to 1 ow when a 1 ow tone occurs oetween two high tones . 

2.4.1.1 Tonemes in the main system 

Basically, Tsonga has two tonemes, /H/ and /L/. 

(a) /H/ in the main system 

e.g. hGkG [HH] (chicken) 

(b) / L/ in the main system 

e.g. ku tirha [L LL] (to work) 

(c) Toneme clusters in the main system 

The falling tone 

It sometimes occurs that /H/ and /L/ form a cluster realised with a 

vowel in a single syllable. In such cases there is a tonal glide from 

high to low. This is what is generally referred to as falling tone:l 

e . g. va k6na [H FH] (They are present). 

NB. The main system exhibits only one toneme cluster, /HL/, which 

results in a falling tone. 

1 In the main system in Tsonga, the falling tone always occurs instead of a 
low tone between two high tones, provided the syllable embodying a low tone 
does not incorporate a voiced or an aspirated consonant, in which case it 
remains a low tone. 
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2.4.1 . 2 Tonemes in the subsystem 

Basically, the subsystem, like the main system, has two tonemes, 

/H/ and /L/. Over and above these. it has toneme clusters /H+L/, which 

results in a falling tone, and /L+H/, which results in a rising tone. 

(a) /H/ in the subsystem 

(b} 

As in the main system, /H/ in the subsystem has one tone, [H]. 

It is realised with vowels in mono- and polysyllabic ideophones, 

e.g. khe! [H] (of chopping) 

vanga! [HH] (of flashing) 

lakahla! [HHHl (of lying down due to exhaustion) 

/L/ in the subsystem 

/L/ in the subsystem, as in the main system. has one tone, [L]. 

e.g. do! [ L 1 (of dropping down, e.g. fruit) 

jaja! [Lll (of alighting) 

bebebe! [ LLL 1 (of waking up from sleep) 

9ibii! [LLL1 (of rumbling, 1 ike thunder)_ 

(c) Toneme clusters in the subsystem 

(i) /LH/ cluster 

This is generally called rising tone [R1 and is characteristic 

of the subsystem only. It is generally realised with the only 

vowel of monosyllabic ideophones. The vowel is always long, 

hence two morae. The pitch glides from the low tone of the 

first mora rising to the high tone of the second mora, 
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e.g. nkwaa! [l}j i.e. R] (of opening, as door) 

mehyaa! [l]j i.e. R] (of slipping past through an opening, - as rat) 

mehuu! [l}j i.e. R] (of forgetting completely) 

nghee! [l]j .... i.e . R] (of becoming lit) 

ntshil! [!Jl i.e. R] (of going out, as light) 

/Hl/ cluster -
This is generally referred to as falling tone [F]. The falling 

tone in the subsystem occurs in two environments. The first 

environment is where the falling tone occurs between two high 

.tones. This is mainly realised in reduplicated ideophones 

derived from disyllabic ideophones with [LH] tonal pattern, 

provided the 1 ow toned syll ab 1 e between the high tones does not 

embody a depressor consonant,l in which case it remains a low 

tone: 

e.g . < njenga! [LH] (of wobbling) 

> njenj enganjenga! [LLHFHJ (of wobbling many times or of many 
objects wobbling irregularly) 

< voy1! 

> vovoyivoy1! 

[LH 1 (of bending) 

[LLHFHl (of one thing swaying many times or 
of many things swaying irregularly) 

The second environment is where the falling tone is realised with 

the syllable embodying the long vowel of two morae. This long 

vowel always occurs in the only or final syllable of the ideophone, 

e.g. bvuu! [[LJ (of snatching) 

khee! [[LJ (of striking a death blow) 

pfind1i! [L ffi-1 (of falling and rolling over) 

hluthuu! [L [Ll (of kicking someone in the stoma~h) 

khufaa! [H [LJ (of spilling over, as water) 

1 . Cf. Louw, 1968.95. 
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2.4.1.3 Contrastive nature of /H/, /L/ and /lil/i.e./F/ 

(a) /H/ contrasting with /L/ 

/H/ and /L/ can contrast in monosyllabic as well as in polysyllabic 

ideophones. Note the following examples: 

d-- I uu. 

duu! 

xatsa! 

xatsa! 

9a9a9a! 

9a9a9a! 

[@1 (of remaining silent) 

[Q..l (of spreading, as rumour) 

[HH 1 (of shivering in cold) 

[HL 1 (of scintillating in morning 

[LHL 1 (of falling on one 1 s back) 

[LLL 1 (of having heart palpitations 
of being frightened) 

sun, e.g. dew) 

as a result 

(b) /HL/ i.e. /F/ contrasting with level tones 

The level tone generally contrasting with [F1 is [LJ, 

e.g. tlh1i! 

tl hi! 

bvuu! 

bvu! 

khuu! 

khu! 

tlhuu! 

tlhu! 

[[Ll i.e. [Fl_(of snapping, as rope) 

[Ll (of propping or supporting) 

[[L] i.e. [F] (of snatching away) 

[L ]_ (of heaping up in one place) 

[HL] i.e. [Fl (of knocking down something) --
[L] (of sipping liquid in small amounts) 

[HFJ i.e. [Fl (of throwing missiles at something 
high up to cause it to fall) 

[L ]_ (of being alone of one•s kind among 
others, as boy among girls) 
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2.4.1.4 Tonal patterns in Tsonga ideophones 

(a) Monosyllabic ideophones 

The following tonal patterns can be realised in monosyllabic 

ideophones: high (H)., low (L), rising (R) and falling (F). 

Note the following examples: 

( 1 ) Hi gh (H) [-] 

.9!! [ge 1 (of being very dry, as 1 and) 

pye! [pje J (of yelping, as dog) 

nge! [ tJge J (of sounding, as bell) 

tl h6! [ tl h6] (of breaking something brittle, like an eggshell) 

.9.2_! [go.] (of striking e.g. on head with a hard object) 

( 2) Low (L) [_] 

~! [gd (of being within easy reach) 

pye! [pj €] (of passing very loose stools) 

~! [ !Jg €] (of saying something) 

tl ho! [tlh:J] (of pushing something sharp into something soft) 

tlhu! [tlhu] (of being of only one of a kind among others) 

(3) Rising (R~ or (CH) [.JJ 

e . g. nthwaa! (of suddenly running in front of others in a 
race) 

nkwaa! --· (of opening, as door) 

nchaa! (of looking bright, clever and honest) 

mbho6! (of obscuring completely) 

mphaa! (of being wide open, as door) 
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(4) Falling (F) or (8J_) ['] 

e.g. khee! (of dealing a death blow with some hard object) 

nhee! (of being swollen, as limb) 

Di syllabic 

Di syllabic 

following: 

( 1 ) /HH/ 

(2) /LL/ 

(3) /HL/ 

(4) /LH/ 

(5) /LF/ 

(6) /HF/ 

ph1i! (of lifting a heavy object) 

ns~a! (of person falling on a hard surface) 

nhlaa! (of hitting, e.g. stick against something hard so 
that it breaks into splinters) 

i deophones 

ideophones reveal six tonal patterns. They are the 

e.g. 9antl a! [- -1 (of closing with a bang, e.g. door) 

e.g. 9id,ia! [_ _)_ (of alighting) 

e.g. khweke! r- _l (of getting hooked and jerked along) -

e.g. khinya! [_ -1 (of feeling an abrupt jerk as when 
accidentally stepping into a hole) 

e.g. kabvGu! [_ '1 (of biting and tearing off skin and 
flesh, as dog biting e.g. person) 

e.g. bunsee! [- "\ 1 (of having an agreeable smell) 

(c) Trisyllabic ideophones 

Trisyllabic ideophones reveal five tonal patterns. They are the 

following: 

(1) /HHH/ e.g. ngalava! [- - -] 

(2) /LLL/ e.g. phaphara![ ___ ] 

(of falling on the ground, as empty 
utensils) 

(of suddenly becoming aware of 
something) 
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(3) /HHL/ e.g. ga~aju! [- - _] (of taking a big bite of something 
hard, like e.g. a raw carrot) 

(4) /LLH/ e.g. khelewa! [_ - -] (of walking rolling from side to 
side due to fatigue) 

(5) /LHL/ e.g. ~a gaga! [_ _] (of falling on one•s back) 

(d) Quadrisyllabic ideophones 

Quadrisyllabic ideophones show seven tonal patterns. They are the 

following: 

(1) /HHHH/ e.g. kwimb1nini! - - - - l (of jerking tight, as noose 
of snare) 

(2) /LLLL/ e.g. pfhalakaxa! [- - - -1 (of appearing suddenly) 

(3) /HHLL/ e.g. h1yahiya! [- - _] (of covering oneself with e.g. 
shawl or part of one•s dress) 

(4) /LLHH/ e.g. nyeleny§l§! [_ - - -1 (of disappearing) 

(5) /HHHL/ e.g. tlatlalala! [--- _] (of flinging down) 

(6) /LHHH/ e.g. bulumuku! [_ - - -] (of waking up with a start) 

(7) /LHFH(M)/ e.g. punavuna [- -' -] (of remaining quiet and dejected) 

(e) Quinquesyllabic ideophones 

Quinquesyllabic ideophones exhibit five tonal patterns. 

(N.B. The alternative falling tone marked (*) in patterns four and 

five below depends on whether the ideophone incorporates a voiced or 

voiceless consonant. If voiced and/or aspirated, it will be a low 

tone. If voiceless, it will be a falling tone): 
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( 1) /HHHHH/ e.g. gwangwa 1 akah H.! [- -] (sound of a thunderclap 
very near) 

(2) /HHHHL/ e.g. gicimbuH~le~ [- _] (of unearthing e.g. 
large potatoes) 

(3) /LLLLL/ e.g. cakaravanda! [_ - - - _] (of falling back dead) 

(4) /LLHLH - LLHFH/ 

e.g. bibikGbikG~ [- - - - -] (of being in turmoil, 
as troubled water) 

*kukumekume! [_ - - ..... -] (of many people nodding 
their heads) 

(5) /LHLHL - LHFHL/ 

e.g. tlhitlh~butlh~bu! [_ - - -1 (of many strings 
snapping irregularly) 

*ncincikinciki! -' -[_ _] (of many things dangling 
irregularly) 

(f) Six-syllable ideophones 

The few six-syllable ideophones that occur in Tsonga are derived 

from the red up 1 i cation of di syllabic and tri syllabic i deophones. 

The reduplication takes place with no modification of the tonal 

pattern of the trisyllabic unit. It is thus not necessary to give 

examples of tonal patterns of six-syllable ideophones because their 

tonal patterns are actually the tonal patterns of the trisyllabic 

ideophones reduplicated. 

2.4.1.5 Tonal patterns in derived ideophones 

Ideophones can be derived from (1) other ideophones or (2) from 

verbs. 1 These derived forms exhibit certain tonal characteristics. 

1 Vide par. 3.1.2.3, p.117. 
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Tonal patterns of derived ideophones from these sources will be considered 

separately. 

(a) Ideophones derived from other ideophones 

Observing the tonal patterns of ideophones derived from other 

ideophones makes the invariable nature of the ideophone become 

apparent. The general tendency is for the original form to retain 

its normal tonal pattern. Deviations from this principle are very 

slight. Tones of affixes tend to be assimilated to the tone of the 

syllables in the original form. In examining these tonal patterns, 

derived ideophones will be divided into two groups, (a) tonal 

patterns of ideophones derived from ideophones by affixes, and 

(b) tonal patterns of ideophones derived from ideophones by 

reduplication. 

(i) Derived by suffixation 

(aa) Derived from monosyllabic ideophones with level tones 

The formula governing the tonal pattern of the derived 

ideophone from monosyllabic ideophones by suffixation 

is as follows: 

The tone of the suffixed syllable (or syllables) is 

assimilated to the tone of the initial syllable of the 

original ideophone.l 

1 Vide par. 3.1.2.2 (a) (i), pp.l07-108, for method of derivation. 
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Note the following examples: 

< H > HH ( 2-syl) 

e.g. < b6! r-] (of piercing through) 

> b6d6! r- -1 ( s . m. ) 

< L > LL (2-syl) 

e.g. < swa! Ll (of being submerged) 

> swa ta! [_ _J ( s. m. ) 

(bb) Derived from monosyllabic ideophones with falling tonel 

e.g. 

The formula governing the tonal pattern of such derived 

ideophones is as follows: 

The original ideophone loses its falling tone and assumes 

a high tone. The suffixed syllable assumes a low tone. 

Note the following examples: 

< F > HL 

< raa! [_I]_ (of fa 11 i ng on hard surface) 

> ratla! [- -J (s .m. but with intensity) 

< dlGu! [ '] (of being exposed) 

> dlunya! [- -1 (s .m. but with intensity) 

< maa! (\] (of hitting with an open hand) 

> maka! [ _] (s .m. but with intensity) 

< pf6o! [\] (of deserting) 

> pf6yo! _] ( s. m. but with intensity) 

Vide par. 3.1.2.2 (a) (i), p.107, for method of derivation, and p.109, 
for examples. 
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(cc) Derived from disyllabic ideophones with high or low or 

with both high and low tones 

The formula governing the tonal pattern of such derived 

ideophones is as follows: 

The high tone on the first syllable of the disyllabic 

ideophone is repeated up to the penult of the derivation. 

This is a general rule of tone repetition also found in 

the main system. 

Note the following examples: 

< HL > HHL (3-syl), HHHL (4-syl) 

e.g. < yuyu! 

> yuyuna! 

< gici! 

r- -1 (of hurling insults at someone) 

[- - _] (s.m. but with intensity) 

(of unearthing) 

> gicimbQle! [--- _l(s.m. but with intensity) 

< LL > LLL (3-syl) 

e.g. < tserhe! [_ -1 (of standing firmly on both feet) 

> tserherhe! [_ __ ]_ (s.m. but with intensity) 

< vohlo! L _l (of being flat, as empty purse) 

> vohlohlo! [_- -1 (s.m. but with intensity) 

(dd) Derived from disyllabic ideophones by suffixing recurring 

partialsl 

In these instances, the disyllabic original operand 

1 Vide par. 3.1.2.2 (a)(i)(cc), p.111, for method of derivation and 
for the concept 'recurring partials. • 
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generally has identical tones in all the syllables. The 

formula governing the tonal pattern in such instances is 

as follows: 

The suffixed partials assume the tone of the operand.1 

Note the following examples: 

< LL > LLLL 

e.g. < by a ta! [- -] 

> byatananaa! [-

< bveke! [- -1 

> bvekenenee! [-

(of being short, of crouching) 

-1 (s.m. but with intensity) 

(of sitting dejectedly) 

-1 (s.m. but with intensity) 

(ii) Derived by infixing2 

e.g. 

The tonal pattern of such derived ideophones is as follows: 

All the infixed syllables assume the tone of the initial syllable 

of the operand, i.e. the original form. The tone in the second 

syllable of the operand is displaced to the last syllable. 

Note the following examples: 

HL > HHL (3-syl), HHHL (4-syl) etc. 

< waya! ~] (of splashing water) 

> wavaya! [- - _)_ (s .m. but with intensity) 

< kidyo! [- _] (of swallowing liquids) 

> k 1 li k i d~o ! [- - - _] (s .m. but with intensity) 

1 The term 1 0perand 1 in this context means 1 0riginal form 1 ·a 3 1 2 ( ) • V-z. e par. . . c , 
p.105, for further information about this term. 

2 Vide par. 3.1.2.2 (a) (iv) ~- p.107, for method of derivation. 
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LH > LLH (3-syl) 

e.g. < kobya! [_ 1 (of making splashing noise, as fish in 
1 i t t 1 e water ) 

> kolobya~ L _ -1 (s .m. but with intensity) 

< tlomQ! L - J (of setting, e.g. sun) 

> tlokomQ! [_ - - 1 (s .m. but with intensity) 

(iii) Derived from other ideophones by reduplication 

(aa) Trisyllabic ideophones derived from two-morae monosyllabic 

ideophonesl 

The formula governing the tonal pattern of such derived 

ideophones is as follows: 

The added initial syllable always assumes a low tone 

irrespective of the tonal pattern of the operand. The 

operand retains its tonal pattern. 

The formula can be summarised as follows: Low tone (L) + 

tonal pattern of OP.erand (0) reduplicated, hence L + 0 + 0. 

F > LFF 

e.g. < ph6o ~ (of breaking, e.g. stick) 

> phoph6oph6o! [_ ' ' 1 (of stick breaking many times or of 
many sticks breaking irregularly) 

[\] (of lifting a heavy object) 

> phiphiiph1i! [_ .._.,] (of a subject lifting an object many 
times or of many subjects lifting 
objects irregularly) 

1 Vide par. 3.1.2.2 (b) (i), p.ll5, for method of reduplication. 
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R > LRR 

e.g. < nthwaa! [..1] (of suddenly running ahead of 
others) 

> nthwanthwaanthwaa! L .././] (of suddenly running ahead of 
others many times or of many 
subjects running ahead of 
others irregularly) 

< mphyaa! [..!] (of slipping past thnough an 
opening) 

> mphyamphyaamphyaa! L ../ J J. (of one subject s 1 i ppi ng past 
through an opening many times 
or of many subjects slipping 
past through an opening 
irregularly) 

(bb} Quinguesyllabic ideophones derived from disyllabic ideophonesl 

The formula governing the tonal pattern of such derived 

ideophones is similar to the one for derived ideophones 

from two-morae monosyllabic ideophones outlined in par. 

2.4.1.5 (iii) (aa) above. 

Note the following examples:2 

< HH > LHHH 

e.g. < ng616! (of getting into something) 

> ngong616ng616!2[_ - -] (s.m. many times or irregularly) 

< k6c6! [- -1 (sound of stones as in an empty 
tin can) 

> kok6c6k6c6! [_ - - - -] (s.m. many times or irregularly) 

1 Vide par. 3.1.2.2 (b) (i), p.115, for method of derivation. 
2 Note that the meaning of derived forms in a 11 ex amp 1 es in these instances 

implies that the subject performed the actio~ many times or many subjects 
performed the same action in an irregular manner. The meaning of the 
derived forms will be symbolized thus: s.m. many times or irregularly. 
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< LL > LLLL 

e.g. < kapa! 

> kakapakapa! 

< dl uva! 

> dludluvadluva! 

HL > LHLHL - LHFHL 

e.g. < ph6ko! 

> phoph6k6ph6ko~ 

< tlaku! 

> tlatlakutlaku! 

< ·khugu! 

> khukhugukhugu! 

LH > LLHLH - LLHFH 

e.g. < kange! 

> kakangekange! 

HF > LHFHF 

[ __ ] (of riding on something 
with legs astride) 

[ _ _ _ _ _ ] ( s . m . rna ny t i me s or 
irregularly) 

[- -] 

[_ - -

[- -1 

, 
- - J 

[_ - ' - -1 

[- -1 

[_ - \ - -] 

[- _] 

[- - -] -

(of perching, as bird) 

(s.m. many times or 
irregularly) 

(of clapping hands) 

(s.m. many times or 
irregularly) 

(of lapping, as dog) 

(s.m. many times or 
irregularly) 

(of tripping and falling) 

(s.m. many times or 
irregularly) 

(of timidly stretching out 
hand to receive something) 

(s.m. many times or 
irregularly) 

e.g. < khufaa! [- \] (of splashing large 
quantities of water, as 
e.g. waves) 

> khukhufaakhufaa! [ _ - \ - "'\] ( s. m. many times or 
irregularly) 
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< khatsaa! (of going away) 

> khakhatsaakhatsaa! L - "'\ - "'\] (s .m. many times or 
irregularly) 

LF > LLHFF 

e.g. < pfi nd1 i ! [_ \] 

> pfipfind1pfindii! [_- -""\\] 

< h 1 uthQu! L ""J 

(of falling and rolling ?ver) 

(s.m. many times or 
irregularly) 

(of kicking someone in the 
stomach) 

> hluhluthuhlGthQu! L _ -\\] (s.m. many times or 
irregularly) 

(cc) Six-syllable! ideophones derived from disyllabic ideophones 

The formula governing the tonal pattern of such derived 

i deophones is as ,fo 11 ows: 

The added initial syllable always assumes a low tone 

irrespective of the tonal pattern of the operand. The 

operand itself retains its tonal pattern.2 

Note the following examples: 

HH > LHHLHH 

e.g. < ng616! 

> ngong616ngong616! [_ - - _ - -] 

(of going into something) 

(s.m. many times or 
irregularly) 

1 
Vide par. 3.1.2.2 (b) (i) (aa), footnote 3, p.115, for method of derivation 
of such six-syllable ideophones. 

2 
The principle involving the tonal pattern of such derived ideophones is 
similar to the one maintaining for trisyllabic ideophones derived from 
two-morae monosyllabic ideophones discussed in par. 2.4.1.5 (a) (iii) (aa), 
p.66. 
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LL > LLLLLL . 

e.g.< gudlu! [_ _] (of starting up, as animal 

> gugudlugugudlu! 

LH > LLHLLH 

startled) 

[_ -- - - -] (s.m. many times or 
irregularly) 

e.g. < khoj6! [_ -] (of quickly throwing 
something into one's mouth) 

> khokhoj6khokhoj6! [ __ -

HL > LHLLHL 

(s.m. many times or 
irregularly) 

e.g. < thamu! (of leaping forward) 

> thathamuthathamu! [_ - __ - _] (s.m. many times or 
irregularly) 

(dd) Six-syllable! ideophones derived from trisyllabic ideophones 

e.g. 

The tonal pattern of the derived six-syllable ideophone from 

a trisyllabic ideophone is the tonal pattern of the 

trisyllabic ideophone reduplicated. If the original form 

has a tonal pattern of, for example LHH, the tonal pattern of 

the derived form will be LHH x 2, hence LHHLHH: 

< jok6l6! [_ 

> jok616jok616! [_ 

< chakala! [- - _] 

> chakalachakala! [- -

- - -] 

- -] 

(of chatting cheerfully) 

(chatting of many people) 

(of making a rustling 

(of making continuous 
rustling noise) 

(of lying down due to 
exhaustion) 

noise) 

> lakahlalaka.hla! [- - - - - -] (of many people having lain 
down irregularly due to 
exhaustion) 

1 Vi de par. 3.1.2.2 (b) (ii), pp.ll6-117, for such six-syllable ideophones. 
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(b) Ideophones derived from verbs1 

The verb 'i deophoni zing' morpheme.:_s -1, -~ and -1yan1 have inherent tones. 2 

The tonal pattern of ideophones derived from verbs by suffixing these 

morphemes is that the last syllable of the verb loses its tone in 

favour of that of the morpheme. The tones of each of these 'ideophonizing' 

morphemes are as follows: 

-1 High tone 

-o Low tone 

-iyan1 High-Falling-High tones 

( i ) -1 

LL or LLL verb> LH (2-syl), LLH (3-syl) ideophone 

e.g. < - j i ka [LL] (make a turn) 

> ji ki! [LH] ( s. m. with repetitive 'exemplification') 

< -tshovela [LLL] (harvest) 

> tshoveli! [LLH] (s.m. with repetitive 'e~emp 1 i fi .ca:ti on') 

HH or HHH verb > HH (2-syl ), HHH (3-syl) ideophone 

e . g . < - s we k a 

> sweki! 

< - timeka 

> timek1! 

[HH]-

[HH] 

[HHH] 

[HHH] 

(to cook) 

( s. m. with repetitive 'exemplification') 

(to be extinguished) 

(S.m. with repetitive 'exemplificntion') 

1 Vide par. 3.1.2.3, p.117, for method of derivation of such ideophones. 
2 Semantically, -i ind~cates repetitive 'exemplification' of an action, while 

-o and -iyani only indicate 'exemplification' without anything more. Vide 
par. 3.1.2.3 (a) and (b), pp.ll7-118, for further discussions. Vide app. 35, 
p.291, for the concept 'exemplify'. 
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( i i ) -o 

HHHL verb > HHHL ideophone 

e.g. < -k6nl:6m6ka [HHHL] (to break) 

> k6ny6m6ko~ [HHHL] (s.m. with 'exemplification') 

< -ndzengenyeka [HHHL] (to walk unsteadily, as thin person) 

> ndzengenyeko! [HHHL] ( s .m_. with 
~~ 

'exemplification•) 

LLLL verb > LLLL ideophone 

e.g. < -soholoka [LLLL] (to twist) 

> soholoko! [LLLL] (S.m. with 'exemplification') 

< -nalavuta [LLLL] (to stretch one's legs when seated) 

> nalavuto~ [LLLL] (S.m. with 'exemplification') 

(iii) -iyan1 

If -1yan1 is suffixed to a monosyllabic ideophone, that ideophone 

assimilates to the high tone of the initial -i- of -1yani. If 

suffixed to ideophones of more than two syllables with low tones, 

tonal anticipation! occurs. The result is that all the tones of 

the syllables, except the initial syllable of the verb, assimilate 
~ 

to the high tone of -i-· Of course if the tonal pattern of the verb 

concerned is composed of high tones only, the tone of the initial 

syllable will be a high tone. The principle of tonal anticipation 

is best observed in verbs with low tones. 

1 Tonal antici~ation means when the speaker anticipates rather early in the 
word a tone which is on a syllable towards the end of it. 
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H or HH or HHH verbs > HFH, HHFH, HHHFH ideophones respectively 

e. g. < -ba [H] (to beat) 

> biyani! [HFH] (s .m. with •exemplification•) 

< -veka [HH] (to put away) 

> vek1yan1 [HHFH] (s. m. with •exemplification•) 

< -hl6ng6la [HHH] (to chase away) 

> hlon~oliyani! [HHHFH] (s.m. with •exemplification•) 

L or LL or LLL verbs > HFH, LHFH, LHHFH ideophones respectively 

e.g. < -na [.L] (to rain) 

> niyani! [HFH] (s.m. with •exemplification•) 

< -tirha [LL] (to work) 

> ti rhiyani! [LHFH] (s.m. with •exemplification•) 

< -khinsama [LLLl (to kneel) 

> khinsamiyan1!* [LHHFH] (s.m. with •exemplification•) 

< -rhendzeleka [ LLLL] (to turn round) 

> rhendzelekiyani !* [LHHHFH] (s.m. with •exemplification•) 

2.4.1.6 Intonational behaviour of the ideophone 

One of the intonational characteristics of the ideophone is that 

unlike other words, its tonality is not affected by its position in the 

sentence. It is not subjected to tonal assimilation. It retains its basic 

tonal pattern, in or out of ~ontext. Compare the following sentence with 

*The principle of tonal anticipation is clearly illustrated in these examples 
where the last tone of -iyani is anticipated in the previous syllable in 
khinsamiyani and in the previous two syllables in rhendzelekiyani. 
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the verb -hatima (flash, as of lightning) which has the basic tonal 

pattern of LLL. 

If -hatima is used in the same context with its corresponding ideophone 

hati! [fiati] (of flashing), which also has a syllabic tonal pattern of 

LL, the following happens: 

verb -hatima [LLL] 

( l) Sentence Til o ri hatima n96efu (The lightning flashes strongly) 

Tonality LL H HHH HL 

ideophone: hati! [LL] 

( 2) Sentence Til o ri ri ~ HATI, t n9oefu (The lightning flashes strongly) 

Tonality LL H L LL LL 

N.B.: the basic tonal pattern of the adverb ngoefu is /LL/. 

In sentence (1), the verb -hatima has its tone assimilated to that of the 

subject concord /ri/ whose tone is /H/, hence /HHH/. 

The adverb ngoefu (much) whose basic tonal pattern is /LL/ has also been 

subjected to tonal assimilation, hence /HL/. 

Insentence(2),theaux.v./ri/ (say) whose tone is /L/, as well as the 

ideophone hati! whose tone is /LL/ do not have their tone assimilated to 

that of the subject concord /ri/, whose tone is /H/. 1 

2.4.1.7 The pronounced juncture 

An important prosodic feature is that which Moore (1968:13) 

calls the 1 pronounced juncture. 1 This refers to the pauses before and 

after the ideophone has been uttered. The 1 pronounced juncture~ interrupts 

1 Compare also the following example where the aux. v. stem -ri is deleted: 

Vana MBAA ehans1 (Children sat down) 
--m1 -r- AHA -
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the intonational flow of the sentence. The pronounced juncture is indicated 

thus ~ , hence in the sentence Homu y{ ri ~ PHGMU,! emati ni (The ox plunges 

into the water), there is a slight pause before and after the uttering of 

the ideophone 'phomu! • 

2.4.2 Length 

(Vide par. 2.1.3, p.35 et seqq., where vowel length is discussed) . 

S U M M A R Y 

Ideophoile·s form a subcategory of Tsonga words. Phonetically and 

phonologically they constitute the subsystem while the other words of Tsonga 

constitute the main system. Although the subsystem is not far removed from 

the main system, the subsystem has characteristics peculiar to itself. 

Phonemically, both the main and subsystems employ five vowel phonemes each. 

In the subsystem, long vowels in the final syllable are a characteristic 

feature, while vowels in the main system do not show this phenomenon. The 

subsystem employs all the consonantal phonemes and phoneme clusters of the 

main system, but, over and above these, it employs three extra consonantal 

phonemes. The phonology of the subsystem is characterised by assonance and 

consonant repetition. While the main system is characterised by two level 

tones, /H/ and /L/ and one falling tone (tonal cluster - ~), the subsystem 

also employs the two level tones and the falling tone, but besides these it 

employs the rising tone. Tsonga ideophones show a variety of tonal patterns . 

One other unique characteristic of the Tsonga ideophone is its tonality. 

Its tonality is not affected by its position in the sentence. It always 

retains its tonal pattern in or out of the context of the sentence . It is 

also characterised by a small pause before and after its articulation in a 

sentence. 
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C H A P T E R 3 

Morphological characteristics of the ideophone 

The structure of the Ideophonic Phrase 

Introduction 

The basic principle advanced in this thesis concerns the concept 

of the Ideophonic Phrase (IP) as a syntactic category in Tsonga, structurally 

composed of the auxiliary verb stem-~ and the ideophone. Further, it is 

advanced that the IP is used as a predicative Phrase1. For this reason, it 

is best also to consider its internal structure in this chapter. It is 

intended to consider the internal structure of the IP first, and then the 

morphology of each of its constituents, i.e. the aux. v. stem -ri and the 

i deophone. 

3. 0. 2 Some theories on morphology 

In linguistic circles, two major categories of morphology are 

recognised, the inflexional and the derivational. Derivational 

morphology is also known by the term lexical morphology. Brown & Miller 

(1980:171) define inflexional morphology as syntactic rules by which a 

lexeme2 and its associated grammatical morphemes are realised. Allerton 

(1979:231) defines inflexional morphology as that type of morphology where 

11 
•••• inflexional affixes shape a particular lexeme to play its required 

1 The principle of the IP as a predicative phrase will be dealt with in 
detail in chapter 4. 

2 A lexeme is a head word form of a family of related words of the same 
grammatical category. For example, the following English verbs, 
writes, wrote, written, writing are members of the lexeme WRITE. 
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part in the sentence." Brown & Miller (1980:171) on the other hand define 

derivational morphology as a set of rules by which new lexemes may be formed. 

Derivational morphology is equated with word formation. 

3. 0. 3 Words and morphemes 

Words are composed of formatives linguistically referred to as 

morphemes. Robins (1971:192) defines morphemes as " .... minimal grammatical 

units." Fromkin & Rodman (1978:142) also define a morpheme as" ... the 

minimal linguistic sign, a grammatical unit in which there is an arbitrary 

union of sound and meaning and which cannot be further analysed." 

Morphemes can be FREE or BOUND. A free morpheme is one which can be used 

by itself as a word, for example Tsonga id.{ mbaa!} (sit down). A bound 

morpheme is a morpheme which in its use has always to be attached to other 

morphemes, e.g. the noun root morpheme {-nhu} in the Tsonga word va-nhu 

( peop 1 e) . 

Some morphemes serve as roots and stems while others as affixes. Free 

morphemes may appear as roots and stems in which case they constitute 

complete words, for example, the Tsonga conjunctive kambe (but). 

Root morphemes may also be encountered as bound morphemes, e.g. {-von-} in 

the Tsonga verb-~ (see), {-nhu} in the Tsonga noun va-nhu (people). 

Affixes are by and large bound morphemes. For example, in the word xi-kany-ana 

(small fruit of marula tree), {xi-} serves as the singular class prefix bound 

morpheme and {-ana} as the diminutive suffix bound morpheme. {-kany-} in 

this case serves as the bound root morpheme of the noun kanyi (fruit of the 

marula tree). Prefixes and suffixes are called affixes. 
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3.0.4 Forms of affixes 

There are two forms of affixes, derivational and inflexional. 

Allerton (1979:212) defines derivational affixes as morphemes or 

formatives which 11 
••• tend to determine the major syntactic class of the 

word they form. 11 Derivational affixes are restricted to the domain of 

lexical categories. On the other hand, inflexional affixes, to use Aronoff•s 

(1976:2) words 11 
••• encompass purely grammatical markers (signifying) tense, 

aspect, person, number, gender, case, etc. 11 In other words, inflexional 

affixes shape a particular word to render it serviceable in the sentence. 

As far as Bantu languages are concerned, it is more appropriate to speak of 

grammatical morphology rather than inflexional morphology, since Bantu 

languages are mainly agglutinating in character. Grammatical morphology! is 

a morphosyntactic phenomenon expressed mostly by prefixal and suffixal 

morphemes. Consequently, it is also appropriate to refer to affixes in 

Bantu languages as grammatical rather than inflexional. 

3.1 Structure of the IP 

Having defined the major morphological categories, i.e. grammatical 

and derivational morphology, we shall now consider the structure of the IP as 

well as the morphology of its constituent parts, i.e. the auxiliary verb stem 

-ri (henceforth referred to simply as the auxiliary) and the ideophone . 

The auxiliary will be discussed under grammatical morphology because it 

assumes the verbalizing function of the IP. On the other hand, the morphology 

of the ideophone will be treated under derivational morphology, whereby 

longer forms of ideophones are derived from shorter forms and new ideophones 

from other word forms, especially verbs. 

1 Grammatical morphology is that process as a result of which a speech 
category, e.g. the verb, assumes different forms in the different moods 
and tenses during its syntactic use in the language. 
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The internal structure of the IP 

The IP as a syntactic category consists of two constituents, the 

auxiliary and the ideophone. Note the IP in the followiDg sentence (N.B. 

The IP occurs within parentheses): 

-- .... 
0) Ximanga (xi ri 

~ 
( aux 

NHABYA.J) 

id ) 

i.e. The cat leaps forwards 

3. 1. 1 The morphology of the auxiliary of the IP 

The basic constituent of the auxiliary of the IP is the auxiliary 

verb stem -ri with its semantic import 'do' or 'act' in the context of the IP . 

Its morphology is grammatical and it incorporates the subject concord (sc). So 

basica-lly, the auxiliary of the IP consists of the~ and the aux .. verb stem -ri. 

Since the IP can take the place of a predicative, it is its auxiliary which 

assumes the responsibility of putting it in the different moods, tenses and 

conjugations. However, the auxiliary verb stem -!i 'do' in Tsonga cannot 

take, for example, perfect,l passive or other suffixes, unlike for example, 

its Zulu counterpart -thi, which is capable of doing so, e.g. 

passive -thiwa 

neuter -theka 

applied -thela 

reci proca 1 -thana 

causative -thisa 

For this reason, the aux. v. stem -ri 'do' in Tsonga employs different kinds 

of auxiliary morphemes or formatives which differ from mood to mood, tense 

to tense, aspect to aspect and conjugation to conjugation. The nature and 

1 However, my promoter maintains that the auxiliary verb stem -ri in 
Tsonga can be made perfect in the form of -te. 
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order of the morphemes in certain such instances can be numerous and 

involved. 

3.1.1.1 The order of the morphemes of the auxiliary of the IP 

The basic order of the morphemes of the auxiliary of the IP is 

as in the norma1 1 verbs of the language, i.e. sc + v, hence in this instance 

sc + ri. Note the following example (N.B. The auxiliary of the IP is 

indicated by a solid line drawn under all the relevant morphemes. A 

description of each morpheme is given under each morpheme for easy 

recognition): 

(y{ 
, 

(2) Mhunti ri TLUKWA!) 
sc aux 

subj v id 

1 it. The buck (it 1 does 1 JUMP 
~ 

aux 

i.e. The buck jumes 

(tl ukwa!' id.' of jumping) 

As far as the order ·of the other auxiliary morphemes is concerned (i.e. 

morphemes besides the sc and the auxiliary verb stem-!!), it should be 

noted that in most cases, all the morphemes always come between the sc and 

the auxiliary verb stem -ri.2 Note the form of the auxiliary in the past 

tense, perfective aspect, in the sentence below: 

1 A normal verb is a verb which can stand on its own. An auxiliary verb is 
a verb which cannot stand on its own and always requires a complement to 
complete the predication. 

2 There are exceptions though, viz. in the case of (a) negative conjugations 
which employ the negative formative a-, in which case this formative 
precedes the sc, e.g. Mhunti ( a yT" ri TLOKWA !) i . e. 1 The buck does 
not jump' neg sc aux i d 

morph 
and (b) the oc and the reflexive ti-, which occur immediately after the 
aux. v. stem -ri, just before the-rdeophone. 
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(3) Mhunti (yi te ... (ri)l TLUKWA!) 
perf 

Subj sc asp aux id 
mo v 

1 it. The buck (it has 'done' JU~1P ) 
~ 

aux 

i . e. The buck has jumeed. 

3.1.1.2 The infinitive part of the auxiliary of the IP 

The infinitive consists of the infinitive prefix~- (to) and 

the auxiliary verb stem -ri 'do'. The infinitive prefix~- always 

immediately precedes the verb stem -ri. 

Note the following example: 

( 4) ( ku { ri }_ PHOMU )_, ematini 
inf aux ) (pref v id 

1 it. ( to 'do' PLUNGE) into the water 

i.e. to plunge into the water 

Whenever the infinitive prefix~- is employed, tbe auxiliary verb stem 

-~'do' may be deleted in surface realisations resulting in the following 

compound morphological structure of an infinitive ideophonic phrase: 

ku PHOMU! (to plunge into the water). 

3.1.1.3 The morphology of the auxiliary of the IP in the 

different moods - nature and order of the morphemes 

To come back to the nature and order of the morphemes of the 

1 Whenever a morpheme in the auxiliary is parenthesized, this signifies 
that it may be deleted in surface realisations. 
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auxiliary of the IP in the different moods, tenses,l aspects2 and 

conjugations, full details of such are outlined in the tables provided in 

the appendices. Here, only a summary of these morphemes and their order 

is given. Tables in the appendices should be consulted in case a closer 

look is required. (N.B. A distinction is made between the plain auxiliary 

of the IP and the auxiliary which embodies the restrictive aspectual 

morpheme -~.) 3 

(a) IP in the Indicative Mood 

(i)_ Plain IP4 

Positive conjugation 

Summary5 

Present tns 

Past tns (perf. asp) 

Future tns 

(sc' + -ri + id} 

( s c + te + (- ri ) + i d) 

(sc+ ta + ku + (-ri)_ + id) 

In the present tense (incompl. asp.), the auxiliary verb stem -ri 

may not be deleted in surface realisations. It is or may be 

deleted in the perfect aspect of the past tense and in the incomplete 

aspect of the future tense. Note the perfect aspectual morpheme -te

and the future tense morpheme -ta- in the incomplete aspect of the 

1 
Vide appendices 33A and 33B, pp.281 & 288, for a brief outline of Tsonga 
tenses and aspects. 

2 Ibid 
3 

Vide app. 33A, par. 7, pp. 284-285, for detailed discussion of the 
restrictive aspectua 1 morpheme· -~. 

4 The Plain IP is the IP which does not incorporate the restrictive aspectual 
morpheme -£· 

5 Vide app. 4, p. 252, for detailed examples. 
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future tense. The future tense morpheme is always followed by 

the infinitive Ideophonic Phrase. 

Negative conjugation 

Note that the negative conjugation always has two alternatives, 

A & B.l 

A 1 te rna ti ve A 

Summary2 

Present tns (a+ sc + -endli + ku + (-ri) + id) 

Past tns (perf. asp) 

Future tns 

(a ·+ st + -~ndlangi ·+ ·ku ·+ (-ri) + id} 

(a+ st + nga + -endli + ku + (-ri) + id) 

Alternative A starts with the negative morpheme~- realised with 

a low tone. It always employs the verb stem -endla (do) in its 

negative form, hence -endli (not do) in the present tense, 

-endlangi (has not done) in the past tense (perf. asp.), and the 

negative morpheme-~- followed by -endli, contracted to ngendli 

(will not do) in the future tense. The verb stem -endla (do) in 

all its negative forms comes after the sc and before the infinitive 

Ideophonic Phrase in all the instances of the perfect aspect. 

Alternative B 

Summary3 

Alternative A is plain negation. Alternative B is a kind of negation 
used when the speaker intends disproving of the ideophone mentioned in 
the positive. 

Vide app. 5, p.253, for detailed examples. 

Vide app. 6' p.254, for detailed examoles. 
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Present tns (a+ sc + -ri + id), 

Past tns (perf. asp) (a+ sc + te + (-ri). + id), 

Future tns (a+ sc + nga + ta + ku + (-ri) + id), __ _ 

Alternative B also starts with the negative morpheme~- realised 

with a low tone. This alternative does not employ the verb stem 

-endla (do). An interesting point to note about this alternative 

is that it needs an(antethetic1 rpl in the positive as complement. 

It will be noticed that this form is made by placing the negative 

formative a- before the positive form. However, in the Future 

tense, the negative formative -~- is employed, placed between 

the sc and the future formative -ta-. Note that unlike in 

Alternative A, the auxiliary verb stem -Li always occurs in the 

present tense in this alternative. 

(ii) -orP2 

Positive conjugation 

Summary3 

Present tns (restr. asp} 

Past tns (imperf.+ restr. asp) 

Future tns (restr. asp) 

(sc-6 + (-ri) + id) 

(a+ sc-6 + (-ri) + id) 

(sc + t-6 + (-ri) + id) 

1 An 'antithetic' clause in this study refers to a clause in the positive 
which acts as complement of a preceding clause in the negative. 

2 The -oiP is that IP which incorporates the restrictive aspectual morpheme 
-o. (Vide app. 33A,par. 7, pp. 284-285, for detailed discussion of the 
restrictive aspectual morpheme -Q). 

3 Vide app. 7, p.255, for detailed examples. 
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When .the restrictive aspectual morpheme -_Q. is incorporated, the 

auxiliary verb stem -!i is or may be deleted in surface 

realisations in all the tenses. In the past tense, two aspects 

are grouped,l the imperfective and the restrictive; 

hence the use of the imperfective aspectual morpheme a-.2 

Negative conjugation 

Alternative A 

Surnmary3 

Present tns (a+ sc + -endli + ku + (-ri) + id) 

Past tns (imperf. asp) 

Future tns 

(a+ sc + nga + -endli + .ku + (-ri) + id) 

(a+ sc + nga + -endli + ku + (-ri) + id) 

Alternative A above employs the verb stem -endla (do) in the 

negative form hence -endli (not do) in all the tenses. The 

restrictive aspectual morpheme -_Q. does not occur in the negative 

constructions where the'antithetic'clause is not employed. Note 

that the form of the pas~ ~nd future tenses are almost identical. 

They only differ in tone on certain morphemes. 

Alternative B 

Summary4 

Vide app. 33A, par. 9. p.287, for the concept 1 grouping of aspects 1
• 

Vide app. 33A, par. 6, p.284. for discussion of the imperfective aspectual 
morpheme~-. 

Vide app. 8, p.256, for detailed examples. 
4 Vide app. 9, p.257, for detailed examples. 
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Present tns (a+ sc-o + (-ri) + id), 

Past tns (imperf. asp) (a+ sc + ng-6 + (-ri) + id), 

Future tns (a+ sc + nga + t-6 + (-ri) + id), 

Alternative B above is the form where the'antithetic' clause is 

employed as complement. Note that the restrictive aspectual 

morpheme -o is incorporated in these instances. In the present 

tense, it is incorporated in the sc, hence sc-o. In the past 

tense, it is incorporated in the negative morpheme-~-, hence 

-ngo-. In the future tense, it is incorporated in the future 

tense morpheme -ta-, hence -to-. 

(iii) -loiPl 

Positive conjugation 

Summary2 

Present tns (stv. asp) 

Past tns (imperf.+ stv. asp) 

Future tns (stv. asp) 

(sc + 16 + (-ri) + id) 

(a + sc + 16 + (-ri) + id) 

(sc + ta + va + sc + 16 + (-ri) + id) 

When the stative aspectual morpheme]£- is incorporated, the 

auxiliary verb stem -ri is or may be deleted in surface realisations . 

Note that in the future tense, the sc is employed twice. -!.2.., the 

auxiliary verb stem 'to be', is also employed in the future tense 

and comes after the future morpheme -ta- and just before the second 

sc. 

1 Vide app. 33A, par. 8, pp. 285-286, for discussion of the stative 
aspectual -lo. 

2 Vide app. 10, p.258, for detailed examples. 
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Negative conjugation 

Alternative A 

Summaryl 

Present tns :(a+ sc + -§ndlAngi + · ku + (-ri) + id) 

Past tns (imperf. asp) :ii + sc + nga + -endlAngi + ku + (-ri) + id) 

Future tns :(sc + ta + va + sc + nga + -endlAngi + ku + (-ri) 

+ id) 

In Alternative A above, the stative aspectual morpheme 1£- does not 

feature in the negative conjugations. The verb stem -endla (do) in 

its perfect negative form hence endlangi/-endlanga (has not done) 

is employed in all the tenses. The past tense employs the 

imperfective aspect, hence the aspectual morpheme~-. The future 

form of the negative does not employ the negative morpheme a- which 

generally precedes the sc in negative constructions of the 

Indicative Mood,2i.e .... a+ sc + nga + -endli + ku + (-ri) + id 

Note that in this form of the negative, the sc is employed twice. 

This form also employs the verb 'to be', i.e. -va, as well as the 

negative morpheme -nga-. 

A 1 ternati ve B 

Summary3 

1 Vide app. 11, p. 259, for detailed examples. 
2 Vide app. 5, p. 253, for examples in the Indicative Mood. 
3 Vide app. 12, p. 260, for detailed examples. 
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Present tns (stv. asp) (a+ sc + 16 + (-ri) + id), __ _ 

Past tns (imperf.+ stv. asp) 

Future tns (stv. asp} 

(a+ sc + nga + 16 + (-ri) + id), 

(sc + ta + va + sc + nga + 16 + (-ri) 

+id),---

Alternative B above is the form which requires an <antithetic>IP 

in the positive as complement. The stative aspectual morpheme 

lo- is employed in all the tenses. In the past tense, the 

imperfective aspect is employed. The future form does not start 

with the negative morpheme~-, characteristic of the negative 

conjugation of the Indicative Mood. 

(iv) The -o(lo)IP where the restrictive and stative aspectual morphemes 

-o and lo are incorporated in the '-o(lo) + na•1 (as soon as) 

binding expression. 

Positive conjugation 

Summary2 

Present tns (restr. asp) 

Past tns (stv. asp) 

Future tns (restr. asp) 

(sc-6 + na + ku + (-ri) + id) __ _ 

(sc + 16 + na + ku + (-ri) + id) 

(sc + t6 + na + ku + (-ri) + id) 

The -o + na (as soon as) phrase always comes after the sc followed 

by the infinitive part of the IP. In the present tense (restr. asp), 

the restrictive aspectual morpheme -o is incorporated in the sc. 

In the past tense, the stative aspectual morpheme 1£- is employed. 

1 Vide app. 34, p_.289, for the '-o na' (as soon as) binding expression. 
2 Vide app. 13, p. 261, for detailed examples. 
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In the future tense, the restrictive aspectual morpheme -o is 

incorporated in the future formative ta, hence to. 

Negative conjugation 

Alternative A 

Summaryl 

Present tns (restr. asp) 

Past tns (stv. asp) 

Future tns (restr. asp) 

(sc-6 + na + ka(la) + sc + nga + -endli + ku 

+(ri )+ id) 

(sc + 16 + na + ka(la) + sc + nga + -endli 

+ ku +{ri)+ id) 

(sc + t6 + na + ka(la) + sc + nga + -endli 

+ ku +(ri)+ id) 

Alternative A starts with the sc and not with the negative morpheme 

a-. In the present tense, the sc is incorporated in the •-o + na• 

(as soon as) phrase. The sc is free of the ·-~)' morphemes in 

the past and future tenses .2 In all the tenses, the •-o(lo) + na• 

(as soon as) phrase is followed by the deficient verb -kala (not), 

which is generally contracted to -~. This is followed by the 

negative morpheme-~-, followed by the verb stem -endli (not do), 

followed by the infinitive part of the IP. 

Alternative B 

Summary3 

1 Vide app. 14, p.262, for detailed examples. 
~ In the case of the past tense, lo- is used after the sc and there is no 

sandhi contraction. In the caseof the future tense, the restrictive 
aspectual morpheme -o is not added to the sc but to ta- with the necessary 
sandhi contraction to form to-. 

3 Vide app. 15, p.263, for detailed examples. 
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( -o + na IPJ 
Present tns (restr. asp): l.(a + sc-6 + na + ku + (-ri) + id) 

Past tns (stv. asp) 

(oiP) 
2.(sc-6 + (-ri) + id) 

(antithetic -o!P) 
3.(sc-6 + (-ri) + id) 

( -o + na I P) 

:l.(a + sc + 16 + na + ku + (-ri) + id) 

( oiP) 

2.(sc-6 + (-ri) + id) 

(antithetic -lo IP) 
3. (sc + 16 + (-ri) + id) 

(-o + na IP) 
Future tns (restr. asp): l.(a + sc + t6 + na + ku + (-ri) + id) 

(oiP) 
2. (sc-6 + (-ri) + id) 

(antithetic -oiPJ 
3. ( sc + to + (- ri ) + i d) 

(N.B. figures refer to clauses.) 
Alternative B employs the negative morpheme~- in all the tenses, 

placed before the positive form in clause 1. 

3 .1.1. 3 (b) IP in the Potential t~ood 

(i} Plain IP 

Positive conjugation 

Summary I 

1 Vide app. 18, p. 266, for detailed examples. 
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The auxiliary part of the IP in the Potential Mood may be plain 

or may incorporate the restrictive aspectual morpheme -o. Morphemes 

in the auxiliary of the plai~~IP are as follows: 
(sc + nga + kQ + (-ri}_+ id) 

The potential morpheme -nga- which is employed in this instance 

comes after the sc and is followed thereafter by the infinitive 

ideophone. The auxiliary verb stem -ri is or may be deleted in 

surface realisations. 

(ii) -oiP 

Positive conjugation 

Summary! 

(sc + ng-6 + (-ri) + id) 

The restrictive aspectual morpheme -o in this instance is incorporated 

in the potential morpheme -~-, hence -ngo-. The auxiliary verb 

stem-~ is, or may be deleted in surface realisations in this instance, 

Note that unlike in the plain IP of the Potential Mood above, the 

potential morpheme -ngo- in this instance is not followed by the 

infinitive ideophone. 

Negative conjugation 

Both the plain IP and the -oiP in the Potential Mood employ the same 

form in the negative conjugation. 

1 Vide app. 18, p. 266, for detailed examples. 
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Alternative A 

Summary1 

Note that this Alternative has two versions. 

Version 1 

(sc + nga + ka1a/ka + sc + nga + -endli + ku + (-ri) + id) 

Version 2 

(sc + nge + -end1i + ku + (-ri) + id) 

Version 1 above among other things employs two sc's as we11 as two 

forms of the negative potential morphemes, i.e. -nga +kala (cannot) 

and -~- (can) '. Version 2 employs one sc and one form of the 

negative pot.ential morpheme, i.e. -~- (cannot). 

Alternative B 

Summary2 

(sc + nge + sw1 + -koti + ku + (-ri) + id) 

Unlike in the Indicative Mood, this Alternative does not require 

the 'antithetic' IP as complement. The form of the negative 

conjugation in this instance is more or less the same as that of 

Version 2, Alternative A above. The only difference is that 

Alternative B in this instance employs the auxiliary verb stem 

1 Vide app. 19, p.267, for detailed examples. 

2 Vide app. 20, p.268, for detailed examples. 
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-kota (able) in the negative, hence -koti (unable). This is 

preceded by the morpheme swi-, an 1i ndefi ni te·l oc1 occurring in 

infinitive constructions. The restrictive aspectual morpheme 

-o does not feature in the negative conjugation of this moo~, 

hence 11 
••• xi+ nge + sw{ + koti + ku + (-ri) + id 11 (it cannot 

... ) . 

3 .1. 1. 3 (c) IP in the Imperative Mood 

1 

2 

3 

Positive conjugation 

There are two versions of IP's in the positive conjugation of the 

Imperative Mood. Here follow the summaries2 of both versions: 

Version 1: (sc + nge + (-ri) + id) 

Version 2: (-endla +kG+ (-ri) + id) 

Version 1 among the other morphemes employs the auxiliary morpheme 

-~- which has a high tone. The verb stem -~is or may be 

deleted in surface realisations. Version 2 employs the verb stem 

-endla (do) used imperatively which assumes the form -endlani (you 

all do) when used with plural subjects, e.g .... endlani ku (ri) 

id 

.Negative conjugation 

The negative conjugation has also two versions. Here follow the 

summaries3 of both versions: 

Vide app. 20, p.268, for explanatory notes on the concept 1 indefinite 
object concord 1

• 

Vide app. 16' p.264, for detailed examples, 

Vide app. 17, p.265, for detailed examples. 
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Version 1: (sc + nge + -ri + id)., __ _ 

Version 2: (sc + nga + -endli + (ku + (-ri) + id) 

The morphemes of Version 1 of the negative conjugation of the 

Imperative Mood above appear to be similar to those of Version 1 

of the positive conjugation.1 However, they are not the same. 

They differ tonally. While the auxiliary morpheme -nge- in the 

positive conjugation has a high tone, that of the negative 

conjugation has a low tone. Further, the auxiliary verb stem -ri 

in the positive conjugation has a low tone and may be deleted in 

surface realisations. On the other hand, it has a high tone in 

the negative conjugation and may not be deleted in surface 

realisations. Another important point is that the negative of 

this Version (Version 1) needs an'antithetic'complement in the 

form of an IP in the positive conjugation of the Imperative Mood.2 

Version 2 of the negative conjugation above employs among the other 

morphemes, the verb stem -endla (do) in its negative form, hence 

-endli (not do). The auxiliary verb stem -ri is or may be deleted 

in surface realisations in this version. 

3. 1. 1. 3 (d) IP in the Dependent Mood 

Positive conjugation 

Summary3 

(sc + kO + (-ri) + id) 

1 Cf. summaries of Versions 1 and 2, positive and negative, above. 

2 Vide app. 17' p. 265' for detailed examples. 

3 Vide app. 21, p. 269' for deta i 1 ed examples. 
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The morphemes are very simple in this instance. The auxiliary 

of the IP consists of the sc, followed by the infinitive. 

Negative conjugation 

Summaryl 

(sc + nga + endli + ku + (-ri) + id) 

The negative form of the IP in the Dependent Mood always employs 

the verb stem -endla (do) in its negative form, hence -endli (not 

do) followed by the infinitive ideophone. Note the use of the 

negative morpheme -nga- after the sc. 

3 .1.1. 3 (e) IP in the Relative Clause 

(N.B. With Class 1, all the different persons, both singular and plural, 

are shown, since the form of the sc differs in every instance. 

However, this is done only in the present tense and not in the 

other tenses as this might be unwieldy. The rest of the classes 

are used in the 3rd person only, in both the singular and plural 

forms.) 

Positive conjugation 

Summary2 

1 Vide app. 21, p. 269, for detailed examples. 
2 Vide app. 22, p. 270, for detailed examples. 
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Present tense 

Class 1 

1st Person: ( Hi(il t + sc-ndzi* + nge + ( -ri) + i d )1 

2nd II (lo(.z:il + sc-G* + nge + ( -ri} + id) 

3rd II ( 1 o(yi} + se-a*+ nge + ( -ri) + i d) -Class 2 

Person: (la(v~). + sc-h1 * + nge + ( -ri) + i d) 

II (la(va} + sc-m1 * + nge + ( -ri) + id) 

II (la{val + sc-va* + nge + (- ri)_ + i d) 

Other classes (e.g. class 7) 

Summary2 

3rd Person: (le(xi) + sc + nge + (-ri) + id) 

Past tns (perf. asp) 

--· (H~(xi) + sc + nge· + te + (-ri) + id) 

Future tense: 

--- (le(x1) + sc + nga + ta +kG+ (-ri) + id) 

The auxiliary of the IP in the Relative Clause embodies the 

demonstrative pronoun of the first position. The second syllable 

of this demonstrative pronoun embodies an element which corresponds 

*The sc's differ in every person thus the actual form of the sc used in 
that instance is placed after the symbol sc. 

1 As don~ consis~ently everywhere in this thesis, the relative pronouns 
referr1ng to f1rst and second persons are classified under classes 1 
and 2 because these relative pronouns belong to these classes. 

2 
Vide app. 24, p.272, for detailed examples. 
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to the class prefix of the antecedent of the predicate of the 

Relative Clause. Note the following example: 

Antecedent IP in the Relative Clause 

(5) Ximanga (le£ xi nge ( ri ) THAMU!) 

Subj (dem sc aux aux ~) -pro mo v 
1 it. The cat (this .i! 'does' SPRING FORWARD) 

i.e. The cat which spri ngs forward. 

It will be observed that the sc following the demonstrative pronoun 

is similar in form to the class prefix (prefix of the antecedent) 

as well as to the last element of the demonstrative pronoun. Of 

course this is not the case with the sc in class 1 singular (all 

persons) and plural (first and second persons).1 In the Tsonga 

orthography, the sc is suffixed to the contracted form of the 

demonstrative pronoun, hence e.g. lexi (< --- lexi xi). This latter 

construction is generally referred to as the relative concord in 

traditional Tsonga grammars. It is translated in English by the 

relative pronouns which/who, as the case may be. Note that in 

class 1 third person singular, the vowel of the first syllable of 

the demonstrative pronoun is deleted, hence~(<--- loyi a).2 

Of interest to note is also the absence of the relative suffix -ka 

in t~e IP, a morpheme generally suffixed to the verbal relative in 

such instances. 

1 Vide summary examples of Class 1, present tense, above. 

2 Vide summary example above, Class 1 singular, third person. 
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Negative conjugation 

Summaryl 

Present tense 

Class 1 

1st Person: 

2nd II 

3rd II 

Class 2 

1st Person: 

2nd II 

II 

l6(y1} + sc-ndzi + nga + -endlik1+ (kG + (-ri) + id) 

lo(yi) + sc-G + nga + -endliki + (kG+ (-ri ) + id) 

lo(yi ) + sc·a + nga + -endlik1 + (kG + (-ri} + id) 

la(va) + sc-hi + nga + -endlik1 +(kG+ (-ri} + id) 

la(va) +se-mi + nga + -endliki + (ku + (-ri) + id) 

la(va) + se-va + nga + -endliki + (ku + (-ri) + id) 

Past tns (perf. asp)2 

Future tense3 

--- le(yi) + sc + nga + -endlangiki + (kG+ (-ri) + id) 

le(y1 ) + sc + nga + ta + kala/ka + sc + nga + endli 

+ (ku + (-ri) + id) 

It will be noticed that in the negative conjugation, the Relative 

Clause employs the form which incorporates the verb stem -endla 

(do) in its negative form, hence -endli (not do), to which is 

suffixed the relative morpheme in the form of-~, hence ~endliki. 

1 Vide app. 23, p.271, for detailed examples. 
2 Vide app. 25, p.273, for detailed examples. 
3 Ibid. 
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The negative verb stem -endli appears with no relative morpheme 

in this instance. The sc and the auxiliary morpheme -nga- are 

employed twice in the negative construction of the future tense. 

3 .1. 1. 3 (f} Order of morphemes where the infinitive IP acts as 

base of the possessive construction brought into relative 

relationship with its antecedent. 

N.B.: The second element of the demonstrative pronoun of the 1st position 

which serves as relative concord, corresponds with the class prefix 

of the antecedent. 

Positive conjugation 

Summaryl 

e.g. 1 ey1 + ya + ku + (- ri ) + ; d 

~ 
*leyo 

Negative conjugation 

Summary2 

e.g. leyi + ya + ku + kala/ka + sc + nga + -endli + ku + (-ri) + id 

~ 
*leyo 

*The underlying structure of the relative concord leyo is as 

follows: 

1 Vide app. 26, p.274, for detailed examples. 

2 Vide app. 27, p.275, for detailed examples. 
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leyi + ya + ~ 

dem poss inf 
pr o cov 
~yo 

leyo 

The possessive concord and the infinitive morpheme~- coalesce, 

hence yo- in this instance < ya ku-. The coalesced possessive 

concord is incorporated with the contracted demonstrative pronoun, 

hence leyo in this instance. Note further examples from other 

classes: 

class 3: 1 owo <- lowu wo < lowu + wa + ku 

class lero <- 1 eri ro < 1 eri + ra + ku 

class 7: 1 exo < lexi xo < 1 exi + xa + ku 

The positive conjugation of the infinitive part of the IP brought 

into relative relationship with its antecedent is done by means of 

the relative concord which is considerably contracted. Because 

the auxiliary verb stem -.c!_ is or may be deleted in the infinitive 

part of the IP, the IP generally consists of the relative concord 

and the ideophone, hence, e.g. --- leyo DLOKODLOKO! (with which for 

poking at). 

The morphemes in the negative conjugation are quite involved. 

The relative concord is followed by the auxiliary verb -kala (not) 

which is generally contracted to-~, followed by the verb stem 

-endla in the negative, hence -endli (not do), followed by the 

infinitive part of the IP, as in e.g. 

ley6 ka y1 nga endli ku (-ri) --- (which does not do---) 
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3. 1. 1. 4 The oc, the refl e.xi ve ti- and the adverbi a 1 ka-

There are certain morphemes in the IP which come between the 

auxiliary verb stem-~ and the ideophone. They are the following: 

(a) the oc, (b). the reflexive morpheme.!!._-, and (c) the adverbial morpheme 

ka-.1 

(a} The oc in the IP 

Where the IP takes an object, the oc may be incorporated in the IP. 

Note the position of the oc in the following instances: 

Positive conjugation 

Summary2 

Present tns ( sc + ri oc + i d) 

Past tns (perf. asp): (sc + te + (-riL oc + id} 

Future tns (sc + ta + ku + (-ri} oc + id) 

It will be observed that the oc follows immediately after the auxiliary 

verb stem -ri. In constructions, it has the tendency to occur with the 

ideophone. Cf. the immediate constituents (IC) in the IPs of the 

following IPs ( N. B. ICs are underlined together): 

(6a) (~i ri xi BVONYONGETO! )_ 

(sc 
aux 
v oc id 

1 it. (it 'does• it POUNCE UPON) 

i.e. (it pounces upon it) 

1 Illustrations of these morphemes will ·be confined to the plain IP of the 
Indicative Mood only. 

2 Vide app. 28, p.276, for detailed examples. 
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( 6b) *(yi ri xi BVONYONGETO!) 

(sc 
aux 

)_ v oc id 

1 it. (as in (1) above) 

; . e. ( II II II II 

The strings in the IP in sentence (6a) are relevant constituents in a 

way that the strings in sentence (6b) are not. 

Negative conjugation 

Alternative A 

Summaryl 

Present tns (a + sc + 6c + endli ku + { ri) i d) 

Past tns (perf. asp): (a + sc + 6c + endlangi ku + ( ri) i d) 

Future tns -:--~ (a + sc + nga + oc + endli ku + { ri} i d) 

* 

1 

2 

This is where the verb stem -endla (do} in the negative is used, hence 

-endli (does not), followed by the infinitive part of the IP (i.e. the 

infinitive + ideophone). The oc in this instance follows after the 

sc and precedes the verb stem -endli (does not). This position of the 

oc is, as expected, before the verb stem. 

A lterna ti ve B 

Summary2 

To pause after the oc in this instance is to break the IC consisting of 
the oc + id. 

Vide app. 29' p. 277' for detailed examples. 

Vide app. 30' p.278, for detailed examples. 
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Present tns (a + sE + ri oE + id} 

Past tns (perf. asp). : (a+ sf+ t~ + (ri) of+ id} 

Future tns (a+ sf+ nga + ta + ku + (ri) oc + id} 

(b)_ 

This is the form which requires an 'antithetic' clause in the positive 

as complement. It should be remembered that this alternative is the 

positive forml preceded by the negative formative a-. Consequently, 

the oc's position is as in the positive conjugation, i.e. after the 

verb stem -ri and immediately before the ideophone. 

Order of morphemes in IP with reflexive ti-

Positive conjugation 

Summary2 

Present tns (sc + ri + ti- id} 

Past tns (perf. asp): (sc + t~ + ! ri ) + ti- id} 

Future tns (sc + ta + ku + (ri) + ti- id) 

Negative conjugation 

(Same as in the ordinary negative conjugation of the Indicative Mood,3 

except that the reflexive ti- is employed immediately before the 

i deophone. ) 

1 Vi de app. 28, p.276, for the positive form. 

2 Vide app. 31, p.279, for detailed examples . 

3 Vide app. 5, p.253, for examples in the Indicative Mood. 
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(c) Order of morphemes in IP with the adverbial morpheme ka-

Positive conjugation 

Summary I 

Present tns (sc + ri + ka- id). 

Past tns (perf. asp): (sc + te + (ri) + ka- id) 

Future tns (sc + ta + ku + (ri) + ka- id} 

Negative conjugation 

(Same as in the ordinary negative conjugation of the Indicative Mood, 2 

except that the adverbial ka- is employed immediately before the 

ideophone.) 

3. 1. 2 The morphology of the ideophone 

Before the morpnologyof the ideophone i:s discussed, it should be 

made clear that distinction between two .types of ideophones is made, namely, 

(a) those it has been decided to call primitive ideophones and (b) deverbative 

i deophones. 

(a) The concept 'Primitive ideophones•3 

Primitive ideophones are ideophonic stems which seem not to derive from 

any other word category, e.g. 

1 Vide app. 32, p.280, for detailed examoles. 
2 Vide app. 5, p.253, for examples in the Indicative Mood. 
3 Junod (1927:165) was the first to make this distinction. He also made use 

of the terms 'primitive' and 'derivative'. Vide par. 1.4.2, p.6. 
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mhe! (of hitting hard on the ground} 

bavhu! (of arriving suddenly} 

jok616! (of chatting cheerfully, endlessly) 

ph6r6v6r6! (of eventually getting in} 

(b) The concept 'Deverbative ideophones' 

These are ideophones derived from verbs mainly by suffixing the 

ideophonizing morphemes -i and -iyani. 

e.g. < -nghena, v. (enter}, > ngheni! id. (s.m. with repetitive 'exemplification')1 

< -khoma, v. (touch),> kh6miyani! id. (s.m. with 'exemplificatio-n') 

The discussion on the morphology of the ideophone is centred mainly 

on the primitive ideophonic stems. The term ideophone will merely be 

referring to the primitive stems generally. Where it is necessary to 

distinguish between primitive and deverbative ideoph6nes, this 

distinction will be indicated. 

(c) The concepts 'operand' and 'derivand' 

There are terms related to derivation by affixation. They are the 

following: 'operand' and 'derivand'. Matthews (1974:124) defines 

'operand' as the form that affixation is applied to, and 'derivand' 

as the form which results when the process or operation is applied. 

3.1.2.1 The morpheme 'ideophone' 

Morphologically, ideophones are simple words. Brown & Miller 

(1980:176) define a morphologically simple word as a word which •• ... consists 

of a single free morph." I deophones are free morpheme root word forms 

irrespective of the number of syllables they may contain. Hence the ideophones 

1 Vide footnote 2, p.71. 
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bvu! (of snatching) (1*) 

b6d6! (of piercing through) (2*) 

gebedze! (of hanging loosely) (3*) 

khakhanana! (of being dry and shrivelled) (4*) 

pengelengendze! (of falling and scattering all over, as crockery) (5*) 

are all simple words in the sense that they each consist of a single morpheme 

signifying the concept 'ideophone'l. It is possible with some ideophones 

to derive longer forms from existing shorter forms by affixation or 

reduplication. In such derivations, the shorter forms remain intact, except 

in cases of infixation. This points to the fact that basically, primitive 

ideophonic stems are invariable. In fact, invariability is one of their 

basic characteristics. Ideophones do not take derivational extensions as, 

for example, the verb with its rich verbal extensions. Neither do ideophones 

take diminutive extensions as nouns do. The only noticeable morphology of 

the ideophones exists on the level of derivation, hence derivational 

morpho 1 ogy. We recognise two types of deri va ti ons of i deophones, 

(al derivation of ideophones from other ideophones, and (b) derivation of 

ideophones from verbs. 

3.1.2.2 Derivation of ideophones from ideophones 

Derivation of ideophones from ideophones can be divided into 

two categories, . (a) derivation by affixation and (b) derivation by 

reduplication. 

*The figures signify the number of syllables each respective ideophone 
contains. 

1 The concept 'ideophone' refers to individual words (not phrases) used in 
the Ideophonic Phrase syntacti'cally occurring after the auxiliary of the 
IP. 
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(al Derivation by affixation 

Derivation by affixation in this context refers to derivation by 

affixing a segment whose phonological shape has no correspondence 

with any of the segments in the original shorter form. It is possible 

to affix segments to certain ideophones and thus derive new longer 

forms. However, not many ideophones are derived in this manner. Of 

the few ideophones which exhibit this tendency, the majority are 

monosyllabic. Polysyllabic ideophones involved in this phenomenon are 

mainly disyllabic. As far as semantic distinctions are concerned, 

longer forms in such instances signify intensified aspects of actions. 

(N.B. Since semantically, the shorter and longer forms bear the same 

meaning which at times either differ only in the degree of intensity 

or are simply a variant, the meaning of the longer forms will simply 

bear: 'same meaning', abbreviated as 's.m.• Where some form of 

intensity is suggested, the phrase 'with intensity• .- abbreviated 'w.i.'

will be used). 

(i) Derivation by suffixation 

(aa) Suffixing a new segment or segments to the operand 

In this particular process of derivation, the tendency is 

to add one syllable, and to a lesser extent, three syllables 

to certain monosyllabic ideophones. The added syllables are 

so to say empty morphemes in that they have no special 

meaning on their own. The syllables added are not identical 

with the syllables inherent in the ideophone. The phonetic 

shape of the syllables added seems to be divergent so that 

it is difficult to categorize them. What is of interest is 
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that in most cases, the vowel in the added syllable is 

identical with the vowel in the operand. However, this 

is not always the case. Examples of these suffixations 

are given below: 

Monosyllabic ideophones with high or low tones 

Identical vowels in the operand and suffix 

bya! 

> byaka! 

swa! 

> swa ta! 

ntl i! 

>ntlik1! 

thwi! 

> thwixi! 

r6! 

> r6d6! 

hu! 

> hudu! 

(of breaking water surface, e.g. fish} 

(s.m. but w.i.} 

(of being submerged) 

(s .m.) 

(of choking) 

( s .m.) 

(of being straight or upright} 

(s .m. )._ 

(of closing securely) 

(s.m. but w. i. )_ 

(of pulling under) 

(s.m. but w.i.)_ 

Non-identical vowels in the operand and suffix 

tshwa! 

> tshwati! 

nya! 

> nyame! 

(of passing swiftly) 

( s .m.) 

(of disappearing) 

( s .m.) 
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Monosyllabic ideophones with falling tone 

Identical vowels in operand and suffix 

e.g. 

pfoo! 

> pflotlo! 

raa! 

> ratla! 

waa! 

> wava! 

dluu! 

> dluku! 

maa! 

> maka! 

phaa! 

> pbaka! 

(of breaking e.g. stick) 

( s. m. but w. i . ) 

(of falling on· a hard surface)_ 

(s .m. but w. i.) 

(of spilling over forcefully) 

(s .m. but w.i.) 

(of being naked) 

( s .m.) 

(of hitting with an open hand) 

(s .m. but w.i.)_ 

(of slapping} 

(s .m. but w.i J)_ 

Non-identical vowels in operand and suffix 

pfaa! 

> pfantu! 

mpfaa! 

> mpfarhu! 

Pl i ! 

> p1 nya! 

(of splitting e.g. plank) 

( s .m.) 

(of tearing open) 

( s .m.) 

(of attacking in great numbers) 

( s . m. but w ~ i . ) 



dluu! 

> dlunya! 

(of being exposedl 

( s .m.} 
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(Note tonal behaviour of the following): 

£bil! (of carrying heavy object) 

> phikGu! (s.m. but w.i.) 

(bb) Derivation by suffixing three different syllables 

(monosyllabic ideophones) 

Only the following instances were encountered: 

Identical vowels 

High tone 

e.g. 

mfe! 

> mfe 1 emete! 

Low tone 

pfha! 

> pfhalakaxa! 

(of scattering)_ 

( s .m.) 

(of arriving suddenly) 

(s .m.} 

Non-identical vowels 

Fa 11 i ng tone 

pi;! 

> pits'lngeto! 

(of adding ingredierits liberally in food, e.g. salt) 

(s .m.) 
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(cc) Derivation by suffixing recurring partials 

Certain disyllabic ideophones have a distinctive 

characteristic tendency of suffixing certain identical 

two-syllable suffixes. Moore (1968:24) refers to such 

units of suffixes or endings as 'recurring partials'. It 

has been found fitting to adopt this term. The phenomenon 

of suffixing recurring partials is restricted to ideophones 

which signify a stative situation, i.e. the inchoative 

ideophones.l The vowels in these suffixed recurring partials 

are always identical with the last vowel of the op~rand. 

Although these recurring partials have some general 

recurrence, they cannot be accorded a morphemic status 

because one cannot deduce a productive morphological rule 

on their use. Besides, there is no clear-cut semantic 

distinction between the shorter form and the longer form 

except on the broad generalized basis of intensification 

and/or finality. To a certain extent, these recurring 

partials can be categorized. The following units of 

recurring partials seem prevalent: 

(1). -lVlV, (2) -nVnV and (3) -tVtV. 

However, one may come across many other forms of recurring 

partials besides the above-mentioned. 

1 Inchoative ideophones are ideophones capable of expressing an action or 
a process or a stative situation which has begun but has not yet been 
completed. 
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(1) -lVlV 

-lVlV might probably be looked upon as a suffixal extension 

which has been added to the ideophone; however, it is difficult 

to use this -lVlV in a productive manner. Perhaps it can be given 

a •submorphemic• status. In such a case, it might be similar to 

one of those •fossilized• extensions one can get with verbs, e.g. 

-nyamalala (to disappear}. However, this will need more research. 

This applies also to the other forms given in this paragraph. 

Note the following examples: 

bya tl a! (of lying down flat) 

bya tl alala ! (s.m.) 

pava! (of lying on one•s stomach) 

pavalala! (s.m.) 

(from a one-syllable ideophone) 

ba! (of lying down on one's stomach for a short while to rest) 

babalala! ( s .m.) 

The following quadrisyllabic ideophones embody recurring partials. 

However, no known extant two-syllable forms have been encountered. 

It may be that with further research, their disyllabic forms may 

be established: 

navalala!1 (of being prostrate, stretched out) 

yakalala! (of lying scattered about, as leaves) 

yavalala! (of being disordered, as unkempt hair) 

papal ala! (of being abandoned) 

1 There is a verb -nava (stretch one•s legs) but no ideophone *nava:, neither 
is there a verb *~alala, so that the derivation of the ideophone navalala! 
is dubious. The same applies to all the other ideophones following navalala! 
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kokololo! (of feeling helpless and dejectedl 

n'6n'61616! (of watching from a distance after having been chased away) 

cucululu! (Df squatting} 

(2) -nVnV 

e.g. 

bvuta! 

bvutanana! 

bukwa! 

bukwanana! 

bveke! 

bvekenene! 

byata! 

byatanana! 

tluntla! 

(of crouching). 

( s .m.} 

(of lying on one 1 s stomach) 

(s .m.). 

(of sitting disparagingly) 

( s .m.). 

(of being short, of crouching). 

( s. m. )_ 

(of squatting)_ 

tluntlanana! (s.m.) 

(3)_ -tVtV 

e.g. 

pfhoro! (of coming to a standstill, e.g. schemes or projects). 

pfhorototo! (s.m.). 

(ii) Derivation by infixing a new segment or segments to operand 

e.g. 

tlomu! 

tlokomu! 

There are the following instances of disyllabic ideophones where 

the new ideophone is derived by means of infixing an added syllable: 

(of setting, e.g. sun). 

(s.m.)_ 
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fohlo! (of being comfortably seated} 

fokohlo! (s.m.} 

In the following example, two syllables have been infixed: 

hohlo! 

holokohlo! 

(of collapsing) 

(s.m.) 

(bl Derivation of ideophones by means of reduplication 

Matthews (1974:127) describes reduplication as a morphological process 

of repetition. Reduplication may be complete or partial. Complete 

reduplication is the repetition of the entire word form and partial 

reduplication is the repetition of certain segments of the word form. 

Partial reduplication may be initial or final. It is initial when the 

first syllable of the word is repeated, and final when repetition 

involves the last syllabler 

Reduplication or repetition of ideophones 

Longer forms of ideophones can be derived from shorter forms by the process 

of reduplication. In these instances, the whole or part of the short form 

is reduplicated. Semantically, ideophones thus de~ived refer to repeated 

actions or states or to a performance of a similar action by numerous subjects 

in a somewhat irregular fashion.1 

In discussing derivation of ideophones by reduplication, monosyllabic and 

polysyllabic ideophones will be discussed separately. 

1 Repetition is a concept closely related to reduplication and does not 
specifically refer to the number of times when a linguistic unit is 
repeated. In the case of reduplication, it is only done once, so that 
two forms appear. But we shall make no specific distinction here because 
the term reduplication ad infinitum can also be used. 
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(i} Derivation by the reduplication or repetition of mono

and disyllabic ideophones 

(aa} General reduplication or repetition 

kho! 

> khokh6kh6! 

bvuul 

> bvubvOubvOu! 

mphyaa2 

A general principle underlying reduplication in mono- and 

disyllabic ideophones can be summarised by the following rule: 

The only (in monosyllabic ideophones) or initial (in disyllabic 

ideophones) syllable of the operand (i.e. original form of 

the ideophone) is reduplicated and initially placed before 

the operand. The operand itself is reduplicated. Note the 

following examples: 

(H) (of knocking on a hard surface with a hard object) 

(LHH) (of knocking on hard surface with a hard object 
many times or of many subjects knocking hard 
surfaces with hard objects irregularly) 

([L )_ (of snatching) 

(L[Lffi_) (of snatching many thing~ or of many subjects 
snatching things irregularly) 

(Ql) (of quickly going out) 

> mphyamphyaamphyaa! (L~Q8l (of going out many times or of many subjects 
going out irregularly} 

kh6hlo3 ( HL) (of coughing) 

> khokh6hlokh6hloJ (LHLHL) (of coughing many times or of many subjects 
coughing irregularly) 

1 When the vowel of the monosyllabic ideophone being reduplicated is two morae 
in value, the vowel of the added initial syllable becomes one mora in value. 

2 Ibid. 
3 Note that the disyllabic ideophone may be reduplicated into a trisyllabic 

ideophone by the same principle and the whole derived form reduplicated, 
resulting into a six-syllable ideophone: 
e.g. kh6hlo! (of coughing) 

khokh6hlokhokh6hlo! (of coughing many times or of many subjects 
coughing in an irregular manner). 
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gen t le! (LH) (of rumbling over stones, as wagon) 

> gegentlegentle! (LLHLH) (of rumbling over stones now and again or of e.g. 
many wagons rumbling over stones irregularly) 

(bbl Reduplication or repetition ad infinitum 

vanga! 

Certain disyllabic forms of ideophones referring to 

protracted or continuous actions and processes are generally 

reduplicated or repeated ad infinitum ad libitum to convey 

the idea of the continuity of an action or a process. 

Generally, such disyllabic forms are repeated at least 

twice. 

Note the following examples: 

(of shining) 

> vanga-vanga ... ! (of shining continuously) 

keti'! (of flickering)_ 

> keti:.keti' I ... ' (of flickering continuously) 

ningi! (of swaying)_ 

> ningi-ningi I .... (of swaying continuously) 

tseka! (of being unsteady) 

> tseka-tseka ... ! (of being continuously unsteady)__ 

" kbulu! (of flowing down) 
,. ,.. / 

> khulu-khulu (of flowing down continuously) 

(ii) Derivation by reduplication of trisyllabic ideophones 

Productive reduplication in the case of trisyllabic ideophones 

is complete reduplication. The whole ideophone is reduplicated 
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in toto. Semantically, the derivand serves as a form of 

intensification, or of many subjects performing the same action 

in an irregular manner, 

e . g. 

kolobya! 

> kolobyakolobya! 

jok616! 

> jok616jok615! 

chaka 1 a! 

> chakalachakala! 

leleku! 

> 1elekuleleku! 

(of making a splashing noise) 

(of making splashing noises continuously or of many subjects 
making splashing noises in an irregular manner) 

(of chatting cheerfullyl 

(of chatting cheerfully endlessly or of many people 
chatting cheerfully in an irregular manner) 

(~f making a rustling noise) 

(of making a rustling noise continuously or of many things 
making rustling noises in an irregular manner) 

(of staggering) 

(of staggering many times or of many people staggering 
in an irregular manner) 

3.1.2.3 Derivation of ideophones from verbs 

Ideophones can be derived from Tsonga verbs by replacing their 

positive terminative vowel morpheme {-~}with {-.i} or {-1yan1 }. 

(al Ideophonizing morpheme -1 

This morpheme may be suffixed to di- and polysyllabic verbs only. 

~emantically it indicates the 'exemplification•! of repetitive action 

and for that reason the ideophone is usually repeated more than once, 

e.g. -v5na (see) v6n1! > (s.m. with repetitive 'exemplification') 

-susa (remove) sus~! > (s.m. with repetitive 'exemplification') 

-hakela (pay) hakeli! > (s .m. with repetitive 'exemplification') 

1 Vide app. 35, p. 291, for the ~oncept 'e xemplify'. 
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-ha 1 ata (pour 
out) 

> halati! (s.m. with repetitive 'exemplification') 

-fOneng~ta (cover) > funengeti! (s.m. with repetitive 'exemplification') 

-ololoka (stand > ololoki! 
upright) 

(s.m. with re~etitive 'exemplification') 

(b) Ideophonizing morpheme -{yani 

This morpheme may be suffixed to both mono-, di- and polysyllabic verbs. 

Semantically, on the other hand, it indicates only 'exemplification' 

without anything more to it. Note the following examples: 

-fa (die) > fiyan1! (s .m. with 'exemplification') 

-na (fa 11, as rain)> niyani! (s .m. with 'exemplification') 

-16nga (gather > 16ng1yan1! (s .m. with 'exemplification') 
requirements 
for the 
journey) 

-rheta (slip)_ > rhet1~an1! (s .m. with 'exemplification') 

-hakela (pay) > hake 1lyan1: (s .m. with 'exemplification') 

-dlokodla (poke)_ > dl ok6dl lyani! 1 (s .m. with 'exemplification') 

- kangete 1 a (open the hand > kangetel1~ani! (s .m. with 'exemplification') 
to ·receive) 

3.2 Morphological relationship of the ideophone with other 

word categories of the - language 

Tsonga ideophones show some morphological relationship with verbs 

and nouns in the language. ln this morphological relationship, ideophone-

verb relationship seems to be more significant than ideophone-noun 

relationship. 

1 Note retrogressive tonal assimilation in the example concerned. 
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3. 2. 1 Ideophone-verb relationship 

The morphological relationship between the ideophone and the verb 

in Tsonga seems more involved than overtly appears. Consequently, delving 

deeply into such relationship would be outside the scope of this thesis. 

Several linguists have made statements on the morphological relationship 

between the two word categories in other Bantu languages, but no detailed 

study has ibeen made so far. The following linguists, however, may be cited 

in passing as having commented on such a relationship. For instance, 

Ziervogel (1969:151) maintains that the (N. Sotho} ideophone has no 

particular form but 11 
••• its root is often identical with that of a 

corresponding verb stem,.~ Voeltz (1971:151} contends that (Zulu) ideophones 

and verbs originate from a -eve- core. Von Staden (1974:200) is of the 

opinion that (Zulu) ideophones are morphologically based on the verb for he 

states that ideophones are 1
' ... verkorte vorms van die werkwoordbasis. 11 

By implication, Voeltz (1971:151} thinks along the lines of Von Staden 

(1974:200), for he (Voeltz) states that 11 
... we know of no ideophones (in 

Zulu). which do not allow the derivation of verbs from them. 11 Making general 

statements such as those made by for example Ziervogel (1969:151), Voeltz 

(1971:151). and Von Staden (1974:200) above would not be appropriate for 

Tsonga because observations reveal that oyer sixty percent of Tsonga 

ideophones in the collected data have no cognate verbs.1 Consider the 

following examples: 

nhw11! 

b • I 
1 • 

bamfe! 

h6ntlo! 

gebedze! 

(of staring aimlesslyL 

(of being completely finished) 

(of running away in all directions) 

(of being full of people, as house) 

(of hanging loosely) 

1 The estimate given here is based on the representative 1 800 
ideophones on which this study is based . 
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takaswi! (of walking with a limping gate) 

khuvaxaxa! (of falling onto one•s knees, succumbing) 

khakhanana! (of being dry and shrivelled) 

The above examples have no cognate verbs. 

On the other hand, the morphological relationship that exists between 

certain ideophones and certain verbs can be categorized as follows: 

(a) 

(b) 

~ ~ 

All verbs can be ideophonized by the morphemes -1 and -iyani; 

Some ideophones can share common radicals with verbs, verbalized 

and ideophonized by vowels; 

(c) Certain verbs can be formed from some ideophones by means of 

Radical theories. 

3.2. 1.1 Verbs ideophonized by the morphemes -1 and -iyan1 

All verbs in Tsonga, with no exception, can be made ideophones 
~ 

by the suffixation of the morphemes -i and -iyani.1 In all such instances, 

the verb is basic. 

3.2.1.2 Certain verbs and ideophones sharing a common radical 

In Tsonga, there are instances where the ideophone and the verb 

share a common radical. Kunene•s (1978:92) stand (South Sotho) that the 

radical is neither verbal nor ideophonic in these instances would be 

applicable here. In such instances, verbalizing and ideophonizing morphemes 

are suffixed to the common radical to derive other verbs or ideophones as the 

case may be. The verbalizing or 1 ideophonizing• morphemes in these instances 

are vowels. In the case of verbs, the verbalizing morpheme is -a. With 

1 Vide par. 3.1.2.3, pp.117 and 118 above, for examples. 
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ideophones, all the five standard vowels, i.e. {-a, -e, -i, -o, -u} are used. 

Semantically, the derived ideophone and verb from such common roots bear the 

same meaning. However, the ideophone has an added feature of 1 exemplification 1 . 1 

In most cases the ideophonic and verbal derivands differ tonally. 

Note the following examples: 

(a) Ideophonizing morpheme { -~} 

Verbalizing morpheme {-~} 

Note that in this instance, the ideophonizing and verbalizing morphemes have 

the same vowel. However, the vowels belong to different morphemes. The one 

helps the root to form ideophones while the other helps the root to form 

verbs. 

root ideophone verb 

e.g. 

gandl- (stamp) gandla! ( s .m.) -gandla ( s .m.) 

khap- (spill over) khapa! ( s .m.) -khapa ( s .m.) 

g6dy- (strike, as snake) g6dya! ( s .m.) -g6dya ( s .m.}. 

thumbh- (discover) thumbha! ( s. m.) -thumbha ( s .m.) 

(b) Ideophonizing morpheme {-~} 

Verbalizing morpheme 

root 

e.g. 

swath- ( tou:ch) 

kwiny-· (fold) 

{-~} 

ideophone verb 

sw,athe! (s.m.) -swatha (s.m.) 

kwi nye·! ( s. m. )_ - kwi nya ( s. m.) 

1 Vi de app. 35, p.291, for the concept 1 exemplify 1
• 
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root ideophone 

pyetl- (step on sticky pyetle! 
substance) 

phyuphy- ( ca 1m) phyuphye ! 

tset- (squirt, e.g. tsete! 
saliva) 

(c~~ . Ideophonizing morpheme {-..:!_} 
Verbalizing morpheme {-~} 

verb 

( s .m.) -pyetl a ( s .m.) 

( s .m.) -phyuphya ( s .m.) 

( s .m. ). -tseta ( s .m.) 

The ideophonizing morpheme /-i/ in this instance is similar to the morpheme 

/-i/ referred to in par. 3.1.2.3 (a), p.117 , above. The difference which 

exists between the ideophonizing morpheme /-i/ and the other ideophonizing 

vowel morphemes is that /-i/ may be suffixed to any di- or polysyllabic verb 

while this is not the case with the other vowel ideophonizing morphemes. See 

relevant paragraph for examples. 

(d) Ideophonizing morpheme{-.£} 

Verbalizing morpheme {-~} 

root ideophone 

e . g. 

ts1mb- (close eyes) tsimbo! 

kakatlul- (wrench apart) kakatlulo~ 

surhGket- (twist) sGrhGketo! 

pfts inget- (add liberally, pitsi ngeto! 
e.g. sa 1t in 
food) 

verb 

( s .m.) -tsimba ( s .m.) 

( s .m.) -kakatlula ( s .m.) 

( s .m.) -surhGketa ( s .m.) 

( s .m.) -pits1ngeta ( s .m.) 
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(e) Ideophonizing morpheme {-~} 

Verba 1 i zing morpheme {-~} 

root ideophone 

e.g. 

gub- (dancing a rhythmic gubu! 
war dance) 

huh 1-. (move stick in tube} huhlu! 

vun- (wither)_ vunu! 

guguts- (nibble, as rat) gugutsu! 

verb 

( s .m.} -guba ( s .m.) 

( s .m.) -huhla ( s .m.) 

( s .m.) -vuna ( s .m.). 

( s. m.) -gugutsa ( s .m.) 

3.2.1.3 Certain verbs can be formed from certain ideophones 

by means of Radical Conversion theories 

Cantre11 (1967:102)_, in his investigation of the verbal root in 

Xhosa, devoted a chapter to ideophonic roots. Basically, Cantrell (1967:102) 

recognizes ideophonic roots. Cantrell (1967:108} further noticed that 

certain ideophonic roots can be converted into verbs by use of certain 

verbalizing morphemes. Cantrell (1967:108) termed the morphemes 'Radical 

Conversion Extensions•. In line with Cantrell's theories, we have established 

twelve morphemes which serve as Ideophone Verbalizing Extensions in Tsonga. 

Tttey are the following: -K-, -L-, -M-, -MB-, -NDZ-, -NG-, -NY-, -S-, -X-, 

-RH-, -T- and -V-. (They are written in capital letters to distinguish them 

from the neuter -eka, applied -ela, causative -isa, verbal extensions, etc.) 

These extensions are suffixed to ideophonic root morphemes followed by the 

verbalizing morpheme -a. In the process of suffixing these extensions in the 

majority of instances, the ideophone remains intact. No part of the ideophone 

undergoes any modification. Note the following examples (N.B. Only one 

.example is cited in respect of each ideophone verbalizing extension): 
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Verbalizing Derived 
extension Ideo phone Verb 

-K- phove! (of yielding} -phoveka (phove-k-a) (s .m.) 

-L- khOhlo! (of coughing} -khohlola (khohlo-1-a) ( s .m.) 

-M- korha! (of bending -korhama (korha-m-a) ( s .m.) 
forward)_ 

-MB- gwi! (of pulling -gwimba (gwi-mb-a) ( s .m.) 
taut)_ 

-NDZ- gogo9o ... ! (of knocking)_ -gon96ndza (gongo-ndz-a)1(s.m.) 

-NG- bvuu! (of snatching) -bvunga2 (bvu-ng-a) ( s .m.) 

-NY- tlhii! (of snapping} -tlh1nya (tlhi-ny-a) ( s .m.) 

-s- khokhokho .. ! ( of tap i n g )_ -kh6kh6sa (khokho-s-a) ( s .m.) 

-X- fuku! (of pushing -fukuxa (fuku-x-a) ( s .m.) 
soi 1 upwards) 

-RH- dzwi! (of pinching) -dzwirha (dzwi-rh-a) ( s .m.) 

-T- buku! (of hitting} -bukuta (buku-t-a) ( s .m. 2 

-v- dl i i! (of poking at) -dliva (dli-v-a) ( s .m.) 

These ideophone verbalizing extensions are capable of combining in their 

operation. Note the following examples: 

Combined 
Verbalizing Derived 
extensions Ideo phone Verb 

-K- + -NY- pfutla! (of breaking) -pfutlakanya (pfutla-!-a-ny-a) ( s .m.) 

-v- + -NY- ngundu! (of ruffling -ngGndGv&nya (ngundu-~-a-ny-a) ( s .m.) 
through 
goods) 

-NG- + -L- vi si! (of wearing a -visingala (visi-~-a-]_-a) ( s .m.) 
threatening 
1 ook)_ 

1 With ideophones expressing continued action, only two syllables are 
retained when verbs are derived from such ideophones. Note the 
nazalization of the second syllable in the derived verb in this instance. 

2 Note that the ideophone loses its falling tone when the verbalizing 
extension is suffixed. 
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In line with Cantrell 1
S (1967:108[ theories, we are inclined to believe 

that where the ideophone has a cognate verb, the ideophone is basic, and 

that the verb was derived from the i deophone vi a Cantre 11 1 s Radi ca 1 

Conversion theories as examples above indicate, except in the case where 

ideophones are derived from verbs by suffixing the morphemes -1 or -iyani.l 

However, the point as to which of the two words is basic (i.e. verb or 

ideophone) is a matter which needs further research before an authoritative 

statement on this issue can be made. 

3.2.2 Ideophone-noun relationship 

Deideophonic nouns can be derived from ideophones by prefixing 

noun prefixes to ideophones. In some cases, deideophonic nouns are not 

derived directly from ideophones but the latter are verbalized first by 

verbalizing extensions. Very few ideophones can be converted into 

deideo~honic nouns. In the data, only four per cent of the ideophones 

could be converted into deideophonic nouns. In all instances of affixations, 

the ideophone remains intact. It maintains its invariable characteristic. 

Noun Classes of deideophonic nouns 

Deideophonic nouns may occur in the following classes: 

la/ 1-2 (MU-VA) 

3-4 (MU-MI) 

5-6 (RI-MA)_ 

7-8 (XI-SWI) 

9-10 (YIN-TIN) 

14 (VU) 

1 Vide par. 3 .1. 2. 3, p. 117 . 
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3.2.2.1 Class 1a-2a(-- VA} 

Ideophone 

e.g. g6g6g6 ... ! (of pecking, as bird) 

Deideophonic noun 

sing. g6aosani (woodpecker, 
- < eideophonic verb -g6g6sf + 

nominal i zi ng suffix -am 1 

pl. vag6g6sani (woodpeckers) 

Some deideophonic nouns in class la employ the prefix n'wa-. This prefix 

is generally prefixed to words referring to certain specific character 

traits, giving the idea of tdaughter/son of' such a character trait. Note 

that the prefix n'wa- is retained in the plural. 

Ideophone 

e.g. yingiying1! (of being restless) 

kokorholo! (of being obstinate) 

Deideophonic noun 

sing. n'wa ingiyingi (n'wa-ying1-yingi) 
a restless person) 

.P.l_. van' wayi ngiying1 

sing. n'wak6k6rholo (n'wa-k6k6rholo) 
==== (a person who rejects all advice) 

pl. van'wak6k6rholo 

Deideophonic nouns referring to birds and to certain animals named after 

certain traits expressed by certain ideophones also make use of the prefix 

'n'wa-'. 

1 
Vide footnote 1, p.l24. for form of ideophone in this instance. Note also 
the verbalizing extension ·-s- in -gogo-S-a followed by the nominalizing 
suffix.-ani. We regard -anT as a nominal suffix. This morpheme looks very 
much l1ke the diminutive suffix -ana/-ani. but this -ani has not a 
dimi~ut~ve meaning: !he reason one-is tempted to calr-lt a nominalizing 
suff1x lS because 1t 1s used among others with nouns derived from verbs. 
which in some cases are again derived from ideophones. 
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e.g. peku I .... 

tsheku I . . . . 
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(of lifting covering 
to expose covered 
object) 

(of turning back 
suddenly on one's 
tracks, as buck 
sensing danger)_ 

Deideophonic noun 

sing. n'wapekupeku (n'wa-peku-peku) 
==== (species of bird with curvea

beak)_ 

pl. van'wapekupeku 
= 

sing . n'watshekutsheku (n'wa-tsheku
tshekO) (Sandpiper - kind of 
bird haunting open wet sandy 
places) 

Inanimate objects which have characteristics which can be expressed 

ideophonically can also make use of the prefix 'n'wa-' when deriving nouns 

from such relevant ideophones, 

Ideophone 

e.g. cucululu! 

dewu! 

(of being in a 
crouching and 
squatting position) 

(of swinging like 
a pendulum) 

Deideophonic noun 

sing. n'wacuculOlu (n'wa-cucululu) 
(plant which does not spread~ 
as ground nuts) 

sing. n'wadewulani (n'wa-dewu-1-ani) 
(swing for children~ 

pl. van'wadewulani 

Sometimes a deideophonic noun may be derived via a deideophonic verb, 

hence the ideophone verbalizing suffix, 1 

Ideophone 

e.g. dlodlodlo I . . . . (of running fast 
and close to the 
ground) 

sing . 

Deideophonic noun 

n'wadlodl6ma (n'wa-dlodl6-ma) 
(thrush, < deideophonic verb 
-dlodloma) (run close to the 
ground) 

£l. van'wadlodl6ma 

1 Vide par. 3.2.1.3, p.124, for ideophone verbalizing extensions. 
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3.2.2.2 Class 3-4 (MU-MI)_ 

Ideophones referring to action are generally converted into 

nouns in this class, 

Ideophone 

e.g. khulukhulu I . . . . 

ntl ekentl eke 

(of flowing 
e.g. water} 

(of carrying to 
and fro) 

sing . 

Deideophonic noun 

nkhulQkhOlu (mu-khdlu-khUlu)l 
(a shallow place 1n the river 
where water flows extremely 
fast) 

pl. mikhOkDkhOlu/minkhOlDkhOlu 
=· 

sing. ntlekentleke (mu-tleke-tleke)2 
-=== (the act of carrying something 

to and fro) 

pl. mintlekentleke 
= 

The following examples employ the class prefix of class 3 plus a suffix, 

Ideo phone 

e.g. jompa 

dewu 

(of see-sawing) 

(of swinging like 
a pendulum) 

3.2.2.3 Class 5-6 (RI-MA) 

Deideophonic noun 

sing. mujom ana (mu-jompa-ani)3 
-= ba ance board""""f'C5rsee-sawing) 

E.l· mijompani 

sing. mudewulani (mu-dewu-1 -ani) 
- (the swing)-----

pl. midewula.ni 
= 

Deideophonic nouns in class 5 employ the zero prefix. For this 

reason, the ideophone and the deideophonic noun are morphologically identical, 

1 This word can also be in class 9, 
e.g. sing. nkhulukhulu 

pl. tinkhulukhulu, etc. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Note the direct suffixing of the nominalizing suffix -ani to the ideophone 

without the ideophone verbalizing extension. 
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Ideo phone Deideophonic noun 

e.g. dl6nyo! (of poking at 
someone's eye)_ 

sing. dlony6 (*ri-dlony6) (a bulging eye) 

p 1 • madl onyo 
= 

gegerhele! (of being deaf to 
argument)_ 

sing. gegerhele (*ri-gegerhele) (a hard 
headed man)_ - · 

p 1 . magegerhe 1 e 

Zero prefix plus nominalizing suffix -ani, 

Ideo phone Deideophonic noun 

e.g. debi:a I (of walking slackly sing. debyani (•ri -debya-& ni ) (young . ... 
as if having no -= plant with-green stem) 
bones)_ 

madebyan1 pl. -
phaxa ... ! (of walking heavily sing. phaxan i ( *ri -rhaxa- ani) (sandal 

but silently} of an ox-hNe _ 

p_!_. maphaxani 

Some deideophonic nouns in this class are used in the plural form only, 

Ideophone 

e.g. kampfu! 

bvony6! 

(of spitting 
chewed food) 

(of doing work 
hurriedly and poorly) 

Deideophonic noun 

makampfu (ma-kam*fu} 
(spat of chewed ood) 

mabvony6 (ma-bvony6) 
(the habit of doing something 
shoddily) 

Disyllabic ideophones signifying protracted action are generally 

reduplicated and commonly employ class 6 prefix rna-, 

*Prefi x shown to indicate class of derived noun. 
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Ideophone 

e.g. entshi! (of sneezing) 

fehle I .... (of food looking 
appetisingly fatty 
and smelling 
agreeably} 

3.2.2.4 Class 7-8 (XI-SWI)_ 

Ideophone 

e.g. bamu! (sound of gun} sing. 

El· 

gubu! (sound of drum)_ sing. 

pl. 
= 

Deideophonic noun 

maentshientshi (ma-entshi-entshi) 
(gift t o someone who ut t ered the word 

1 maentshientshi 1 in response to one 1 s 
sneezing) 

mafehlefehle (ma-fehle-fehle) 
(well f ried and appe t 1s1ng 
food} 

Deideophonic noun 

xibamu (xi-bamu) (gun) 

swibamu 

xigubu (xi-gubu)_ (drum) 

swigubu 

In the following examples, repeated action is signified. Note the repetition 

of the syllable three times in monosyllabic ideophones and two times in 

disyllabic ideophones: 

Monosyllabic ideophones 

e.g. thuthuthu .... ! 

mbvh6mbvh6mbvh6 I .... 

Disyllabic ideophones 

peku! (of flapping) 

(sound of 
motor cycle) 

(sound of 
beetle). 

peluu! (of revolving) 

xithuthuthu (xi-thuthuthu) 
(motor-cycle ) 

ximbvh6mbvh6mbvh6 (xi-mbvh6mbvh6mbvh6) 
(beetle) 

xipekupeku (xi-pekupeku) 
(a van, a bakkie) 

, 
xipelupelu (xi-pelupelu) 
(a revolving fan) 
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Class prefix plus suffixes 

e.g. dama! (of sticking) xidamarhelani (xi-dama-rh-el-ani)l 
(sp. of lizard)----·--

khiya! (of laughing 
simultaneously) 

xikhiyan1 (x i -k h 1~a-ani ) 
(simultaneous lou laughter of women} 

3.2.2.5 Class 9-10 (YI(N)-TI(N)) 

(Note the zero prefix of the deideophonic noun) 

Ideophone 

!·9· ngGndGngGndG I .... (of making 
hollow sound 
as beating an 
empty box). 

Deideophonic noun 

sing. ngundGngundu (*yi-ngundungundu) 
(chaos, jumble, con f usion} 

pl. (No plural form} 

3.2.2.6 Class 14 (VU-} 

Deideophonic nouns generally referring to action use this class. 

Ideophone 

e.g. bvurubvuru 

cho cho cho I .... 

chakala! 

(of startling and 
running away). 

(of making a 
rustling sound
as on dry leaves} 

Deideophonic noun 

vubvurubvuru (vu-bvurubvuru) 
(the act of startling and running 
away) 

vuchochocho (vu-chochocho) 
(t he rustli ng sound on dry leaves) 

(of making a rustling vuchakalachakala (vu-chakala
noise, as lizard on chakala (the rustling sound) 
dry 1 eaves). 

1 Note the applied verbal extension -el- after the ideophone verbalizing 
extension -rh- . -

* Prefix shown to indicate class of derived noun. 
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S U M M A R Y 

The principle of the Ideophonic Phrase (IPl as a predicative 

phrase is recognised in this thesis. Structurally the IP consists of the 

auxiliary verb stem -rl and the ideophone. The morphology of the verb stem 

-ii in the different moods is examined. Numerous auxiliary morphemes are 

used with the auxiliary verb stem -ri in the different moods. Morphologically, 

the ideophone is a simple word in the sense that it is a single morpheme root 

word. Longer forms of ideophones may be derived from shorter forms by partial 

or complete reduplication. Ideophones may also be derived from verbs by the 

suffixation of the morphemes -1 or -iyani. Certain ideophones seem to share 

common roots with verbs. However, Cantrell's Radical Conversion theories 

point towards the fact that where ideophones have cognate verbs, ideophones 

are basic. Many deideophonic nouns may be derived from ideophones by use of 

class prefixes. In the majority of such derivations, the ideophone remain~ 

intact, maintaining one of its basic characteristics, that of being 

invariable. 
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C H A P T E R 4 

Syntax of the Tsonga ideophone 

4.0 Introduction 

Many Bantu languages employ ideophones in their syntax. What 

perhaps differs from language to language is the way i~ which the~ are 

accommodated in the syntax of the language. Broadly speaking, the South 

Eastern Bantu languages as outlined by Doke (1954:233) accommodate the 

ideophone in their syntax in more or less a similar manner. The use of the 

ideophone in these languages is linked with a verb stem which in its normal 

use means •say•. In Tsonga, it is the verb stem -~1 (-thi in Nguni 

languages and-re in Sotho languages). The crux of the matter in 

understanding how. ideophones are accommodated in the syntax of these 

languages lies in the status one accords this verb stem in the context of 

the ideophonic construction, i.e. whether one regards it as a full 
--~ ---.. 

predicate on its own or whether one regards it as an auxiliary verb. ../ 

A statement on this verb stem in one of these Bantu languages will to a 

certain extent be applicable to the others, although there might be some 

differences with regard to its grammatical morphology. 

It should be stated outright that there are some significant differences 

between the use of the Zulu verb stem -thi and the Tsonga verb stem-~. 

The outlining of these differences shall be confined to the context of 

the ideophone. The differences are the following: 

1 Vide par. 3.1.1, p.79. 

) 
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(a) The Zulu -thi may assume a perfect form, hence -the.1 The Tsonga 

-ri cannot. 

(b) The Zulu -thi permits derived forms.2 The Tsonga -ri does not 

permit these forms. 

(c) Where the construction in Zulu includes an object, the verb stem 

-thi, like any normal verb takes the object concord which always 

precedes this verb. Compare Doke's (1955:143) example: 

(1) wa mu thi TANKLA! 

sc oc v id 

1 it. he him 'do' KICK 

i.e. he kicked him (in the stomach) 

(tankla! Zulu id., of kicking in the stomach). 

The Tsonga aux. v. stem -ri does not incorporate the object concord. 

The oc in this instance immediately precedes the ideophone.3 

(d) Similarly, the Zulu reflexive -zi as in 

( 2) wa 

sc 

1 it. "he 

zi thi 
refl. 
mo v id 

himself 'do' FOLD 

i.e. he folded himself 

(~! Zulu id., of folding oneself) 

is part of the verb stem -thi, while the Tsonga reflexive -ti- comes 

1 Cf. Doke, 1955:144 
2 Ibid., p.146. Vi de also par. 3.1.1, p.79, for examples. 
3 In Tsonga, the oc, the reflexive ti- and the adverbial ka- are never 

used in an auxiliary verb. --
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immediately before the ideophone.1 

(e) The Zulu -thi may not be deleted in the same manner in the different 

tenses of e.g. the indicative mood- Note the following Zulu examples: 

(3) Present tns Izimvu zithi BUDUBUDU I .... 
(The sheep pour out) 

(4) Past tns (perf. asp): Izimvu zithe BUDUBUDU I .... 
(The sheep have poured out) 

( 5) Future tns Izimvu ziyothi BUDUBUDU ... ! 

(The sheep will pour out) 

(budubudu ... Zulu id., of pouring out) 

On the other hand, Tsonga -ri may be deleted in all the tenses 

except in the present tense of the indicative mood.2 

The above cursory illustrations of the Zulu verb stem -thi in the context 

of the ideophone exhibit characteristic features of a normal verb while the 

Tsonga -ri has lost all these characteristics. For this reasorr, the 

problem the investigators of the syntax of the Zulu ideophone had with 

regard to the verb stem -thi in this context is not underestimated. 

There is no doubt that the verbal characteristics of this verb stem influenced 

the investigators into according it the status of a normal verb in this 

context. For instance, Ooke (1955:158) referred to -thi as functioning 

...... as the normal verb when associated with ideophones ..... ,despite the 

fact that earlier on, Doke (1955:158) had described it as ...... a highly 

idiomatic defective verb ... 11
• 

1 Vide par. 3.1.1.4 (b), p.l03. 

2 Vide app. 4, p. 252. 
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Notwithstanding the verbal characteristics of the Zulu verb stem -thi, 

regarding this verb stem as an auxiliary verb in the context of the 

ideophonic construction as it is done in the case of the Tsonga -~in 

this investigation seems to work equally well.1 Consequently, this verb 

stern and the i deophone are regarded as a syntactic category which we choose 

to call the Ideophonic Phrase (IP) as will be illustrated subsequently. 

Doke•s (1955:143) statement, that "it is preferable ... to treat 

___ wamuthi tankla as one (predicate CTDM)" strengthens our standpoint, 

namely that of re_garding the verb stem -ri and the ideophone as a syntactic 

category. This applies to the Zulu verb stem -thi and the ideophone as 

well . 

To date, attempts at outlining the syntax of the ideophone in Bantu languages 

appear to have been mainly in the Nguni languages, as evidenced by the 

works of the fo 11 owing 1 i ngui sts, Doke ( 1955, Zulu), Fi vaz ( 1963, Zulu), 

Voeltz (1971, Zulu), Neethling (1972, Xhosa), Weakley (1973, Xhosa) and 

Von Staden (1974, Zulu). 

Doke (1955:142) was the first linguist to discuss the syntax of the ideophone 

in detail. His views will be outlined at length since they seem to have 

formed the basis of subsequent investigations of this aspect of the 

ideophone in Bantu languages. Doke (1955:142) observed then that the 

ideophone in Zulu was generally associated with the verb stem -thi which 

he defined as" ... a highly idiomatic defective verb .. (p.158). In relation 
--:-~';"". :--·· 

to ideophones, Doke (1955:158) regards -thi as ..... the normal verb associated 

with ideophones when it may assume objectival concords ... Doke•s (1955:142) 

basic assumption was that 11 
••• the most usual syntactical function of the 

ideophone is as a descriptive complement to a special idiomatic use of the 

verb stem -thi ... It is in Doke•s (1955:143) analysis of his example sentence 

1 Vide par 4.2.2, pp.142 et seqq, 
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on the use of -thi when associated with ideophones where it becomes clear 

what status he accorded this verb stem in that context. 

Doke's (1955:143) example sentence (Zulu): 

(6) Wamuthi TANKLA.isisu ngonyawo 

(He kicked him in the stomach)_ 

Doke (1955:143) gave two alternative methods of analysing sentence (6) 

above syntactically: 

Alternative 1 

Subject (Vena) 

Predicate: wamuthi TANKLA! 

Object 

Extension 

Alternative 

Subject 

Predicate: 

Object 

( i ) (Vena) (principal) 

( i i ) isisu 

of Predicate: ngonyawo. 

2 

(Vena)_ 

wamuthi 

(i) (Vena) (principal) 

(ii) isisu (subsidiary) 

Extension of Predicate: (i) TANKLA! (ideophone) 

(ii) ngonyawo (instrumental). 

It is evident that the two alternative methods of analysing the example 

sentence (6) above contradict each other. As regards Alternative 1, the 

ideophone tankla! (of kicking) is part of the predicate as" ... a descriptive 

complement 11 to the" ... special idiomatic use of the verb -thi 11 (Doke, 

1955:142). 
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The verb stem -thi in this context cannot be a predicate on its own . 

Alternative 2 is in line with Doke's (1955:158) assertions, i.e. that of 

regarding the verb stern -thi as a " ... normal verb when associ a ted with 

ideophones." 

The question which may be asked is- is -thi a normal verb, i.e. a full 

verb in the context of the ideophone? Consequently, has wamuthi in 

Alternative 2 the force of a complete predicate? Can one stop at wamuthi 

in this context when predicating? From a semantic point of view, one 

cannot. An ungrammatical sentence results. Note the following example: 

(7) *wamuthi isisu 

sc oc v n 

lit. he him 'do' the :stomach 

i.e. he 'did' him stomach. 

However, Doke (1955:143) himself seemed ill at ease with Alternative 2, 

for he concluded these illustrations with the remark quoted earlier on, 
/ 

namely, that it is preferable to treat wamuthi TANKLA as one predicate. 

This statement by Doke (1955:143) is considered as his intuitive perception 

that from the semantic point of view, -thi in the context of the ideophone 

is not a normal verb. What is interesting (and encouraging) is that in 

subsequent examples, Ooke (1955:144, par. iii) in his linguistic genius, 

treated -thi and the ideophone as a single predicate. 

Doke's (1955:143) analysis of Alternative 1 is acceptable. Analysis 2 is 

unacceptable in that the predicate is ungrammatical in the context of the 

ideophone. Alternative 1 is taken as the basis of the argument advanced 

in this thesis. 
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Fivaz (1963:145) recognises -thi in the context of the ideophone as a 

'normal' verb, i.e. as a complete predicate, for in his Zulu example 

sentence, 

(8) Ngizothi FAHLAFAHLA amazwane ... 

(I am going to say just a few words ... ) 

he states that 11 
••• amazwane (a few words) could conceivably be treated 

as the object of -thi ... ". His regard of the verb stem -thi fits in with 

Doke's (1955:143) syntactic analysis Alternative 2. 

Voeltz (1971:143). regards -thi in the context of the ideophone as a normal 

verb and prefers to extend it to be in the class of verbs which permit 

sentential objects. Doke (1973:279) refers to the use of the verb stem -thi 

in sentences such as Umfana wathi ukubuka (The boy merely looked) as the 

ideophonic use of this verb stem. Doke (1973:270) states in the footnote 

that it is preferable to treat the infinitive in this instance as the object 

of the verb -thi. This implies that -thi is regarded as a full predicative 

in this instance. Voeltz (1971:143) follows this school of thought. He 

states that Doke's (1973:270) standpoint'' ... is not at all inconsistent 

with our (Voeltz's ... CTDM) position ... ",i.e. that the infinitive is 

clearly the object of -thi (with) a deeper sentential source. In other words, 

Voeltz (1971:143) regards -thi in the context of the ideophone as a normal 

verb. 

Neethling (1972:28) regards -thi as an auxiliary verb, for he states 

II Die ideofoon in Xhosa is as komplement tot die hulpwerkwoord /thi/. 11 

Like Doke (1955:143) in his syntactic analysis Alternative 1, Neethling 

(1972:28) regards -thi as follows: " ... Die volledige predikaat word 

II - gesamentlik uit die hulpwerkwoord /thi/ plus die ideofoon gekonstitueer .... 
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Although Neethling did not develop this idea, his last statement is 

wholeheartedly supported in this investigation. Similarly, the Tsonga 

verb stem -ri is regarded as an auxiliary verb in the context of the 

ideophone. 

Neethling's (1972:29) statement that the full predicate is formed by the 

two constituents jointly, as in "uthi MANGA" (Hy is verbaas),' is fully 

supported. 

Weakley (1973:16) distinguishes between the verb stem -thi which means 

'say' as in Xhosa 

(9) uthi HAMBA! (he says go) 

and the -thi which" ... precedes the ideophone (which ... CTDM) carries 

no meaning itself but acts purely as carrier of the inflectional formatives" 

as in Xhosa 

(10) Yathiwa CHAPHA, yimvula 

(It was sprinkled by the rain) 

from Yathi CHAPHA,imvula 

(There .was a sprinkling of rain) 

(chapha, Xhosa id., of sprinkling). 

Weakley (1973:17) regards -thi in the context of the ideophone as" ... an 

auxiliary verb (which ... CTDM) can carry the various conjugational 

affixes ... ". Weakley (1973:17) in this instance is somewhat in agreement 

with Doke's (1955:143) syntactical analysis Alternative 1 as well as with 

Neethling's (1972:28) observations. The principle of regarding -thi as an 

auxiliary verb in the context of the ideophonic construction is subscribed 

to in this investigation. 
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Von Staden (1974:233) regards -thi appearing with ideophones as an auxiliary 

verb stem. Giving the example 

Sizothi PHUMU emthunzini 

(We shall rest in the shadow) 

(phumu!, Zulu id., of resting) 

Von Staden (1974:233) states that" ... (dit lyk) prakties ... om alle 

ideofone, in welke gebruiksgeval ... in beginsel as komplemente van •n 

hulpwerkwoord met die stam -thi te beskou " 

Considering the opinions of the linguists who investigated the syntax of 

the ideophone in Zulu and Xhosa, it is evident that everyone realised that 

the syntax of the ideophone in these instances was closely linked with the 

verb stem -thi. The problem has been to demonstrate clearly the role of 

this verb stem in the context of this linkage. 

The next paragraphs will be devoted to attempting to outline the role of 

the verb stem -ri in the context of the ideophone as well as the significance 

of the linkage or relationship between the ideophone and the verb stem -ri 

in Tsonga. 

4.1 The ideophone as a syntactic category 

The syntax of the ideophone can best be seen in its proper 

perspective if its category status is clearly defined. The position of 

the ideophone as a syntactic category can only be defined if the nature, 

as well as the role of the verb stem -ri in this context is clearly outlined. 

In defining the position of the ideophone as· a syntactic category, its 

underlying surface manifestations will be taken into consideration. 
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4. 2 The verb stem -ri 

4.2.1 The verb stem -ri as a normal verb stem 

It is interesting to note that the verb stem -ri can occur as a 

normal verb of the main clause in sentences such as the following: 

( 11) Magezi u - ri "tana~" 

Subj sc v v - -
1 it. Magezi he says, "come~" 

i.e. Magezi says, "come!" 

( 12) Magezi u - ri ndzi ta 

Subj sq v SC2 v 

1 it. Magezi he says I come 

i.e. Magezi says that I should come. 

Seman ti ca lly -ri in this context means • say•. 

4.2.2 The verb stem -ri as an auxiliary verb 

Note that the ideophone may also occur in the position immediately 

after the verb stem -ri. It is intended to demonstrate in this thesis that 

in the latter case (i.e. in the context of the ideophone), -ri does not 

function as a normal verb. Note the following sentence with the ideophone 

tlukwa! (of jumping): 

~ 

(13) Ma9ezi u ri TLUKWA! 
aux 

Subj sc v id 

1 it. ~lagezi he •does• JUMP 

i.e. Magezi jumes. 
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In example sentence (13) above, -!i does not play the same role as the -ri 

in sentences (11) & (12).. Neither does it have the same status. In the 

context of the ideophone,1 -~functions in an auxiliary capacity in that 

it has no independent meaning with the force of a normal verb and besides, 

it is incapable of predicating on its own apart from its complement, i.e. 

the ideophone, just as -thi in Doke's (1955:143) Alternative 2 (analysis) 

cannot predicate on its own.2 In the context of the ideophone, predication 

is effected jointly by the verb stem -~ (-thi in the case of Zulu) and the 

ideophone. Doke's (1955:142) idea that, in the context of the ideophone, the 

verb stem-~ (Zulu -thi) is used idiomatically and consequently does not 

mean 'say• as is the case when used as a normal verb3, is fully supported. 

In the context of the ideophone, -~·s (Zulu -thi) meaning of 'to say• is 

lost in the surface structure. Semantically, it expresses 'to act• or 'to 

do', signifying that the subject 'acts' or 'does' the action implied by the 

ideophone. In this investigation, the following thesis is advocated, 

namely, that in the context of the ideophone, the -ri. functions in an 

auxiliary capacity and that together with the ideophone it forms a syntactic 

unit which is a phrase, and that that phrase represents one syntactic 

category. 

4.2.3 Non-ideophone words and phrases used as ideophones 

It should be noted that words and phrases other than ideophones 

may be used as ideophones in the IP after the auxiliary verb stem -ri. 

However, verbs are first made ideophones by being inflected4 when used in 

1 
Vide sentence ( 13) , above. 

2 Vide sentence (6), Alternative 2_ analysis, p.137. 

3 Vide sentences (11) and (12), above. 

4 Vide par. 3.1.2.3, pp.ll?-118, for· i nfl ecti on Df verbs into ideophones. 
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this context. Note the following examples: 

Verbs 

e.g. -xeka, v. (cut); xeki~ deverbative id. (of cutting quickly) 

... .. 
(14) t~a9ezi (u ri XEKI), nyama hi mukwana 

aux dev 
Subj (sc v id ) obj AP 

1 it. Magezi (he 'does' CUT QUICKLY) the meat by knife 

i.e. Magezi quickly cuts the meat with a knife. 

Nouns 

Nouns need not be inflected when used as ideophones in this context. Of 

interest to note is that nouns used as ideophones in such a context are 

highly idiomatic in meaning. Note the following example: 

(15) Vafana 

Subj 

va 

sc 

1 o na 
(as soon 
as form) 

von a 

v 

nyoka 

obj 

(vo 

( sc 

( ri ) 
aux 
v 

MARIBYE!) 

n ) 

lit. The boys they 'as soon as• see snake (they 'do' STONES) 

i.e. As soon as the boys saw the snake they took (got hold of) stones. 

Phrases 

Phrases used as ideophones in this context are also highly idiomatic in 

meaning. Note the following example: 

(16) Magezi (u te ( ri) VUSIKU SALA ENDLWINI), tolo 
perf 
asp aux 

Subj (sc mo v id phrase adv 

1 it. Magezi (he has 'done' NIGHT REMAIN IN THE HOUSE) yesterday 

i.e. Magezi left very early in the morning yesterday. 
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4.3 The concept of the Ideophonic Phrase (IP) as a syntactic 

category 

Culicover (1976:13) defines a syntactic category as " ... a group 

of words or sequences of words in a given language that can replace one 

another in any sentence of the language whatsoever without affecting 

grammaticality.n He goes on to state that" ... if a syntactic category 

contains single words only, it is a lexical category. When a syntactic 

category contains sequences of words, it is a phrase category. 11 

With this theory in mind, compare the following sentences embodying the 

verb stem -nghena (enter) and the ideophone ph6mu! (af plunging into the 

water). 

(17) 

( 18) 

Homu yi nghena ematini 

Subj sc v 1 oc. n 

lit. The ox it enters into the water 

i .e. The ox enters into water. 

Homu Jt..Y...;..i _ _ r_i~__;_PH __ o;;...:. .. M~U ! .em at i n i 

Subj 
aux 

sc v id 1 oc. n 

lit. The ox it 'does' PLUNGE in the water 

i.e. The ox plunges into the water. 

Sentence (17) employs the normal verb -nghena (enter) as predicate of the 

subject homu (ox), and sentence (18) employs the phrase -ri ph6mu ('act' or 

'do' plunge) as predicate of the subject homu (ox). The normal verb stem 

-nghena (enter) can be replaced by the phrase -ri phomu ('do' plunge) 

without affecting meaning and grammaticality. Accordingly, -ri phomu is 

a phrase which belongs to the same syntactic category as the normal verb 

stem -nghena (enter) which is a lexical category. 
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From the above examples, it is clear that the verb stem -!i together with 

the ideophone constitute a syntactic category, capable of acting as a 

predicate just like a normal verb. It has been decided to call this 

syntactic construction 'the Ideophonic Phrase' (IP). 

4.4 The structure of the IP 

(N.B. The structure of the IP has been discussed in detail in 

par. 3.1, pp.78-79). 

4.5 The IP as underlying surface structure of the syntax 

of the ideophone 

The IP is regarded as the underlying surface structure by means 

of which the ideophone is incorporated in the syntax of the language. Any 
. 

consideration of the syntax of the ideophone in Tsonga should take as its 

point of departure the concept of the IP. Other surface syntactic 

manifestations of the ideophone shorn of some of the components of the IP 

should be regarded as surface realisations of transformations as well as 

deletions with regard to the underlying surface structure phrase. 

Since the underlying structure in which the ideophone is incorporated in 

the syntax of the language is the IP, a review of the syntax of the 

ideophone will in fact entail a review of the syntax of the IP. 

4.6 Transitivity and intransitivity of the IP in Tsonga 

Since it has been illustrated that Tsonga ideophones syntactically 

function like verbs through the IP in surface structure,1 consequently, some 

1 Vide par. 4.3, p.145 sentences (17) and (18). 
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ideophones bear a transitive feature,l i.e. the IP which embodies such 

ideophones may be followed by objects, while others bear an intransitive 

feature. 

4.6.1 Ideophones with a transitive feature 

Ideophones with a transitive feature are particularly those 

ideophones referring to action, i.e. non-inchoative ideophones. The action 

of the subject is directed towards the object. 

Note the following example sentence with an IP which embodies bvuu! (of 

snatching), an ideophone with a transitive feature. 

(19) Gam a ( ri ri BVUU)) xikukwana 
aux 

Subj (sc v i d ) obj 

1 it. The ea9le (it 1 does 1 SNATCH) the chicken 

i.e. The eagle snatches the chicken. 

Incorporating ideophones with a transitive feature, such IPs may incorporate 

object concords.2 Note the following example: 

(20) Gam a ( ri ri 
aux 

xi BVUU}~ xikukwana 

Subj (sc v oc i d ) obj 

1 it. The ea9le (; t 1 does 1 it SNATCH) the chicken 

i.e. (Meaning same as in (19) above.) 

(Note that the oc in the IP syntactically comes immediately after the 

auxiliary verb-~ ( 1 d0 1
) and immediately before the ideophone). 

1 Linguistically, features of a word, among other things, refer to the 
category into which the word belongs, e.g. whether it is a noun 
or a verb etc., as well as to its other properties such as singularity 
or plurality, transitivity or otherwise in the case of verbs, etc. 

2 Vide par. 3.1.1.4 (a), p.lOl for discussion of the oc in the IP. 
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4. 6. 2 Ideophones with an intransitive feature 

Ideophones with an intransitive feature are those basically 

referring to stative situations, i.e. inchoative ideophones. Note the 

following example sentence with an IP which embodies cacaa! (of shining 

brightly), an ideophone with an intransitive feature: 

(21) N 'weti (wu lo ( ri) CACAA!) 
stv. 
asp aux 

Subj (sc mo v ) i d ' ) 

1 it. The moon (it has 'done' SHINE BRIGHTLY) 

i.e. The moon shines brightly. 

4.6.3 An interesting point to note is that while IPs which incorporate 

ideophones as well as ideophones derived from ver.bs may be used 

transit·ively, IPs which use e.g. nouns and phrases as ideophones can only 

be used intransitively. 

4.7 Syntax of the IP in the different moods 

(N.B. Syntactic examples of the IP in the different moods and 

tenses have been worked out in Tables supplied in the appendices.1 The 

express aim of these tables is to show the detailed structure of the IP in 

the different moods and tenses. Although these tables have been worked 

out in detail, supplementary examples will be given during the course of 

discussion where necessary). 

1 Tables showing the IP in the different moods and tenses are contained 
in appendices 4 to 32. 
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It was stated in par. 4.3, p. 145, that the IP, just like the VP, may be 

used as a predicative phrase. For this reason, it may be conjugated in 

the positive and negative forms in the different tenses and may 

syntactically be employed in 

(a) non-finite forms (or sub-moods), i.e. 

the Infinitive and the Imperative; 

(b) finite or main moods, i.e. 

the Indicative, the Dependent and the Potential; 

(c) qualificative constructions, 

such as the Relative construction. 

4. 7. 1 IPs in the non-finite forms (or sub-moods) 

The IP is capable of being employed in non-finite forms, i.e. 

the Infinitive and the Imperative. In Bantu languages, these forms are 

regarded as non-finite (or sub-moods) because, as Cole (1975:235) maintains 

they 11 
••• never have subject concords. 11 

4.7.1.1 (a) The infinitive IP 

The ideophone in most cases is largely employed in the syntax of 

the Tsonga language after the infinitive form of -ri.1 Note the following 

example: 

, 
(22) Homu (yi ta ku (ri) PHOMU),ematini 

The ox will plunge into the water. 

1 Vide par. 3.1.1.2, p.81, for discussion on the infinitive form of -ri. 
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This infinitive form of the IP is encountered in different moods and tenses, 

for example, in the future tense of the Indicative Mood as in sentence (22) 

above, in clauses in the Dependent Mood,1 etc. For this reason, it was 

found not feasible to make a special table to illustrate its use because 

it occurs in different moods and constructions. 

· 4.7.1.1 (b) The infinitive IP as a substantive 

However, the infinitive IP may function as a substantive. As 

such, it may take the following syntactical positions: 

(i) As object of the verb, e.g. 

(23) Ndzi lava (ku (ri) BAA), 

Sc v (inf. IP 

switsanana 

adv 

1 it. I want (to 'do' LIE DOWN) slightly 

i.e. I want to lie down for a short while. 

(ii) As complement of the verb, e.g. 

(24) Swa tsakisa (ku (ri) TLUKWA!) 

Sc v (inf. IP ) 

lit. It pleases (to 'do' JUMP). 

i.e. It is pleasant to jump. 

Sentence (24) above may also have the following order: 

; 

(25) (ku ( ri} TLUKWA), swa tsakisa 

(i nf. IP ) sc v 

1 it. (To 'do' JUMP it pleases 

i.e. It is pleasant to jump. 

1 Vide app. 21, p.269. 
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4.7. 1.1 (c). The infinitive IP and the verb stem -endla (do) 

The idea expressed by any IP in any context may be expressed by 

the construction where the infinitive IP serves as object of the verb stem 

-end 1 a (do) . For example, sentence (18) above, 

, 
Homu (yi r i PHOMU), ematini 

(The ox plunges in the water) 

may equally be expressed thus 

., 
( 26 )_ Homu yi endla (ku ri PHOMU:), ematini 

Subj sc v IP 1 oc. n 

i .e. The ox it does (to 'do' elun9e) the water. 

However, this /-endla +infinitive IP/ construction is not generally 

employed in ideophonic predication, particularly in positive conjugations. 

Nevertheless, occasionally, one comes across it in certain alternative 

negative forms1 as well as in certain passive constructions as will be 

demonstrated later, where ideophonic predication is involved. 

4.7.1.2 (a) Syntax of the IP in the Imperative Mood 

The IP may be employed in the imperative of the speaker-addressee 

type, i.e. where the speaker spells out a proposition to be carried out by 

the addressee. In this context, the addressee may be regarded as a vocative 

subject. - However, there seem to be divergent opinions in linguistic circles 

whether or not to regard the vocative as the subject of the imperative 

predicate. For instance Doke (1955:167), writing on Zulu imperatives, stat~s 

that" ... no vocative may be used as subject of a sentence." On the other 

1 Vide app. 5, p.253. 
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hand, Young (1980:74), writing on English imperatives states as follows: 

Whether Voc is a kind of subject or not (and of course it 
has things in common with subjects) is ultimately a matter 
of terminology and definition.1 

Coming to Tsonga, when the IP is used in the speaker-addressee imperative, 

it (the IP) embodies some kind of sc bearing reference to the addressee as 

will be illustrated subsequently. For this reason, the vocative will be 

regarded as some kind of subject in this study. 

Positive conjugation 

There are two versions of the auxiliary of the IP in the imperative.2 

(27) 

Version 13 

The auxiliary of the IP employs the sc of the absolute pronoun 

and not that of the noun which is used in apposition to the 

pronoun. Giving the version of the underlying structure of the 

example given in appendix 16, p. 264, will make this point of the 

sc of the absolute pronoun clearer; e. g. 

(N'wina)4 
.,. 

Vafana (_mi nge ( ri) TLUKWA!) 
abs (abs 
pro (pro aux aux 
Subj Subj (sc mo v id 

Subject IP 

lit. You the boys (you 'do' JUMP) 

i.e. Boys, jump! 

1 'Voc' in the quotation is an abbreviation of 'Vocative'. 
2 Vide par. 3.1.1.3 (c), p.93, for the morphology of the aux. of each 

of the versions. 
3 Vide app. 16, p.264, for examples. 

4 The absolute pronoun referring to the subject is always deleted in 
surface realisations. 
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(Note that the surface realisation is as in examples appearing in 

appendix 16, p. 264). 

Version 2 

Version 2 does not employ any sc of any kind because it employs the 

verb stem -endla (do) (or -endlani if plural subject) which is followed 

by the infinitive ideophone.l 

Note that when imperative predication is done by means of verbs in 

the positive, no sc of any kind is employed, e.g. 

(N'wina) Vafana ltlulani !I 
voc voc 

(abs pro n VP 

(You) boys • I JUmp. 

The sc of the abs. pro. only appears in the negative conjugation, e.g. 

(N'wina) Vafana lmi nga tl ul i I 
abs 
pro neg v 

Voc Voc lsc mo neg I 

1 it. (You) boys you don't jump! 

i . e. Boys, don ' t jump! 

Negative conjugation 

The negative conjugation has also two versions.2 

Version 1 

The constituent elements of the negative are the same as those of the 

1 Vide app. 16, p.264, for examples. 
2 Vi de par. 3.1.1.3 (c), p.93, for structure of the auxiliary part of 

the IP in each version. 
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positive, the only difference is in the tone of the formative elements. 

This version needs an antithetic clausel in the positive as complement. 

Version 2 

The sc of the absolute pronoun referring to the subject is used. The 

main negating factor is the verb stem endla in its negative form, hence 

-endli. 2 

.{ _bj . T h e o c i n . t h e I P i n t h e I m p e r a t i v e M o o d 

The oc, as well as the reflexive ti- and the adverbial ka-3 may 

also be incorporated in the IP in the Imperative and their position is 

immediately before the ideophone, i.e. after the auxiliary verb stem -!l, 

as in the Indicative Mood.4 Only one example with the oc will suffice, e.g. 

(28) Vafana (mi nge ( ri} rna KHINDLA ), makiHl a 
abs 
pro aux aux 

Subj (sc mo v oc id obj 

1 it. Boys (you ··do • them SHRUG) the shoulders 

i.e. Boys, shrug your shoulders. 

4. 7.2 Syntax of the IP in the finite moods 

4.7.2.1 Syntax of the IP in the Indicative Mood 

The Indicative Mood is a mood used to state what is, has been or 

1 Vide app. 17, p. 265, for an example of an antithetic clause in this 
version of this mood. 

2 Vide app. 17, p.265, for examples. 

3 Vide par. 3.1.1.4, pp.101-104, for discussion of the oc, the reflexive ti-, 
and the adverbial ka-. 

4 Vide the following appendices for examples showing the position of these 
morphemes: ~pp. 28, p.276 for the oc; app. 31, p.279 for the reflexive 
!i-; and app. 32, p.280 for the adverbial ka-. 
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will be in the positive, or what is not, has not been and will not be in 

the negative. It may also be used to ask a question about a fact. 

In reviewing the IP in the Indicative Mood, the plain IP1 will be treated 

first and thereafter the IP which incorporates the restrictive aspectual 

morpheme-~, i.e. the -oiP.2 

(a) Syntax of the plain IP in the Indicative Mood 

Positive conjugation3 

(i) Syntax of the IP in ordinary positive statements 

(29) 

(30) 

The syntax of the IP as a predicative in ordinary statements in 

the Indicative Mood is basically as follows: Subject+ Predicate, 

hence Subject+ lf. Note the following examples: 

Xinyenyana (xi ri PHATSA!) (Present tns) 

Subj IP4 

(The bird perches itself) 

Ti 1 o ( ri te ( ri) HAT!!) (Past tns, perf. asp) 

Subj IP5 

(The lightning flashed) 

, 
(31) Nyama (yi ta ku (ri) MBVEE!) (Future tns) 

Subj I p6 

(The meat will smell bad) 

1 
Vide par. 3.1.1.3 (a) (i), p.82, for the concept •plain IP•. 

2 Vide par. 3.1.1.3 (a)fii),p.84, for the concept •-oiP 1
• 

3 Vide par. 3.1.1.3 (a) _(i), p.82,forthemorphologyoftheplain IP. ~1orpholo~y 
in this context refers to the morphology of the auxiliary of the IP. 

4 Vide app. 4, p. 252, for detailed illustrations of such an IP. 

5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid. 
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(ii) The IP in the Indicative Mood may syntactically occur in 

(32) 

(33) 

subordinate constructions of co-ordination after certain 

non-influenci:ng conjunctives,l e.g. hikuva (because), kasi 

(yet, though), kambe (but), etc. 

" Homu ~ ly_a vaby_al hikuva (yi ri KHWIJI ... !) 
dem 

Subj pro I VP I conj IP2 

'(Jh:i s cow is sick because it 1 imps) 

/ , 
Ti hanci teto Ita dladlal kasi letiya ( ti ri KAPATSA ... !) 

= dem 
dem pro 

Subj pro I VP I conj. ( subj ) ( IP3 . 
'(Tho6e horses trot, yet those over there 9a 11 op) 

, 
(34) Gabaza lu ri a nga rilil kambe (u ri MFIKU!) 

Subj IVP and complement I but 

(Gabaza ~-says that she is not crying but she is sobbing) 

(iii) The IP in the Indicative Mood may syntactically be followed by 

Adjunct Phrases (APs) e.g. adverbs, 1 ocati ves and i nstrumenta 1 s. 

Note the following examples: 

(35) Xinyenyana (xi ri PHATSA), emurhini 

Subj ) ( AP 

(The bird perches itself on the tree) 

1 Non-influencing conjunctives are conjunttives which do not make the clause 
they introduce subordinate to the main clause. 

2 Vide app. 4, p. 252, for detailed illustrations of such an IP. 

3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
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(36) Mufana (u te (ri) TUMBf), hi yindlu 

Subj 1 ( AP 

(The boy hid himself behind the house) 

., 
(37) Magezi (u ta ku (ri) TUVI), ni mali ya wena 

Subj ) ( AP 

(Magezi will disappear with your money) 

(iv) The IP may syntactically be used with interrogatives in the 

Indicative Mood where it is always followed by interrogative 

APs, such as the following adverbs: kwihi? (where?), rini? 

(when?), kangani? (how many times?), e.g. 

( 38) Nyi mpfu (~ri MEE), kwi hi? 

Subj IP3 ) ( AP ) 

(Where does the sheep bleat?) 

(39) Kondlo ( ri te (rn GUDLUGUDLU), kangani? 

Subj I p4 1 ( AP ) 

(How rnany times did the rat rattle?) 

(40) Hosi (,y:i ta ku (ri} KAKATSUKU), rini? 

Subj IP5 ) ( AP ) 

(When will the chief stand up?) 

1 Vi de app. 4, p. 252, for detailed illustrations of such IPs. 

2 Ibid. 

3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 

5 Ibid. 
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Negative conjugation 

It should be stated outright that negative IPs are not a preferred 

feature among Tsonga speakers. Where the ideophone in any positive 

IP has a cognate verb, the negative form of this cognate verb is 

used instead. This applies to all IPs in all the moods and tenses. 

For example, the following positive statement 

(41) Wanuna (u ri KORHA!) 

Subj 

(The man bends forward) 

would preferably be negated as follows: 

(42) Wanuna /a nga korhami/ 
neg v 

Subj /sc mo negative/ 
VP 

(The man does not bend forward) 

-korhami, v. (not bending forward), negative form of -korhama, v. 

(bend forward), cognate verb of the ideophone korha! (of bending 

forward). 

However, negative forms where the IP is involved are possible. 

There are always two alternative forms of the negative where the IP 

is involved, i.e. alternatives A & B. 

1 Vide app. 4, p. 252, for detailed illustration of such an IP. 
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Alternative A1 

This is the alternative which employs the verb stem -endla (do) 

in its negative form, hence -endli (not do), depending on the 

tense. 

N.B. This form of the negative (i.e. alternative A) is rather 

.resorted to in case the ideophone has no cognate verb which can 

be employed instead. 

A 1 terna ti ve s2 

This form does not employ the verb stem -endla (do) in its 

negative form. In this alternative, the negative formative a-

is placed at the beginning of the positive form. For example, 

from the present tense positive Indicative IP3 ... xi ri PHATSA! 

(it (bird) perches), one gets ... a xi ri PHATSA;(it 'does' not 

perch). However, this negative form needs a complement in the 

form of an antithetic4 IP in the positive, e.g. xi ri i d 

(it 'does' id.). The antithetic IP should bear the ideophone 

the speaker claims to be the correct one, for example~! (of 

dropping on the ground) in the case of examples in appendix 6, 

p.254. 

app. 5' p.253, for examples. 

app. 6, p.254, for examples. 

Vide app. 4, p.252, for detailed examples. 
4 The term 'antithetic' has been adopted to refer to the second clause in 

the positive conjugation because according to the Oxford Dictionary, the 
term 'antithetic', among other things, means 'contrasted. • In this 
instance, the antithetic clause, which is in the positive, contrasts 
with the first clause which is in the negative. (Vide app. 6, p.254, 
for examples.) 
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Uttering the negative form of the IP only, so to say leaves the 

utterance hanging and semantically results in a somewhat incomplete 

sentence. Consequently the sentence 

Xinyen~ana (a xi ri PHATSA), ... 

Subj I pl 

(The bird does not ~erch i tse 1 f) 

although seemingly complete in the English translation, is not 

complete in Tsonga. 

(b) Syntax of the -oiP2 in the Indicative Mood 

The syntax of the -oiP in the Indicative Mood differs from that of the 

plain IP3 of the same mood in that while the plain IP is used to state 

a plain fact, i.e. a fact without the connotation of restriction, the 

-oiP signifies restriction, i.e. it states that the subject performed 

no other action or is in no other state other than the one suggested by 

the -oiP. Another significant difference is that while the clause with 

the plain IP may be used independently, the -oiP always needs a 

complement clause, except where it expresses stative situations and 

protracted or continuous actions or processes. However, as far as the 

latter is concerned, this bears reference only to the present tense. 

In the other tenses, i.e. t~e past and future tenses, the -oiP must have 

a complement clause. The -olP may be used in the following instances: 

1 Vide app. 6, p.254, for detailed illustration of such an IP. 

2 Vide par. 3.1.1.3 (a) (ii), p.84, for the concept •-oiP 1
• Broadly 

speaking, the -oiP shall refer to all rp•s incorporating the restrictive 
aspectual morpheme -~as well as the stative aspectual morpheme}£-. 

3 The plain IP is the IP which does not incorporate the restrictive 
aspectual morpheme -~. 
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(N.B. Detailed syntax will be illustrated subsequently): 

(1) where it expresses protracted or continuous actions or processes; 

(2). where it implies restriction while expressing 'simply', 'merely' 

or 'just' with reference to ordinary actions, i.e. where it is 

used with non-inchoative ideophones; 

(3) where it expresses stative situations, i.e. where it is used with 

inchoative ideophones; 

(4) in the -o naiP1 where it expresses 'as soon as'; 

(5) in the complement clause2 which follows the •-o na' clause. 

(i) Syntax of the -oiP in the Indicative Mood where it expresses 

protracted or continuous actions or processes3 -

Positive conjugation 

Present tense 

The -oiP in such instances may be used independently, i.e. without a 

complement. The restrictive aspectual morpheme -£in the IP in these 

instances does not imply 'merely' or •simply• or •just•, but that the 

subject is in a state of undergoing a process or is engaged in a 

protracted action at the time of speaking, e.g. 

1 ·a V& e app. 34, p.289, for the concept •-o naiP•. 
2 The complement clause of the •-o naiP' will be considered together with the 

•-o narp• and not separately. 

3 Vide par. 2.3.4.2 (a) (1), p.48 and par. 3.1.2.2 (b) (i) (bb), p.116, for the 
type of ideophones used in IP's expressing protracted or continuous actions 
and processes. 
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Nga ti (~o ( ri ) POPOPO ... ~) 
Subj -orp1 

(The blood is in a state of flowing out profusely) 

Xi tofi (xo { ri} VIRI-VIRI ... ~) 
Subj -oiP2 

(The stove is in a state of being ver~ hot) 

Past and future tenses 

As stated above, unlike in the present tense, the -oiP expressing 

protracted or continuous actions in the past and future tenses needs a 

complement which is generally a clause in the Dependent Mood introduced 

by subordinating conjunctives such as loko (when). The complement 

clause may succeed or precede the -oiP. Note the following examples: 

Past tense 

... ,. , 
Mati (a mo (ri) TITITI ... ), loko /hina hi hlamba/ 

= 

Subj -oiP3 Indic. md conj I Dep. md I 

(The water was ice cold when we washed) 

(47) Loko /hi suka/, mpfula (a yo (ri) WAWAWA ... !) 

conj /Dep. md I subj -oiP Indic. md 

(When we left, it was raining very hard) 

1 Vide app. 7, p.255, for detailed illustrations of such an IP. 

2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
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Future tense 

Nambu (wu to (ri) HOBOHOBO ), loko mpfula /yo na/ 

Subj -orp1 Indic. md 

(The river wi 11 overflow in 

Loko /ro xa/, mumu (wu 

conj I -oVP I subj 
Dep. md 

case it 

to ( ri} 

-oiP 

conj 

rains) 

; 

I -oVP I 
Dep. md 

" , TUWA-TUWA ... !) 

Indic. md 

(The sun wi 11 be very hot should the sky cle~r) 

Nega ti ve conjugation 

The -oiP in this instance, like other forms of the IP in the Indicative 

Mood, has two alternative forms, A & 8. 2 

Alternative A3 

Note that the restrictive aspectual morpheme -o itself does not 

feature in the negative of this alternative. 

Alternative 84 

The restrictive aspectual morpheme is retained in the negative of 

this alternative. Note the antithetic clause with the supposed 

correct ideophone. The restrictive aspectual morpheme -o is also 

embodied in the antithetic clause. 

1 Vide app. 7, p.255, for detailed illustration of such an IP. 

2 Vide_par. 4.7.2.1, p.159, for detailed discussion of the two alternative 
vers1ons. The use of alterantive A or 8 is governed by the preference of 
the different Tsonga speakers. At present it is not easy to discover why 
a speaker should prefer a particular alternative. 

3 Vide app. 8, p.256, for examples. 
4 Vi de app. 9, p.257, for examples . 
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(ii) Syntax of the -oiP incorporating non-inchoative ideophones 

in the Indicative Mood expressing 'simply', 'merely' or 'just' 

(aa) Where the -oiP is used unchanged 

The -oiP incorporating non-inchoative ideophones in the 

Indicative Mood may be used with the dependent clause of 

condition as complement, introduced by the subordinating 

conjunctive loko (when) to express that the action 'simply', 

'merely' or 'just' takes place. (N.B. In the present and 

future tenses, the -oiP in these instances expresses a 

habitual actionl. Note the following examples: 

Present tehs~ - (R~stridtive aspect) 

(50) Ngwenya (yo (ri) MBYAMBYA), ematini loko lyi vona munhul 

Subj ( -oiPl Ind.ic. md) loc. n conj IVP Dep. md I 

(The crocodile simply becomes submerged into the water when 
it notices a person) 

Future tense (Restrictive aspect) 

(51) Ngwenya (yi to (rij MBYAMBYA), ematini loko lyi vona munhul 

Subj l loc. n conj. IVP Dep. md I 

(The crocodile will simply become submerged into the water 
when it notices a person) 

1 Vide app. 7, p. 255, for detailed illustration of such an IP. 

2 Ibid. 
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( bb) Where the -oi P is in the form of a -1 oiP1 

The -loiP embodying non-inchoative ideophones may be used 

in the Indicative Mood implying restriction and not 

stativeness. However, this usage is confined to the past 

tense only. Note the following example : 

(52) Ngwenya (yi lo (ri) MBYAMBYA), ematini loko /yi vona munhul 

Subj -loiP2 l loc. n conj I VP Dep. md I 

(The crocodile simply became submerged into the water when it 
noticed a person} 

(iii) Syntax of the -olP in the form of a -loiP used with 

inchoative ideophones to express stative situations 

The -loiP embodying inchoative (stative) ideophones may be 

used in the Indicative Mood expressing a stative situation . 

Note the following examples: 

Positive conjugation 

Present tense (Stative aspect) 

(53) ~1anana (u lo (ri) GOO!) 

Subj ) 

(Mother has worn a dejected look) 

1 A -loiP is another form of the -oiP. It is an IP which incorporates the 
stative aspectual morpheme lo-. Although the -loiP incorporates the stative 
aspectual morpheme lo-, there are instances when this IP is not used to 
express stative situations. This is when it embodies non-inchoative 
ideophones. Vide app. 33A, par. 8, p.285, for the nature of the stative 
aspectual morpheme lo- as well as for estaolishing when it may be used in 
IP's incorporating Tnchoative and non-inchoative ideophones. 

2 Vide app. 10, p.258, for detailed illustrations of such an IP. 

3 Ibid. 
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Past tense (Imperfect and Stative aspectsl 

(54) Manana (a a lo (ri) GOO!) 

Subj )_ 

(Mother had worn a dejected look). 

Future tense (Stative aspect) 

· (55) Manana ( u ta va a 1 o ( ri)_ GOO!) 

Subj -loiP2 ) 

(Mother will have worn a dejected lookl 

In most cases (not necessarily always), the -loiP may be 

followed by associative or agentive adverbial adjuncts. 

Note the following examples: 

Present tense (Stative aspect) 

(56) Nyoka (yi lo LULALULA), ha khumbi 

(57) 

Subj IP AP ) 

(The snake has lain parallel with the wall) 

Past tense (Imperfect and Stative aspects) 

Mbita yoleyo (a yi lo MPHA), na byalwa 
dem. 

Subj . pro IP 1 ( AP ) 

(That pot had been full of beer) 

1 Vide app. 10, p.258, for detailed illustrations of such an IP. 

2 Ibid. 
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Future tense (Stative aspect} 

... 
(58) Saka (ri ta va ri lo NTLWI) hi mihandzu -, 

1 

2 

3 

Subj IP )_ ( AP )_ 

(The bag will have been full of fruit)_ 

Negative conjugation of the -loiP 

The -loiP has also two alternative forms, A & B. 

Vide 

Vide 

Vide 

A 1 tern a ti ve A1 

The stative aspectual morpheme -lo- itself does not feature in 

this a 1 tern a ti ve of the negative form. 

A 1 ternati ve B2 

This form needs an antithetic cl ause3 wi. th a different i deophone . 

as complement. 

(iv) Syntax of the •-o na'/'-lo na• rp4 in the Indicative Mood 

with an -oiP clause serving as its complement 

The -o naiP is always followed by an -oiP (or -oVP) in the 

Indicative Mood as its complement. The •-o naiP' expresses 

as follows: 'as soon as the subject simply performs such and 

app. 11, p.259, for examp 1 es·. 

app. 12, p. 260' for examples. 

par. 4.7.2.1 (a) (i), p. 159, ~ternative B, for the concept 
'antithetic clause•. 

4 Vide app. 34, p. 289, for the concept •-o na• binding expression. N.B. 
The •-o na• and 'lo na• IP's shall be referred to a$ the •-o naiP' for 
the sake of convenience. It should just be remembered that the past tense 
forms use the 'lo na IP'. 
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such an action', then the complement clause completes the 

ide a by expressing as fo 11 ows: • the subject thereafter 

simply/merely/just performs such and such an action'. Note 

the following examples: 

Positive conjugation 

Present tense 

(59) Ximanga (xo na ku (ri)_ N'AWU)_, mbyana (yo (ri)_ HUU!)_ 

Subj -o narpl } , subj -oiP 

(As soon as the cat simply mews, the dog ~imply barks)_ 

Past tense 

(60) Ximanga (xi lo na ku (ri) N'A~:JU), mbyana (yo (ri} HUU~). 

Subj -lo naiP2 ) , s ubj -oiP 

(As soon as the cat simply mewed, the dog simply barked) 

Future tense 

~ ; ~ 

(61)_ Ximanga (xi to na ku (ri) N'AWU)_, mbyana (yo (ri} HUU!l 

Subj -o naiP3 )_, subj -oiP )_ 

(As soon as the cat will simply mew, the dog will simply bark} 

The -o naiP's and VP's may interact without loss of 

grammaticality or significant semantic difference. Compare 

the following examples which convey exactly the same idea: 

1 Vide app. 13, p. 261, for detailed illustrations of such an IP. 
2 Ibid. 

3 Ibid. 
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No. 1 

(62) Mudyondzisi (u lo na ku GAA}, 

Subj (-o naiP Indic. md) 

lit. The teacher (as soon as he had simply appeared) 

No. 2 No. 3 

(a ku va NHWII}, (vo tsutsuma)_ 

IP Dep. md ( -oVP Indic. md } 

(he stared at them} (they simply ran away) 

i.e . . ·As soon as the teacher simply appeared and stared at tbem 
they simply ran away~ 

No. 1 

(63) Mudyondzisi (u lo na fika} 

1 

2 

Subj. (-o naVP, Indic. md) 

lit. The teacher (as soon as he had simply arrived} 

No. 2 No. 3 

(a va . languta)., 

( VP Dep. md l 

(vo BAMFEE!} 

(-oiP Indic. mdl 

(he looked at them} (they simply scattered} 

i.e. As soon as the teacher simply arrived and looked at them 
they simply scattered~ 

Negative conjugation of the -o naiP1 

The -o naiP, like other forms of the IP in the Indicative Mood, has two 

alternative forms of the negative conjugation, i.e. A & B.2 

A lterna ti ve A 3 

The -oiP clause which serves as complement of the -o naiP may be 

Cf. footnote 4, P·167. 

Vide par. 4.7.2.1, p.159, for detailed discussion of the two a1ternative 
versions. 

3 Vide app. 14, p.262, for examples. 
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in the positive form, hence ... yo (ri) id,1 or in the negative 

form, e.g .... yo ka la yi nga endli ku (ri) id. 2 

A 1 tern a ti ve s3 

The negative -o naiP in this instance is followed by a positive 

-oiP clause which, according to the speaker, embodies an ideophone 

which gives his/her audience a wrong impression. The speaker may 

follow this supposed 'wrong clause' with the interjective e-e! 

(no}, to emphasise his/her point of view. Thereafter, the speaker 

has to utter the antithetic clause4 embodying the ideophone the 

speaker claims to be giving the correct impression. The antithetic 

clause in this instance incorporates the -oiP and serves as 

complement of the -o naiP. It is very common for the positive 

-o naiP and its -oiP complement, i.e. its antithetic clause, to act 

as an antithetic unitS of the -o naiP -oiP negative clause as in 

clauses Nos. 3 and 4 in the following example: 

1 Vide app. 14, p.262, clause No. 2. 

2 Ibid., clause No. 3, i.e. the clause appearing after double bars. Note 
that it is more or less similar to clause No . 1. 

3 Vide app. 15, p.263, for examples. 

4 The concept 'antithetic clause' is discussed fully in par. 4.7.2.1 (a) 
p.l59, alternative B. 

5 It is termed the antithetic unit because both the -o naiP and the -oiP are 
jointly used as antithetic clauses. 
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( 1 )_ 
Mpfundla (a wu lo na ku (rit DLITI), 

(2).. , "" 
(wo (ri) DZIRIBYAA), 

Subj -o naiP-neg 

lit. The hare (not it simply as soon as 
to 'do' stop)_ 

-olP-compl ) 

(it simply 'do' stand 
upright) 

antithetic unit 

( 3) , 
e-e, (wu lo na ku (ri) DLITI)., 

-o naiP-pos 

no, (it merely as soon as 
stopped suddenly) 

. ( 4) ; 
( wo ( ri ) CHOLA! ) 

-oiP-pos 

(it simply disappeared 
into the bush) 

i.e. The hare did not simply stand upright when it merely stopped 
suddenly, it simply disappeared into the thicket. 

Note that the ideophone expressing the supposed wrong action is 

not in the -o naiP, of clause No. 1, but in its complement, i.e. 

in clause No. 2. Note also that the alleged correct ideophone 

appears in the complement of the antithetic unit,1 and not in the 

positive of the -o naiP.2 

4.7.2.2 IP in the Dependent Mood 

The IP in the Dependent Mood always occurs as a subordinate clause 

of the clause in the Indicative Mood. 

Positive conjugation 

(a) The IP in the Dependent Mood may come after the clause in the 

Indicative Mood, e.g. 

1 Clause No. 4 in sentence (64) above. 

2 Clause No. 3 in sentence (64) above. 
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... 
( 65) Mhunti (yi ri TLUKWA), (yi ku ( ri )_ JAJA!) 

(66) 

(67) 

Subj (IPl Indic. md ), ( IP2 Dep. md 

(The buck springs forward and lands down) 

(b) Sometimes a string of clauses in the Dependent Mood may follow a 

clause in the Indicative Mood to signify consecutive actions~ e.g. 

(1) ... ' , ( 2) , " 
Nhongo (yi te (ri)_ B.ULUMUKU)_, (yi ku (ri) HALAHALA), 

Subj Ind'ic. md )_ ' Dep. md .. )_ 

(The kudu antelope woke up with a start~ looked hither and thither, 

( 3) / (4) / 
(yi ku (ri) NHABYA), (yi ku (ri) CHOLA!) 

sprang forv.,rard and dis appeared into the thicket} 

(c) The conjunctive avuya/ivi (and then) may b~ used to join consecutive 

IPs in the Dependent Mood; hence sentence (66) above may also 

appear as follows: 

Nhongo (yi te ( ri) BULlJMUKU )_, i vi (yi ku ( ri) HALAHALA) 
---> 

( Indic . md Dep. md 

(The kudu antelope woke up with a start and then looked hither and 
thither 

" " i vi (yi ku (ri) NHABYA), i vi (yi ku ( ri ) CHOLA ! ) 
- -

Dep. md Dep. md 

and then it leaped forward, and then disaeeeared into the thicket) 

1 Vide app. 4, p. 252, for detailed illustration of such an IP. 
2 Vide app. 21, p. 269, for detailed illustration of such an IP. 
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(d) The IP in the Dependent Mood may serve as complement of certain 

deficient verbs, e.g. 

(68) N'wana loyi o tshamela (ku (ri_) THUKWAD 

(69) 

(70) 

def. v ( IP Dep. md 

(This child keeps on startling) 

/U yi bile/ yi kondza (yi ku (ri) KHUVAXAXA!) 

/VP Indic. mdj def. y IP Dep. md ) 

(He beat it until it collapsed) 

(el The IP in the Dependent Mood may occur after certain subordinating 

conjunctives. Note the following examples: 

Mudyondzisi ./u lava/ leswaku vafana (va ku (ri) KWAVAA!) 

Subj /VP Indic. md/ conj IP Dep. md 1 

(Tbe teacher requires that the boys lie on their stomachs } 

(71). /Va n'wi miyetile/ loko (a ku (ri) TOKOLO!) 

I - VP Indi c. md I IP Dep. md 

(They quietened him when he tried to speak) 

(f) The IP in the Dependent Mood may interrupt the -o naiPZ and its 

complement. Note the following example: 

1 Vide app. 21, p.269, positive conjugation, for detailed illustration 
of such an I P. 

2 
Vide sentence (60), p. 168, for the -o naiP and its complement. 
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... / •' 

( 72) Ximan9a (xi 1 o na ku N' AWU), mb~ana (~i ku ( ri ~ xi KELU}, 
aux 

Subj -o naiP ) ' subj. ( sc y oc id ) ' 

2 IP Dep. md 

(As soon as the cat simply mewed, and the dog saw it, 

.-
(yo ( ri 2 HUU!) 

(-oiP complement) 

)_ 

it (the dogl simply barked) 

Negative conjugations: 

The negative conjugations, like positive ones, also occur after the 

clause in the Indicative Mood. Note the following example: 

"' .... / 

(732 /Ndzi ta celela/ mhandzi (yi nga endli ku (ri) TSEKA-TSEKA ... !) 

/VP Indic. md I object ( neg. IPl Dep. md 

(I will firmly plant the pole that it no longer sways to and fro) 

4.7.2.3 IP in the Potential Mood 

The IP may occur in the Potential Mood. The IP in this mood may 

be plain2 or may incorporate the restrictive aspectual morpheme -o.3 

Positive conjugation 

(a) Plain IP 

(i) The IP in the Potential Mood may occur where the mood is 

used to make a main expressive statement of ability, e.g. 
, 
... Vide app. 21, p.269, negatiVe conjugation, for detailed illustration 

of such an IP. 

2 -
Vide par. 3.1.1.3 (a) (i), p.82, for the concept plain IP. _ 

3 
Vide app. 33A, par. 7, pp.284-285, for the concept 'restrictive aspectual 
-£ morpheme' . 
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" (74) Mpfundla (wu nga ku (ri) TLUKWA!) 

Subj IP Pot. md l )_ 

(The hare can jump) 

(ii) The IP in the Potential Mood may also occur where this mood 

is used with a clause in the Dependent Mood to produce a 

conditional construction. The dependent clause in such 

instances is commonly introduced by the subordinating 

conjunctive loko (when) with a conditional connotation 1 if 1
• 

The dependent clause may incorporate an IP or a VP. Note 

the following example: 

" (75) Tandza (ri nga ku (ri) BULU), loko /ri oxiwa/ 

Subj IP Pot. md l conj ./VP Dep. md I 

(The egg can (may) burst if it is roasted) 

The dependent clause in such instances also usually 

incorporates the restrictive aspectual morpheme -~ in such 

conditional constructions. Note the following example: 

(76) Vana (va nga ku (ri) BAMFE),loko mudyondzisi (o (ri) GAAn 

Subj IP Pot. md ) conj subj (-oiP Dep. md ) 

(The children can run into all directions if the teacher 
can simply suddenly appear) 

(b) -oiP 

The -oiP is employed very much in the Potential Mood to express 

that the subject •can simply/merely perform such and such an 

action•. This form of the Potential Mood mostly appears in 

1 Vide app. 18, p. 266, for detailed illustration of such an IP. 
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conditional constructions. The -oiP in such cases is always 

followed by an -oiP in the dependent clause. Syntactically, the 

general tendency is for the dependent clause to appear first. 

Note the following example: 

" 
, 

Loko (wo { ri ~ xi KANYA)_, (xi ngo ( ri )_ PHOO!). 
aux Pot. aux 

Conj (sc-o v oc id )., (oc mo y id ) 

-oiP Dep. md ) -oiP Pot. md l 
lit. If (you •do• it STEP ON)_, (it can 1 do• BREAK) 

/merely /merely 

i.e. If you merely step on it, it can simply break. 

Negative conjugation 

There are also two alternative forms, A & B, of the negative of this 

single form of the Potential Mood. 

A 1 tern a ti ve Al 

This alternative has two versions. 

Alternative s2 

Alternative Buses the negative of the verb stem -kota (be able), 

hence -koti (unable)_. 

Negative IPs in the Potential Mood may also be used in 

conjunction with dependent clauses (either in the positive or 

negative form) to produce conditional constructions, e.g. 

1 
Vide app. 19, p.267, for examples. 

2 Vide app. 20, p.268, for examples. 
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, 
(78) Mpfundla (wu nge endli ku (ri) TLUKWA), loko munhu (a ku (ri) wu GI !) 

Subj Pot. md (neg ) ) conj subj Dep. md 

(The hare cannot jump if a person grips it) 

4.8 The IP in qualificative constructions 

4. 8. 1 

The IP may occur in the following qualificative constructions: 

(a) the relative construction; 

(b) the possessive construction brought into relative 

relationship with its antecedent. 

The IP in the Relative Clausel 

The IP occurs in the Relative Clause mainly as a predicative phrase 

of the antecedent of this clause. It is always in the Dependent Mood. 

(N.B. The relative clauses for 1st and 2nd persons are reviewed differently 

from those of other noun classes because of the difference in the formative 

elements. )2 

(a) Relative Clauses in classes 1 & 23 

(N.B. Both positive and negative examples are considered. Only examples 

in the present tense are given in these instances). 

(b) Relative Clauses in other noun classes4 

1 Vide app. 22, p.270, for examples. 

2 Vide par. 3.1.1.3 (e), p.95, for discussion of the differences in these 
morphemes. 

3 Vide app. 22, p.270, for examples in the positive conjugation and 
app. 23, p.271, in the negative conjugation. 

4 Vide app. 24, p.272 (positive), and app. 25, p.273 (negative), for 
examples in the three main tenses in both cases. 
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The IP in the Possessive Construction brought into 

relative relationship with its antecedent1 

The IP may also occur in the Relative Construction in the infinitive 

form. In such instances the infinitive ideophone serves as base of the 

Possessive Construction incorporated in the Relative Clause. 

4.9 Syntax of the IP incorporating the oc, the reflexive 

ti- and the adverbial ka-

The oc, the reflexive ti- and the adverbial ka- may appear with - -
ideophones in any mood. However, examples will be confined to the Indicative 

Mood only. 

4.9.1 The oc in the IP2 

Transitive IPs may take objects. In such instances the oc is 

incorporated in the IP. Its position is always immedtately before the 

ideophone after the auxiliary verb stem -ri .3 

4.9.2 The reflexive ti- in the IP4 

The IP may embody the reflexive morpheme ti- to signify that the 

action suggested by the ideophone is directed towards the subject itself. 

This morpheme is positioned after the verb stem -~immediately before the 

1 Vide app. 26, p. 274, for examples in the positive conjugation and 
app. 27, - p. 275, for examples in the negative conjugation. 

2 Vide app. 28, p. 276, for examples in the positive conjugation, and 
app. 29, p.277 (alternative A) and app. 30, p.278 (alternative B), for 
examples in the negative conjugation. 

3 Vide par. 3.1.1.4 (a), pp.101-102, on morphology of the aux. of the IP 
incorporating an oc. 

4 Vide app. 31, p.279, for examples. 
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ideophone.1 

4. 9. 3 The adverbi a 1 ka- in the I p2 

Certain IPs with ideophones referring to repeated actions may 

incorporate the adverbial morpheme ka-.3 The ideophone together with this 

morpheme is generally uttered more than once to signify the repetitio~ 

of the action. 

4.10 IP and VP with the same grammatical subject4 

The IP and the VP may be used simultaneously, syntactically being 

governed by the same grammatical subject. In such instances, the IP 

generally follows the VP, but not necessarily. The first predicate in most 

cases is in the Indicative Mood, but' sometimes it may be in the Potential 

Mood. The second predicative, i.e. the one following, may either be in the 

Indicative or in the Dependent Mood, depending on the intention of the 

speaker. 

4.10. 1 Simultaneous use of VP and IP both in the same mood 

(Indicative Moodl 

If the intention of the speaker is to express definiteness, i.e. 

to express the fact that the subject performs/performed/or will perform the 

1 Vide par. 3.1.1.4 (b), p.l03, on morphology of the aux. incorporating 
the reflexive ti-. 

2 Vide app. 32, p.280, for examples. 

3 Vide par. 3.1.1.4 (c), p.104, on morphology of the aux. of the IP 
incorporating the adverbial ~-. 

4 Lyons (1977:504, Vol. 2), defining the grammatical subject, states as 
follows: 11 the grammatical subject of a sentence may be identified 
as the nominal which determines verbal concord ... 11

• 
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action while at the same time he/she (the speaker} ~exemplifies~1 the 

action by the use of the IP in the second simultaneous predicate; thi~ 

second predicate will be in the Indicative Mood and in the tense of the 

first predicate. Note the following examples: 

(79) Mpfundla /wa tlula/, (wu ri TLUKWA!) 

Subj I VP /, rp2 

lit. The hare /it jumps/, (it ~does~ JUMP) 

i.e. The hare jumps. 

~ 

(80) Ngoti /~i tsemekile/, (yi te { ri ) TLHIBU!) 

Subj I VP I, rp3 ) 

1 it. The rope /it has snapped/, (it has 'done' SNAP ) 

i.e. The rope has snaeeed. 

(81) Mbita /~i ta fayeka/ (~i ta ku ( ri) CAKA!). 

Subj I VP I rp4 

1 it. The pot /it wi 11 break I (it wi 11 to 'do' BREAK 

i.e. The pot wi 11 break. 

4.10.2 Simultaneous use of VP and IP each in a different Mood 

In this case, if the intention of the speaker is to express a 

probability; i.e. to state the possibility that the subject may perform such 

and such an action, then the second simultaneous predicate will be in the 

Dependent Mood. The first predicate may be in the Indicative or Potential 

1 Vide app. 35, p. 291, for the concept 'exemp 1 ify' . 

2 Vide app. 4, p. 252, for detailed illustrations of such an IP. 

3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
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Mood. Note the following examples: 

VP (Indic. md) + IP (Dep. md ). 

(82) Moya 

Subj 

/wa hahlula/ lwangu/ (wu ku (ri) ri HAHLU!). 

/VP Indic. md/ obj I rpl Dep. md 

lit. The wind /it blows away/ the roof/ (it to 'do' it BLOW 

i.e. The wind is capable of blowing away the roof. 

" (83) Tolo mpfula /a yi na/ (yi ku ( ri ) HUU! ) 

Adv subj I vp2 I IP3 

1 it. Yesterday, the rain /was it raining/ (it to 'do' RAIN HEAVILY) 

i.e. Yesterday it was raining heavily. 

(84) Tandza /ri ta buluka/ ( ri ku (ri) BULU!) 

Subj I VP I ) 

lit. The egg /it will burst/ (it to 'do' BURST) 

i.e. The egg will burst. 

VP (Pot, md.) + IP (Dep. md.) 

" (85) Mhandzi /yi nga tshoveka/ (yi ku (ri) PFITLA!) 

Subj I VP I 

lit. The pole /it can break I (it to 'do' BREAK 

i.e. The pole may break. 

1 
Vide app. 21, p. 269, for detailed illustration of the IP. 

2 The VP is in the past continuous tense. 
3 Vide app. 21, p. 269, for detailed illustration of such an IP. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
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VP (Pot. md.) + IP (Pot. md.) 

The IP following the VP in the Potential Mood may also be in the Potential 

Mood if the speaker expresses definiteness that the action can happen, 

especially in clauses of condition,1 e.g. 

(86) Loko /xo ndzi landza/ /ndzi nga xi makala/ 

conj I oVP2 I I VP I 

1 it. If /she me follow I I I can her clap I 

i.e. If she simply follows me, I can~ her. 

.... 
( ndzi nga ku {ri) xi MAA), hi mpama 

IP3 AP 

I can to 'do' her CLAP) by an open hand 

It should be noted that semantically, the VP and the IP are synonymous in 

such simultaneous usages. This syntactic phenomenon is one of the grammatical 

characteristics of Tsonga. In such usages, the VP serves to state the action 

and the IP serves to 'exemplify' or 'dramatise• the action suggested by the 

VP. The simultaneous use of the VP and the IP lends emphasis to the 

utterance. 

4.11 Complements and adjuncts of IP's 

Lyons (1969:345) defines a complement as 11 
••• any word or phrase 

(other than the verb itself) which is an obligatory constituent of the 

1 Vide par. 4.7.2.1 (b) (ii) (aa), p.164, for clauses of condition. 

2 VP in Dependent Mood where sc incorporates the restrictive aspectual -o 
morpheme. 

3 Vide app. 18, p.266. 
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predicate. 11 He ( 1969:344) defines an adjunct as " a 'modifier' 

attached to a 'head', upon which it is dependent and from which it can be 

'detached' without any consequent change in the sentence II In short, 

a complement is an obligatory constituent and an adjunct an optional 

constituent of a sentence. 

4.11.1 IPs and complements 

There are a few ideophones in IPs which need complements just 

like certain verbs used somewhat deficiently like e.g. the verb -lava (want) 

as in 

(87) Ndzi lava ku hlanta 

1 it. I want to vomit 

i.e. I feel nauseous 

In the case of IPs, however, it is not clear whether they are used 

deficiently or not, but they require a complement all the same. The 

complement may be a VP clause in the Dependent Mood or a verbal infinitive. 

However, ideophones used in such IPs are not many. So far, only the 

following were established: 

KHOO! (of doing something persistantly) 

Km1PFA! (same meaning as KHOO) 

Clause in the Dependent Mood as complement of an IP 

e.g. 
.. 

(88) ( Ndzi lo ( ri) KHOO) , lndzi 1 aeal hem be le,ti 

IP Indic . md1 IVP Dep. md I obj dem. pro 

1 it. (I have 'done' KHOO) I I mend I shirt this 

i.e. I took pains to mend this shirt. 

1 Vide app. 10, p. 258, for illustrations of such an IP . 
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Verbal infinitive as complement of an IP 

e.g. 
,. 

(89) Vavasati (va lo { ri} KOMPFA_), /ku rima/ mintan~a 

Subj rpl Indic. md /VP Dep. md I obj 
/ 

1 it. The women (they have •done• KOMPFA) to cultivate gardens 

i.e. The woman are very busy cultivating gardens. 

4.11.2 IPs and Adjuncts 

Certain IPs may be modified by adverbs or adjunct phrases (APs). 2 

IP 1
S followed by adverbs 

e.g. 

(90) Tihomu ( ti ri DLADLADLA ), khwatsi 

Subj I p3 Indic. md ) adv 

1 it. The cattle (they •do• TROT slowly 

i.e. The cattle trot s 1 owly. 

(91) Ndzilo (wu ri DYADYADYA ) ' ngopfu 

Subj rp4 adv 

1 it. The fire (it •does• FLAME much 

; . e. The fire flames very much. 

1 Vide app. 10, p. 258, for detailed illustrations of such an IP. 

2 An Adjunct Phrase (AP) is a group of words used as an adverb, e.g. 
hi mukhuva wolowo (in that manner). 

3 Vide app. 4, p. 252, for detailed illustrations of such an IP. 

4 Ibid. 
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4.11. 3 IPs and Adjunct Phrases (APsl 

e.g. 

Agenti ve AP 

(92) Mbi ta (~i 1o { ri) MPHA), hi mati 

Subj rp1 Indic. md AP 

1; t. The pot (it has 'done' FULL) by water 

i.e. The pot is full of water. 

Connective AP 

(93) N'wana 

Subj 

( u 1 o { ri ) PY I) , 

IP2 Indic. md ) 

ni/ na marhimi 1 a 

AP 

lit. The child (it has 'done' OVER-SOILED) with mucus 

i.e. The child is over-soiled with mucus. 

4.12 Movement3 of the IP within the sentence 

By movement of the IP is meant the shifting around of the IP in 

the sentence as a result of which it (IP) may appear initially, medially or 

finally in relation to the other constituents of the sentence. Although 

the IP is capable of occupying various positions in the sentence, its most 

basic position is after the grammatical subject as in the following sentence; 

1 Vi(je app. 10, p.258, for detailed illustrations of such an IP. 

2 Ibid. 
3 The moving around of constituents in Tsonga sentences is a general 

phenomenon. In such instances, what the speaker chooses to place 
first in the sentence is usually what he/she intends to emphasize. 
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., 
(94) Mpfundla (wu ri THAMU ), hi ri vil o 

Subj rpl 1 AP 

1 it. The hare (it 'do' SPRING FORWARD) by speed 

i.e. The hare SErings forward speedily. 

4. 12. 1 Movement of IP without object 

A number of versions of sentence (94) above are possible as the 

result of the movement of the IP. Here follow two examples: 

, . 

(94b) (Wu ri THAMU) hi ri vil o mpfundla 
) 

IP AP subj 

lit. (It '-do' SPRING FORWARD) by speed the ha·re 

i.e. The hare springs forward speedily. 

(94c) Hi ri vi l o (wu ri THAMU)) mpfundla 

AP IP subj 

lit. Speedily (it 'do' SPRING FORWARD) the hare 

4. 12. 2 Movement of the IP which takes the object 

Where the IP takes an object as in sentence (95a) below with 

the basic sequence, i.e. 

(95a) " Mbyana (~i ri n'wi KABVUU) 
aux J 

( sc v oc id 

Subj IP2 

lit. The dog (it 'does' him BITE 

i.e. The dog quickly bites the man. 

wan una hi ku hatlisa 

obj AP 

the man, by to speed, i.e. quickly 

1 Vide app. 4, p. 252, for detailed illustration of such an IP. 

2 Vide app. 28, p. 276, for detailed illustration of such an IP. 
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A number of possible versions as a result of the movement of the IP are 

possible. Only a few examples will be cited here. An important point 

to note in sentence (95a) above is that the general tendency with IP 

predication is to include the oc even when the object is included in the 

clause. This is not the case with VP predication. For example, with VP 

predication, the basic construction where the VP takes an object would be 

without the oc as follows: 

(95b) Mbyana /yi 1 uma/ wanuna hi ku hatlisa 
sc v 

Subj I VP I obj AP 

lit. The dog /it bites/ the man, quickly 

i.e. (Same as in (95a) above). 

Here follows a few examples of possible versions as a result of the 

movement of the IP in sentence (95a) above: 

(95c) (Yi ri n•wi KABVUU), mbyana wanuna hi ku hatlisa 

IP subj obj AP 

lit. (It do him BITE ), the dog, the man, quickly 

(95d) Hi ku hatlisa mbyana wanuna (yi ri n•w; KABVUU~) 

AP subj obj IP 

lit. Quickly, the dog, the man, (it •do• him BITE) 

Once the oc is incorporated in the IP, the object may syntactically 

precede the subject, proviqed they do not belong to the same class, and 

there will be no ambiguity. Note the following example: 

( 95e) Wan una hi ku hatl i sa mbyana (yi ri n • wi KABVUU ~) 

Obj AP subj IP 

lit. The man, quickly, the dog, (it •do• him BITE 
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4 . 1 2 . 3 . 1 M o v em e n t o f t h e I P i n t h e s p l: i t 1 I P w i t h n o . o b j e c t 

By definition, a split IP is an IP where its elements are 

separated and positioned apart from each other in the sentence, and other 

constituents positioned between them. It was stated in par. 4.3, p.145, 

that the IP is a syntactic constituent or category structurally consisting 

of the auxiliary2 and the ideophone as in the following sentence where the 

IP assumes its basic position: 

(96a) Mpfundla (wu ri THAf~U), hi ri vil o 

Subj IP3 AP 

1 it. The hare (it •does• SPRING FORWARD) by speed, i.e. quickly 

i.e. The hare sprinss forward quickly. 

During the process of the movement of the IP, the auxiliary and the ideophone 

may split and other constituents positioned between them. Note the following 

examples: 

"' (96b) Mpfundla (wu ri} hi rivilo THAMU! 

Subj AUX AP id 

lit. The hare, it •does•, with speed, SPRING FORWARD 

1 The term •split• is adopted from Young (1980:29). Young uses this term 
to refer to the s~paration of elements of the predicator in constructions 
such as the following: ~(the boy) coming? (the underlined are elements 
of the split predicator) . 

2 The auxiliary is abbreviated with capital letters thus (AUX) when it is 
considered in its entirety, i.e. with all its grammatical morphemes, to 
distinguish it from the aux v. stem -!l· 

3 Vide app. 4, p. 252, for detailed illustrations of such an IP. 
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~ 

(96c) ~Wu ri ) hi ri vil o mefundla THAMU! 

AUX AP subj id 

1 it. It :'does', with speed, the hare, SPRING RORWARD 

(Wu ri) 
/ 

(96d) hi ri vil o THAMU mefundla 

AUX AP id subj 

1 it. It 'does', with speed, SPRING FORWARD, the hare 

/ 

(96e) Hi rivilo (WU ri) mefundla THAMU! 

AP AUX subj id 

1 it. With speed, it 'does' , the hare, SPRING FORWARD 

A very important point to be noted is that whenever the IP is split, the 

AUX during the shifting around should syntactically always appear first 

and the ideophone thereafter, no matter what number of constituents, i.e. 

syntactic categories, come between the two. Hence the following 

sentence is ungrammatical 

... 
(96f) *Mpfundla THAMU hi ri vil o (WU ri ) 

Subj id AP AUX 

The hare, SPRING FORWARD, with speed, it 'does' 

since the AUX is syntactically positioned after the ideophone. 

4.12.3.2 Movement of the IP in a split IP which takes an object 

A split IP is also possible in the processes of the movement of 

the IP where the IP takes an object. An interesting point to note is that 

the oc is positioned with the ideophone in such instances.1 (N.B. The 

1 Vi de par. 3.1.1.4 (a), p.101. 
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principle of the AUX syntactically appearing before the ideophone also 

maintains in these instances). Note the following sentence with the basic 

sequence of the IP: 

(97a) Nyoka 

Subj 

(yi r i n 1 wi GO), mufana, enengeni 

obj indirect obj 

lit. The snake (it 'do 1 him STRIKE) the boy on the foot 

i.e. The snake strikes the boy on the foot. 

A few examples of possible versions as the result. of the movement of the IP 

in the sentence (97a) above are as follows: (N.B. The principle of the AUX 

syntactically appearing before the ideophone should be maintained , ) 

(97b) (Vi ri) nyoka mufana enengeni n 1 wi GO.! 

AUX subj obj indirect obj oc id 

1 it. It does, the snake, the boy, on the foot, him STRIKE 

(97c) Mufana (~i ri) enengeni n 1 Wi GO, n~oka 

Obj AUX indirect obj oc id subj 

lit. The boy, it 1 does • on the foot, .him STRIKE, the snake 

Although the oc is positioned with the ideophone where the IP is split, 

the tendency is for the oc to be omitted in such instances. So sentence 

(97b) may appear in the following form: 

/ 

(97d) (Yi ri) nyoka mufana enengeni GO! 

AUX subj obj indirect obj i d 

lit. It 1 d0 1 the snake, the boy, on the foot, STRIKE 

1 Vi de app. 4, p. 252, for detailed illustrations of such an IP. 
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4.13 Deletion of the auxiliary of the IP in surface 

realisations 

4. 13. 1 Deletion of the auxiliary in the IP without object 

One other unique characteristic of the IP is that its entire 

auxiliary may be deleted in surface realisations, leaving the ideophone to 

occur alone in surface syntactic constructions. This unique characteristic 

is in sharp contrast with its counterpart, the VP (and its verb stem) 

which can never do away with its subject concord in the process of its 

predication in the main moods. The following sentence with the simultaneous 

VP and IP is cited for illustrative purposes, e.g. 

(98a) Hembe 1:yi /yi 

Subj pro I 

basile/ 

VP I 

(yi lo (ri) PAA!) 

IP1 

lit. Shirt this /it has whitened/ (it has 'done' SNOW WHITE) 

i.e. This shirt is snow white. 

The AUX of the IP, i.e. yi lo (ri), in this instance may be deleted in surface 

realisations, and sentence (98a) may appear in the following form: 

(98b) Hembe ~ 
dem. 

/,z:i basile/ (PAA!) 

Subj pro I VP I ( i d. -contracted I p) 

1 it-. Shirt this /it has whitened/ (SNOW WHITE) 

i.e. This shirt is snow white. 

Syntactically, where the IP deletes the auxiliary part in surface realisations 

as in sentence (98b) above, it may overtly seem as if the ideophone serves 

the same role as the adverb. In Tsonga, this is not so. The underlying 

1 Vi de app. 10, p. 258, for detailed illustrations of such an IP. 
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structure (sentence 98a) shows that the verb and the ideophone are 

generated from two different sources and consequently belong to two 

different underlying constructions. 

It may make this point clearer if sentence (98b) above is compared with 

sentence (99) below, where an adverb, e.g. ngopfu (much) occurs exactly 

in the same position as the id. paa~ (snow white) in sentence (98b) above: 

(99) Hembe le~i 
dem . 

/yi basile/ ngopfu 

Subj pro I VP I adv 

1 it. Shirt this /it has whitened/ much 

i.e . This shirt is snow white . 

While it is possible in sentences (98a) and (98b) above to replace the VP 

yi basile (it has whitened) by the IP yi lo (ri) PAA!(it is snow white) 

and still get a grammatical sentence, hence 

(100) Hembe 1 e,z::i (,z::i lo (ri) PAA!) 
dem. 

rpl Subj pro ( 

i . e. This shirt is snow white, 

the adverb ngopfu (much) in sentence (99) above cannot replace the VP 

yi basile (it is white) in the same manner as the IP yi l o ( ri) PAA] (it 

is snow white) does. For example, the sentence 

(101) *Hembe leyi 
dem. 

yi ngopfu 

Subj pro sc adv 

1 it. Shirt this it much 

i . e. This shirt--- much 

is ungrammatical in that it has no predicate. 

1 Vi de app. 10, p. 258, for detailed illustrations of such an IP. 
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It should be emphasized however that in Tsonga, where the VP and the IP 

are used simultaneously governed by the same grammatical subject and 

semantically referring to the same action as in sentence (98a) above, it 

is very uncommon to delete the auxiliary of the IP as in sentence (98b) 

above. The general tendency is to use the form as in sentence (98a) above. 

Deletion of the auxiliary is common where a series of IPS is used in 

consecutive constructions such as those in sentence (66), p.172, above. 

4. 13. 2 Deletion of the auxiliary in the IP which takes the 

object 

When the auxiliary is deleted, the general tendency is for the 

octo be deleted as well. Hence with the auxiliary and the oc deleted, 

the sentence in appendix 28, p.276, may appear in this form: 

" (102) Gam a BVUU, xikukwana 

Subj id obj 

lit. The eagle SNATCH the chicken. 

4.13.3 The Principle of deletion in consecutive constructions 

The. principle of deleting the auxiliary in the IP is also 

applicable where IPs are employed. However, this is not done haphazardly. 

Auxiliaries of IPs in the Dependent Mood may all be deleted, but the 

auxiliary of the first IP in the Indicative Mood may not be deleted. Its 

deletion renders the so-called consecutive construction tenseless and hence 

incapable of communicating. With the auxiliaries deleted, the surface 

realisations of e.g. sentence (66), p.172, above may appear as follows: 



(103) 

4.13.4 

Nhongo 

Subj 
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(yi te (ri) BULUMUKU), (HALAHALA), 

Indic. md i d 1 

The kudu antelope wo ke up with a start, looked hither and thither 

, 
(NHABYA), ( CHO,LA! ) 

i d )_ id 

sprang forward, (and) di sappeared into the thicket. 

Deletion of the auxiliary and determining the mood 

of the clause 

It is evident that with the auxiliary deleted, the mood and the 

tense of the clause may be difficult to determine. Deletion of the auxiliary 

is only possible in the Indicative and Dependent Moods mainly in clauses 

involved in . the narration of consecutive actions. It occurs within the 

context of a discourse and it is this context which determines the mood and 

the tense of these types of clauses. For example, a clause (or clauses) with 

a deleted auxiliary may come after a clause (or clauses) in the Indicative 

Mood which should have its complete IP1 or VP in a definite tense. Here 

follows an example of a brief narration of a collision between a lorry and 

a private car. The mood (and where necessary, its tense) is parenthesized: 

(104a) 

( i ). Tolo movha na lori swi chayisanile. (Indic. md, past tns, perf. asp) 
; ,· 

' ' asp) ( i i ) Lori yi lo na ku JIKITI, yo NDZIRI, (Indic. md, past tns, restr. 
/ 

(Indic. md, present tns)2 ( i i i ) kasi ku ta movha wu lo NSWUU; 

1 'Complete IP' refers to the IP whose AUX is not deleted. 

2 During narration in Tsonga, sentences which come after conjunctives of 
co-ordination may be in the present tense (generally known as the historical 
present tense), even if the opening clauses have set the discourse in the 

· past tense. This does not spoil the text as long as the mood and tense of 
the ope_rative clause or clause? _bay_e __ been set in the past tense . . 
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/ 

asp)l ( i v) movha l ori KHUU, (Dep. or Indic. md, past tns, perf. 

(v) movha PINYULUKU, ( II II II II II II II. II ) 

" (vi ) egoveni HOJOMU> ( II II II II II II II II ) 
/ 

(vii ). l ori GENU, ( II II II II II II II II ) 

" (viii ) ri tshuri MPOTI! ( II II II II II II II II ) 

Note that clauses (i) and (ii) in (104a) above set the passage in the 

Indicative Mood, past tns, perf. asp. Clause (i) has a VP predicate, i.e. 

/swi chayisanile/ (have collided) and (ii) has two clauses with IP predicates 
/ , / ., 

i.e. (yi lo na ku JIKITI) (as soon as it turned) and (yo NDZIRI) (it stopped). 

Deletion of auxiliaries of the IP's occurs in clauses (iv) to (viii). 

Translation of (104a) 

Here follows the translation of the clauses in the text (104a) above. Each 

clause with an IP is translated literally and the Tsonga ideophone is 

included with its meaning given, followed by a free translation of the clause 

where necessary. This is an attempt to recreate in English the atmosphere 

created by the use of Tsonga ideophones in the Tsonga text. 

(104b) (i). Yesterday car and lorry collided. 
" , 

(ii). Lorry it/hgs as soon as to 'do' JIKITI (of turning) it simply 
'do' NDZIRI (of stopping) 

i.e. As soon as the lorry turned it stopped, 
/ 

(iii). yet to come car it has 'done' NSWUU (of speeding) 

i.e. yet a car was coming in great speed; 

" (iv) car lorry KHUU (of hitting against) 

i.e. the car collided with the lorry 

1 Clauses (i~) to (viii) may be in the Dependent Mood or in the Indicative 
Mood, depending on the speaker's choice of the auxiliaries should he/she 
intend using them. The tendency, however, will be to use the Dependent 
Mood. 
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(v) car PINYULUKU (of rolling over several times), 

i.e. the car rolled over several times 
/ 

(vi) in the valley HOJOMU (of falling into) 

i.e. the car fell into the valley 

(vii)_ 1 orry GENU (of overturning) 

i.e. the lorry overturned 
~ 

(viii) dust MPOTI (of raising e.g. dust or noise) 

i.e. a storm of dust was raised. 

Deletion of the auxiliary of the IP in clauses lends the narration a 

commentary style. It also vivifies the narration and helps the audience 

to 'see' the incidents so that they seem as if they were happening before 

their eyes. 

4.13.5 Deletion of the auxiliary of the IP and IP movement 

4.13.5.1 IP without object 

The movement of the IP is possible where the auxiliary of the 

IP is deleted. With the auxiliary deleted, the following sentence, e.g. 

(105a) Mati (ya ri KHUFAA) hi matimba 
) 

Subj rp1 AP 

1 it. The water (it 'do' SPILL OVER) by strength, i.e. strongly 

i.e. The water strongly spi 11 s over. 

may appear in the following form: 

1 Vide app. 4, p. 252, for detailed illustrations of such an IP. 
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" / 

(105b) Mati KHUFAA, hi matimba 

Subj id AP 

lit. The water SPILL OVER strongly 

With the application of the processes of moving the IP, a few examples of 

possible versions of sentence (105b) above are as follows: 

/ / 

(lOSe) KHUFAA hi matimba, mati 

id AP subj 

SPILL OVER strongly the water 

(105d) Hi matimba mati 
, , I 

KHUFAA. 

AP subj id 

strongly the water SPILL OVER 

4.13.5.2 IP with object 

Where the auxiliary and the oc are deleted, the grammatical 

subject should syntactically come first, as the tendency is to regard the 

NP which comes first as the grammatical subject, and with the sc and the 

oc deleted, the chances of ambiguity can be very great. The following 

sentence with the basic sequence, 

/ 

(106a) Nghala (yi ri xi PFOTLO), xi dzi dzi hi tihanyi 

Subj rpl obj AP 

1 it. The lion (it •do• it CRUSH the honey badger by cruelty, i.e. 
mercilessly 

i . . e. The lion cruelly crushes the honey badger 

may appear in the following form when its auxiliary and the oc are deleted: 

1 Vide app. 28, p. 276, for detailed illustrations of such an IP. 
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., 
(106b) Nqhala PFOTLO, xidzidzi hi tihanyi 

Subj id obj AP 

lit. The lion CRUSHES the honey badger mercilessly. 

With processes of the movement of the IP, the following forms of sentence 

(106b} above are possible: 

., 
(106c) PFOTLO,nghala hi tihanyi, xidzidzi 

id subj AP obj 

CRUSH the lion mercilessly the honey badger 

~ 

(106d) Hi ti hanyi , ngha 1 a , xidzidzi PFOTLO! 

AP subj obj id 

Merci 1 ess ly, the lion, the honey badger, CRUSH 

The following sentence 

/ 

( 107} Hi tihanyi xidzidzi nghala PFOTLO! 

AP obj subj id 

Me rc il e s s 1 y , the honey badger, the lion, CRUSH 

is not the version of sentence (106a) although they both have common 

constituents because with the object xidzidzi (honey badger) syntactically 

occurring before the subject nghala (lion), the object xidzidzi (honey badger) 

automatically becomes the grammatical subject by virtue of its syntactical 

position where the auxiliary and the oc have been deleted. 
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4. 14 Passive and the IP 

4. 14. 1 IP with object 

Sentences predicated by the IP may be passivized. Note the 

following sentence: 

., 
( 108)_ Gam a (ri ri xi BVUU), xikukwana 

Subj ) obj 

1 it. The eagle (it •does• it SNATCH) the chicken 

i . e. The eagle snatches the chicken. 

Transformations of sentence (108) above into passive realisations proceed 

as follows: 

(a) NP1 viz. Gama (eagle) and NP2 viz. xikukwana (chicken) exchange 

positions, hence 

(109) 

Xikukwana Gama 

(the chicken) (the eagle) 

(b) An agentive formative~ (by) is placed before NP1 (Gama) in its passive 

syntactical position, hence hi gama (by an eagle). 

(c) Referring now to the predicative, the normal process would have been 

for the predicative IP to undergo passive transformations to enter into 

this relationship. Since the auxiliary verb -ri •do• as well as the 

ideophone cannot be inflected in Tsonga, the verb stem -endla (do) steps 

1 Vide app. 28, p. 276, for detailed illustrations of such IP 1 s. 
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in to carry out the passive process.1 This verb is thus changed 

into its passive form, hence -endliwa. 

(d) The IP viz. ri ri xi BVUU! (it snatches it) is transformed into an 

infinitive IP hence (ku ri xi BVUU!) (to snatch it). This infinitive 

IP comes soon after the passive verb -endliwa, hence (xi endliwa ku 

ri BVUU!)2 (lit. it is done to 'do' SNATCH i.e. it is snatched). In 

surface realisations, the verb stem -endliwa (done) and the infinitive 

IP are positioned between the sc and the instrumental morpheme hi (by). 

hence the following: 

(110) Xikukwana (xi endliwa ku (ri) BVUU), hi gama 

Subj IP Agentive n 

lit. The chicken (it 'done' to 'do' SNATCH) by the eagle 

i.e. The chicken is snatched by the eagle. 

However, where a cognate verb of the ideophone exists, the tendency 

is to employ the cognate verb to effect passive forms.3 For example, 

the cognate verb of the ideophone bvuu! (of snatching) is -bvunga 

(snatch). A Tsonga speaker would rather form the passive of sentence 

(108) above via the passive form of the cognate verb thus: 

(111) Xikukwana xi bvungiwa hi gama 

(i.e. Meaning same as (110) above) 

1 Vide par. 4. 7 .1.1 (c), p. 151, for discussion on the role of the verb stem 
-endla (do). 

2 Note that the oc is absent in this IP because the object xikukwana (the 
chicken) has become the grammatical subject in the passive transformations. 

3 Preference to use cognate verbs also applies to the formation of the 
negative forms of the Ideophonic Phrases. 
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4. 14. 2 IP without object 

It is interesting to note that IPs with intransitive ideophones 

may also be passivised. Take the following sentence with the intransitive 

ideophone thamu! (of springing forward): 

" ( 112a) Mhala (yi ri THAMU! ) 

Subj 

lit. The impala (it 1 does• SPRING FORWARD) 

i.e. The impala springs forward. 

Passivity transformations of sentence (112a) above proceed as follows: 

(a) The IP yi ri THAMU!(it springs forwards) is converted into an infinitive 

" NP by prefixing~, hence ku (ri) THAMU! .(tospringforwards), which is 

now NP2, hence 

( 112b) NP1 

Mhala " ku ri THAMU! 

(The impala) (to spring forwards) 

(b) NP1 and NP2 are transposed and the agentive .b.:!_ (by) is placed before 

NP1, hence 

( 112c )_ Pred 
" Ku ri THAMU hi mhala -----) 

(To .spring forwards) (by the impala) 

(c) NP2 and NP1 need a predicator to complete the predication in order to 

make a sentence. The verb stem -endla (do) steps in to carry out the 

1 Vide app. 4, p. 252, for detailed analysis of such an IP. 
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passivity process and consequently takes the passive -iwa, hence ·endl iwa. 

This comes after the sc of NP2. 

The passive realisations of the transformed sentence is thus as 

follows: 

,. 
( 112d)_ Ku ~ ri) THAMU, /SWi endli wal hi mhala 

ins tr. 
Subj I VP I roo n 

1 it. To 'do' SPRING FORWARD I it done I by the impala 

*' 1 • e. S~rin9ing forward is done by the impala. 

/ 

Sentence (112d2 suggests that ku ri THAMU! (to spring forwards) is an 

NP functioning as object of the verb stem -endla (do) in this case, 

since only NP 1 s are transposed by passive transformations. 

4.15 Syn tactic significa_nce of the IP 

The syntactic significance of the IP is predication. However, 

predication by an IP has an added dimension, i.e. 'exemplification.•1 In 

Tsonga, (and we predict that this situation prevails in other Bantu languages 

which employ the ideophone as well), besides predicating by means of the Verb 

Phrase (VP), predication can be by means of the Copulative Phrase (CP) as 

well as by means of the Ideophonic Phrase (IP). For this reason, there 

appear to be three types of predicative phrases in Tsonga, the VP, CP 

and the IP. 

1 Vide app. 35, p. 291, for the concept 'exemplify' . 
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4.16 The ideophone as a grammatical category 

ln defining the grammatical class of the ideophone, Lyons• 

(196~:319) statement shall serve as the point of departure: 

.... any general theory of the parts of speech .... must give 
explicit recognition to the distinction between deep and surface 
structure and must define the parts of speech, not as a class of 
words in surface structure, but as deep structure constituents 
of sentences .... 

Lyons (1977:429) further states that all languages distinguish between nouns 

and verbs, and the distinction is bound up with the difference between 

reference and predication. Lyons (1977:430) further states that looked 

at from the syntactic point of view, the nucleus of a simple sentence is 

composed of two immediate constituents, a nominal (NP) and a verbal (VP). 

Coming to the i deophone, in the underlying structure of a 

neutrall or unmarked sentence, the subject is followed by the 

IP which is the predicate.2 On this basis, we regard it as a verbal! 

Alle.rton (1979:237) regards as predicates, all words which ..... share the 

characteristic of being asserted or presupposed as part of a predication 

about a noun-phrase subject theme ... 11
• The ideophone does exactly that, 

i.e. predicating about a noun-phrase subject theme. It may be argued that 

a noun in a copulative phrase (which is a form of a predicative phrase in 

Tsonga), such as in the following sentence: 

(113) Magezi /i hosi/ 

Subj /copulative predicative phrase/ 

Magezi is a king 

1 Vide Lyons (1969:79), for the concept 'neutral • or 'unmarked'. 

2 Vide par. 4.3, sentence (18), p.145,' and note the ideophone on the 
side of the predicate. 
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cannot be regarded as a verbal just because it appears in a predicative 

phrase, and consequently the ideophone cannot simply be categorized as a 

verbal on that basis. But the word hosi (king) in the sentence above is 

an entity and is capable of bearing reference to some real thing, and 

consequently belongs to that class of words which are in the category 

•nouns•. On the other hand, the ideophone wherever it appears syntactically 

is basically not an entity, but a word traditionally used to refer 

to actions, processes, or states taking place at some time. Only verbals 

may assume these qualities. For that reason, we consider the ideophone as 

a verbal. 

S U M M A R Y 

In Tsonga, the syntax of the ideophone is realised by means of the 

IP. The IP is a syntactic category structurally composed of the aux. verb 

stem -ri and the ideophone. The verb stem -ri in the context of the IP 

does not serve as a normal verb but as an auxiliary with the idi~omati.c 

meaning of •do• or 'act' and not of 'say' as in its normal use. The IP 

like the verb may be transitive or intransitive. There are two types of 

IP•s -the Plain IP and the -oiP. The IP may take objects. The oc in 

the context of the IP occurs just before the ideophone immediately after the 

verb stem -ri. Other morphemes occurring immediately before the ideophone 

are the reflexive ti- and the adverbial ka- . The IP may be used simultaneously 

with the VP governed by the same grammatical subject. In such usages, it 

serves to •exemplify• the action or the state of the subject suggested by 

the verb in the VP. Its role in such usages is not merely that of a descriptive 

in the sense of merely functioning like an adverb; the IP and invariably the 
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ideophone can predicate, while the adverb cannot. The basic syntactic 

position of the IP in a sentence is after the grammatical subject, but it 

is capable of being moved or shifted around in the sentence. One other 

major characteristic of the IP is that in its use, it may be split and 

other syntactic categories may come between its constituents, i.e. the 

auxiliary and the ideophone. Another major characteristic is that the 

auxiliary of the IP may be deleted, leaving the ideophone to appear alone. 

Finally, the IP, like the VP, is capable of being used in passive 

constructions, serving as a predicative phrase, just like a VP. 
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C H A P T E R 5 

Semantic characteristics of Tsonga ideophones 

5.1 The semantic significance of the Ideophonic 

Phrase (IP) 

As demonstrated in chapter 4, the ideophone occurs in the 

IP, which is a syntactic category capable of functioning as a predicative 

phrase. The two constituents of the IP, the auxiliary and the 

ideophone, have their distinctive roles to play. The auxiliary serves 

to verbalize the IP, i.e. it puts the IP into the different moods, 

tenses and conjugations. As also pointed out in the preceding chapter, 

the ideophone supplies the meaning of the IP. It gives the IP its 

semantic import. 

Another important point made was that it is possible in some instances 

to predicate or express the same concept verbally, i.e. by means of an 

VP, or ideophonically, i.e. by means of an IP. Consider for example 

sentences (1) and (2) below which were also presented in the preceding 

chapter as sentences (17) and (18): 

( 1) Homu yi nghena emati ni (verba 1 predicate) 

1 it. The ox it enters into the water 

i . e. The OX gets into the water 

, 
(2) Homu (yi ri PHOMU ), ematini (ideophonic predicate) 

1; t. The OX (it 'does' PLUNGE) into the water 

i . e. The ox plunges into the water. 

The question that arises here is: what difference exists between the 

above two possibilities with regard to predication? I believe that the 
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difference lies in the fact that a verbal predicate merely states the 

concept of the predication, while an ideophonic predicate 'exemplifies• 1 

or 'dramatizes• 2 the concept expressed by the verb. It is believed that 

the core of the ideophonic predicate, in other words, the ideophone, 

'imitates' a concept by means of a 'vocal gesture'. Ideophones, in 

Fortune's (1962:6) words" ... attempt to be a vivid re-presentation or 

re-creation of an event in sound". One may even venture to suggest that 

ideophones are 'vocal gestures'. For this reason, most of these words 

are iconic in nature, 3 hence their peculiar shapes and other phonological 

characteristics in relation to the other words of the language. The 

question now arises: if the basic function of ideophones is to supply 

meaning to the IP but at the same time 'exemplify' or 'simulate' the 

action or the state of the subject, are they arbitrary or non-arbitrary 

linguistic symbols? Our basic contention is that, by and large, 

ideophones are non-arbitrary words. However, the concepts arbitrary 

and non-arbitrary in relation to words should first be defined in order 

to determine the nature and the extent of the non-arbitrariness of 

Tsonga ideophones. 

5.2 Arbitrary and non-arbitrary words 

It is an accepted fact in linguistic circles that semantically, 

some words possess their meaning arbitrarily while others non-arbitrarily. 

1 
Vide app. 35, p. 291, for the concept 'exemp 1 i fy' . 

2 The term 'dramatize' was first used by Kunene (1965:20) to refer to 
the role of the ideophone in S.Sotho. 

3 Abercrombie (1967:116) defines iconic words as" ... non-arbitrary 
linguistic signs which ... in some way resemble what they stand for". 
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For example, Ullmann (1962:81) states as follows: 

... every idiom contains words which are arbitrary and 
opaque, without any connexion between sound and sense, 
and others which are at least to some degree motivated 
and transparent. 

The motivated words are the non-arbitrary words. On the other hand, 

arbitrary words in a language are those whose semantic value is derived 

from mere opinion. With such words, there is no connection between the - ·------ . -- -·--

referent and the word. 1 The tendency is to refer to such words as 

being ~ventional. 2 On the other hand, non-arbitrary words are words 

where some kind of connection exists between the structure of the word 

and its meaning. Ullmann (1974:3) states that as opposed to arbitrary 

words, there are others which are phonetically 'motivated', i.e. there 

is some kind of connection, direct or indirect, between sound and 

sense. Potter (1960:51) refers to non-arbitrary words as linguistic 

signs which have symbol-referend connection, i.e. words whose sounds 

convey sense. 

5.3 Non-arbitrary words and iconicity 

The modern tendency is to regard non-arbitrary words as being 

iconic in nature. For example, Abercrombie (1967:116) defines iconic 

words as " ... non-arbitrary linguistic signs which ... in some way 

resemble what they stand for ... Nida (1964:31) states that ..... some 

linguistic signs do have some iconic quality they suggest by their 

very forms the objects to which they refer ... In its normal use, the 

1 Cf. Nida (1964:31); Bladon (1977:158). 
2 Cf. Ullmann (1962:80-87); Lyons (1977, Vol. 1, p.100). 
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term 'icon' means image, statue or portrait, i.e. a physical object 

which resembles what it stands for. In linguistic circles, the meaning 

of icon is stretched to encompass inter alia, words whose acoustics 

resemble the sound source. For example, the English word 'cuckoo' 

(kind of bird) is regarded as iconic because it somewhat echoes the 

natural sound made by the cuckoo bird. In short, iconicity in the 

linguistic sense refers to the resemblance between the phonic form, 

i.e. speech sound, and meaning. 

From the brief discussion above, it should be evident by now that the 

terms iconicity, non-arbitrariness and phonetical motivation, as far 

as words are concerned, refer to one and the same concept. 

5.4 Iconicity versus mimicry 

It should be understood, as Ullmann (1951:88) states, that 

a phonetic~lly motivated word is by no means a perfect replica of the 

acoustic structure, but merely a rough ~proximation. Linguistic 

symbolization of this rough approximation has to conform to the phonetic 

system of that particular language. Bladon (1977:65) states that 

onomatopoeic words (i.e. non-arbitrary words) have their phonological 

shape in accord with the phonological rules of the language. This 

brings about differences in such approximated symbolizations in different 

languages because each language has its own phonetic and phonological 

systems. For example, the barking of a dog is phonetically represented 

by the ideophone 'huhuhu ... !' in Tsonga, while it is represented by 

the word 'woof:' in English. The Tsonga word 'huhuhu:• conforms to 

the phonetics and phonology of Tsonga, while 'woof~' conforms to the 

phonetics and phonology of English. In other words, non-arbitrary 
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words, although naturally representative of the characteristic sound

~ource, have some degree of arbitrariness. Lyons (1977, Vol. 1, p.lOl) 

in this regard states as follows: 

... there is some arbitrariness, or conventionality, 
even in onomatopoeic forms, since they are made to 
conform to the phonological systems of particular 
languages, rather than being directly imitative of 
what they (or, more precisely, the lexemes they encode) 
stand for. 

For this reason, if e.g . an Englishman and a Tsonga can imitate the 

barking of a dog so accurately that the listener mistakes the sound in 

each case as that made by the actual dog, this is regarded as, to use 

Blandon's (1977:61) words, departure from an individual's normal speech 

_mode and constitutes an instance of mimicry and not of onomatopoeia, 

and it is consequently regarded as extra-lin~u is ·c ,_ 

5.5 Aspects of iconicity or non-arbitrariness 

Lyons (1977, Vol. 1, p.103) distinguishes betvJeen primary and 

secondary iconicity. The distinction concerns mainly the kind of 

connection that exists between the word and the sound-source, i.e. 

whether it is direct or indirect . For the purpose of this study, the 

difference between direct and indirect shall be interpreted in terms 

of degree. A strong connection between word and meaning would be 

referred to as direct, e.g. mee~ (bleating of sheep). A weak connection 

on the other hand would be referred to as indirect, e.g. caca~ (of being 

bright and clear, as moonlight in a clear sky) . 
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5.6 Iconicity and Tsonga ideophones 

Taking Tsonga ideophones into consideration, the principle of 

primary and secondary iconicity can very well be applicable because 

some ideophones are directly phonetically motivated while others are 

only indirectly motivated. It must be pointed out that there are others 

which are non-iconic, i.e. which are arbitrary in nature. These, as 

will be discussed, are derived from other parts of speech/word categories, 

e.g. voni ~ (of seeing quickly) < -vona, v. (see). 

5. 6 . 1 Primary iconic ideophones 

Primary iconic ideophones are those ideophones which are 

directl honetically motivated. The so-called onomatopoeic words fall 
---~'-

into this category. Such ideophones, to put it in Lyons• (1977, Vol. 1, 

p .103) words, are 11 
••• medi um-dependent 11

, i.e. they are dependent on 

the phonic medium. Examples of Tsonga ideophones of primary iconic 

nature, or in simple terms, ideophones which are onomatopoeic in nature, 

are the following: 

k6c6k6c6 I .. ·-· 

ngelengele I .... 
mbvh6o! 

mh6o! 

hOhuhO! 

(noise made by e.g. stones in an empty metallic 

container, like an empty canister) 

(the jingling of the bell) 

(sound of the beetle) 

(the bellowing of e.g. a cow) 

(the barking of the dog) 

5. 6. 2 Secondary iconic ideophones 

Secondary iconic ideophones are those ideophones where there 

is _some indir ect connection between the linguistic symbol and the sound 
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source. This concept is not as easily definable with regard to Tsonga 

ideophones as is the case with primary iconicity. It requires some 

discussion to make it clearer. The basic assumption with regard to the 

concept of secondary iconicity is that illtain _h_onetic sounds carry 

Jiith them a suggesti ve meaning. This phenomenon is generally referred 

to as sound symbolism. 

It is ac~epted in linguistic circles that it is part of the intuitive 

nat~re of man to associate certain phonetic sounds with a certain sense. 

Moore (1968:39) states that 11 
••• there is a relationship between sound 

and meaning that is well established in the mind of the native speaker, 

established that is, psychologically in the manner of phoneme recognition 11
• 

Lyons (1977, Vol. 1, p. 104) defines secondary iconicity as instances 

in which the sound of the spoken word forms is f~lt to be appropriate 

to the meaning of the lexemes of which they are forms, though the words 

do not actually denote sounds or the source of sounds. Whorf (1956:267) 

states that language through lexation, has made the speakers more acutely 

conscious of certain dim psychic sensations. He further states that wh~n 

a word has an acoustic similarity to its own meaning we can notice it. 

In short, secondary iconicity or sound symbolism refers to the phenomenon 

in every language where certain speech sounds or phones (or combinations 

of speech sounds) have, attached to them~ certain suggestive meaning. 

The suggestive meanings generally refer to human experien~es. These 

experiences are generally grouped according to their relatedness. 

Whorf (1956:267) contends that human subjects seem to associate the 

experiences of bright, cold, sharp, hard, light (weight), quick~ high 

pitched, narrow and so on ... with each other and conversely, the 

experience of dark, warm, yielding, soft, blunt, low, heavy, slow, 

low-pitched, wide, etc. with each other. These experiences are capable 
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of being phonetically associated with certain phonemes and phoneme 

clusters in languages. Whorf (1956:267) refers to phonemes which refer 

to the bright, cold, sharp etc. series of experiences as acute, and 

those which refer to the dark, heavy, slow etc. experiences as grave. 

Jacobson (1978:113) expresses this idea as follows: 11 
••• the opposition 

between acute and grave phonemes has the capacity to suggest an image 

of bright and dark, of pointed and rounded, of thin and thick, of light 

and heavy. 11 Bladon (1977:156) prefers to refer to sound symbolism as 

an ..... association of speech sounds with certain social attitudes. 11 

Laying down a hard-and-fast rule on secondary iconicity in Tsonga 

ideophones is not easy. Besides, it would be cumbersome to review the 

sound symbolic nature of each and every speech sound in Tsonga. However, 

a few tentative guidelines concerning Tsonga speech sounds ano secondary 

iconicity-will be given here. In considering secondary iconicity in 

Tsonga ideophones, vowels and consonants will be considered separately. 

However, this is just for the sake of convenience. The truth is that 

secondary iconicity is best evaluated when vowels and consonants have 

combined into syllables in ideophones. It is then that their sound 

symbolic effect can best be appreciated. 

5.6.2.1 Vowels and secondary iconicity (general) 

Vowels seem to play a major role in sound symbolism. In 

linguistic circles, the fact that certain vowels are socially associated 

with certain notions is recognised. For example, Jacobson (1960:373) 

regards the vowel /i/ as an acute phoneme, i.e. associated with bright, 

pointed, light and thin sense; and the vowel /u/ as a grave one, i.e. 

associated with dark, rounded, thick and heavy sense. Smithers (1954:82) 
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states that experimentally, the vowel /i/ is associated with notions 

of small, fine, thin, pointed, lively, quick, clear, far away notions, 

while /u/ and /o/ with large, massive, blunt, awkward, slow, dark and 

nearby notions. Whorf (1956:268) associated the vowel /a/ with the 

dark, warm, soft series and the vowels /e/-/i/ with the bright, cold, 

sharp set. 

5.6.2.2 Tsonga vowels and secondary iconicity 

Like vowels of other languages, Tsonga vowels exhibit secondary 

iconicity also. However, vowel J~el}gth and tone play a very significant 

role in secondary iconicity of Tsonga vowels. For example, J~Dg_vgw.~Js, 

sometimes accompanied by _low toned syllables, help the vowels to influence 

the i.deophone, in which they occur, to be associated with a_d_a rk, sombre_, 

depressive connotation, as well as to help refer to slow and grave actions. 

In Tsonga ideophones, vowels helping to signify dark, sombre states and 

slow actions need not only be /u/, /o/ or /a/ as suggested by Jacobson 

(1960:373), Smithers (1954:82) and Whorf (1956:268). /i/ and jej can 

also refer to dark, depressive, sombre states or slow actions when 

accompanied by long vowels, although proportionally speaking the vowels 

ju/ and /o/ refer mostly to dark, depressive and sombre states as well 

as to slow actions. Note the following examples: 

(a) Sombre and depressive states 

fuf duG! 

/o/ goo! 

mboo! 

1 okoxoo! 

(of keeping quiet as a result of being dejected) 

(state of being depressed as after a 

disappointment) 

(state of having lost everything) 

(state of being depressed) 



(b) 

/i/ dzwii~ 

mpii~ 

Slow action 

/u/ . thululu! 

kukuku! 

ngungungu 

/i/ : ndii! 
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(of being dark) 

(of being dark, as at dusk) 

(of uncoiling slowly, as large snake) 

(of swelling, becoming big and large) 

(of slowly walking in a crouched position, 

avoiding to be seen) 

(of moving slowly, as water in deep pool) 

On the other hand, bright, hopeful and cheerful states as well 

as the state of being white are generally symbolised by ideophones 

embodying the /a/ and to a lesser extent the /e/ vowels. The 

syllables in such instances are generally high toned, e.g. 

fa/ nchaa! 

caca! 

paa! 

baa! 

waka 

fe/ nghee! 

nke! 

n'wee! 

(of looking clever, bright and honest) 

(of being bright and clear, as moon) 

(of shi~ing brightly, as moon; of being 

snow-white) 

(of being white in colour) 

(of being covered with white sores all over 

the body) 

(of beginning to get light, as at dawn) 

(of being illuminated; of being clever 

and bright) 

(of becoming clear, as light in the morning) 

It is generally believed that the vowel /i/ is associated with 

'small, fine, thin, pointed, lively, quick, clear, far-away' 
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notions. 1 This applies also to Tsonga vowels in ideophones. 

Note the following examples: 

ts1~ 

fininini I .... 
(of pricking with a small sharp pointed object) 

(of oozing out very faintly) 

kw1pinini! (of being short) 

ketiketi ... ! (of flickering faintly far-away) 

n•infn•in{ ... ! (high thin sound as of the mosquito) 

(c) Vowel length and iconicity 

Iconicity may also be signified by vowel length. A quick action 

of a very short duration will be signified by an ideophone which 

has very short vowels. Note the following examples: 

vanga~ 

nyOpe! 

nswa! 

(of striking, as snake) 

(of alighting quickly) 

(of flashing, as light) 

(of quickly diving into the water) 

(of quickly disappearing) 

These vowels are comparatively shorter than vowels in the normal 

words, as an attempt is made by use of the ideophone to signify 

the quick action symbolized. 2 

Actions of long duration are signified by long vowels. Note the 

following examples: 

ndi i! (of moving very slowly as e.g. water in a very 

deep river) 

1 Vide Smithers ( 1954:82). 
2 It is not necessary to represent short vowels in ideophones in a 

special manner orthographically, since their shortness is relative 
to the action symbolized. 



f66! 

huu! 

duu! 
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(of sizzling, as water in a pot about to boil) 

(of rain falling heavily) 

(of train whistling) 

(of spreading, as rumour) 

Long vowels also signify stative situations. Note the following 

examples: 

ntsee! (of remaining silent and feeling pity of oneself) 

lunduu! (of staring with wide open eyes) 

hleya~! (of being in a slanted position, as planted pole) 

duG! (of remaining silent as a result of being sad) 

kh~khexw~a! (of being quiet and dejected as a result of a 

disappointment) 

mboo! (of losing all valuable possessions) 

Long vowe 1 s rea 1 i s_ed with fa 11 i ng tones generally occur in 

ideophones signifying violent actions. Note the following 

examples: 

bvGu! (of snatching away forcefully) 

ns~e! (of squirting out forcefully, as water) 

phikuu! (of lifting a very heavy object, exerting much 

hluthuu! ---- (of kicking in the stomach with great force) 

ganaa! (of fa 11 i ng on one's back) 

ntlhii! (of snapping as rope) 

effort) 

Long vowels realised with the rising tone generally occur in 

ideophones which signify actions which end in a stative situation. 

Note the following examples: 
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mphaa! (of e.g. door opening and remaining in an open 

position) 

ntshi1! (of going out, as light) 

(of forgetting completely) 

(of obscuring completely) 

mphuO~ 

mbho6! 

nghee! (of getting light, as at dawn) 

5.6.2.3 Tsonga consonants and secondary iconicity 

In consonants, stops like e.g. /p/, /t/, /tl/, /k/ and their 

voiced counterparts /b/, /d/, /dl/, /g/ are associated with ideophones 

referring to violent, rough, or harsh actions, involving some collision 

of some kind. Note the following examples: 

lp./, IP./ puu! (of falling on the ground) 

papapa (of flapping wings noisely, as birds) 

bu! (of something bulky falling with a thud) 

bukG! (of hitting, e.g. with a heavy stick) 

/!/, /ty/, /!l/, /~/, /~/ : 

totolotolo! (of struggling to overcome something) 

tyaka! (of cracking, as whip) 
, 

ntl i! (of choking) 

do! (of dropping down with a thud) 

d1{dlidlidli! (of pushing someone over violently) 

dlomu! (of plopping into water) 

/~/, /~/ katla! (of catching suddenly, as trap) 

kakatlulu! (of tearing apart) 

ketleketle! (of knocking against each other, as crockery) 
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gentle! (of clattering and rumbling over stones, 

as waggon) 

(of banging, as gun fire) 

On the other hand, fricatives like /f/ and /s/ as well as the nasals 

are associated with ideophones generally referring to gentle, agreeable 

and smooth actions. Note the following examples: 

/f/ 

fotofoto I .... 
fentsefentse! 

/s/ sululu! 

sarasara I .... 
swuswuswu I .... 

/m/, /n/, jnyj 

mofumofu I .. '. 

I .... 
nyalanyala 

(of oozing out faintly) 

(of yielding softly, as sponge) 

(of falling gently, as soft falling rain) 

(of gliding softly and quietly in as snake 

into a hole) 

(of falling gently, as rain) 

(of blowing gently, as breeze) 

(of being soft and crumbling when eaten, 

as bread) 

(of tiptoeing in order not to be heard) 

(of gently feeling an insect creaping inside 

one's clothes) 

The palatalized bilabial stop /py/ and its counterpart, the voiced 

/by/ as well as the voiced dentilabial affricate /bv/, are generally 

associated with ideophones signifying derogatory or despicable notions. 

Note the following examples: 
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~: (cowardly yelping of a dog) 

pyi! (of being soiled or covered with dirt) 

pyeretete! (of excreting_ very loose stools/dung) 

pyetle! (of treading on soft slippery dirt) 

pyitli! (of being smeared heavily with grease or dirt) 

byarara! (of sitting flabbily, as lazy person) 

byambu! (of walking indecently, completely naked) 

bvee! (of audibly breaking wind (indecent)) 

bvobvololo! (of being lazy and useless) 

bvonyo! (of doing something badly and clumsily) 

bvibvini'n{! (of being disorderly, as unkempt hair) 

5.6.2.4 Other auxiliary factors in secondary iconicity of 

Tsonga ideophones 

As far as secondary iconicity in Tsonga ideophones is concerned, 

besides associating meaning with the shape of the phonetic structure, 

there are other factors which contribute to the sound symbolic effect 

of these words, such as the contrasting of voiced versus voiceless 

consonants, aspiration, whispering and the emotive overtones of these 

words, 

(a) Contrasting of voiced versus voiceless consonants and 

secondary iconicity 

Contrasting voiceless with voiced consonants in ideophones 

helps distinguish between similar actions done by subjects 

which differ in size, or actions differing in intensity. ____ .......... --~' - - · · · · ··· · -· . ........._ ___ .. _ 

Generally, the tone and the vowels of such ideophones are 

the same. What differs are the consonants. Usually, actions 
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which need more force or are done by bigger or larger 

subjects are represented by voiced consonants, while the 

lighter or less intense actions are represented by the 

unvoiced counterpart of the voiced consonants. Note the 

following examples: 

bobobo! 

popopo~ 

dlomu~ 

tlomu~ 

dlodlodlo 

tlotlotlo 

gantla! 

j6nd6 ... ! 

c6nd6 

I .... 
I .... 

(of flowing out voluminously, as large quantity 

of water from a large pipe or in a big river) 

(s.m. of bleeding profusely) 1 

(of plumping into deep water, like a big stone) 

(s.m. of plopping into water, e.g. frog) 

(of walking with long-legged gait, as giraffe) 

(s.m. referring to tall thin person or long-

legged bird) 

(of violently slamming or banging down, as door) 

(of catching suddenly, as trap) 

(of walking lumberingly, with gait of e.g. a 

giraffe or a tall man) 

(gait of a long-legged thin subject, like e.g. 

a bird) 

(b) Aspiration of stop consonants and secondary iconicity 

Quick, energetic and vigorous actions are generally symbolized 

by aspirated voiceless stops which require energy in their 

1 Although the bleeding is profuse, the amount of blood coming out is 
comparatively less voluminous than the amount of water . 
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enunciation. Such ideophones are generally brisk, enunciated 

with force to simulate the intense action symbolized. 

Ideophones of this type are generally of one syllable, embodying 

a falling tone. Note the following examples: 

khee! (of violently striking dead with one blow) 

kh6! (of striking a hard object or surface with e.g. a dry 

stick) 

kh6o! (of breaking, as tooth during the process of extraction) 

khGu! (of knocking down or overrunning something, e.g. car 

overrunning person) 

phaa! (of exploding, as pop corn) 

phii! (of lifting up heavy load with effort) 

ph6o! (of breaking off clearly) 

phGu! (of being smashed, as pot falling on the floor) 

ntlhii! (of snapping violently, e.g. rope) 

thGu! (of knocking down, as does something moving with speed 

or bulk) 

(c) Whispering and secondary iconicity 

Whispering is another feature employed in ideophones to bring 

out their symbolic and exemplifying nature. Some ideophones 

may be whispered. In such cases, the utterer attempts to 

'exemplify' the sound source, e.g. 

nyavanyava I ..... 

phatsa! 

(of tiptoeing, as one avoiding to attract 

attention) 

(of perching or landing gently and softly 

as bird) 
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fentsefentse I .... (of rain falling very gently in a drizzle) 

fotofoto (of yielding gently and softly, as sponge) 

swuswuswu I .... (of blowing very gently, as breeze) 

(d) Emotive overtones of ideophones and secondary iconicity 

By emotive overtones of ideophones is meant the feelings they 

engender in the listener . . In this respect, no description 

of these words could be more apt than Cole 1 s (1975:370) 

definition of this aspect of these words, viz. " ... vivid 

vocal images or representations of visual, auditory and other 

sensory or mental experience." The mental picture they evoke, 

to use Cole 1 s (1975:370) words, can b~emotionally coloured. 

Their use adds that emotive dimension to the meaning of an 

utterance, hence provoking greater emotional appeal to 

listeners. The emotive significance of ideophones can best 

be brought out by contrasting a verb and an ideophone in 

expressing a similar idea. Compare the verb -cheka (to have 

diarrhoea i.e. to excrete very loose stools/fresh dung) and 

the ideophone pyeretete: (of excreting very loose fresh dung) 

in the following sentences: 

(3) Homu ya cheka v. (The cow excretes very loose fresh dung) 

(4) Homu yi ri PYERETLETLE! id. (lit . The cow it'does'i.e. The 

cow is excreting very loose fresh dung) 

Predication by -cheka (to excrete very loose stools/or fresh dung) 

arouses no feeling. One just knows and understands that the cow 

has diarrhoea or excretes very loose dung. On the other hand, 
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the ideophone pyeretletle! is highly emotive. Pyeretletle! 

is also phonetically motivated in that there is harmonious 

correspondence between sound and meaning. The phonetic 

shape of the speech sounds in the syllables is an approximation 

of the process and its corresponding sound. They echo the 

action of excreting very loose fresh dung. One mentally 'hears' 

the process of excretion. The auditory aspect by association 

conjures the visual aspect and causes one to 'see' the loose 

dung mentally, and this again conjures the olifactory aspect 

of the excretion and causes one to 'smell' the dung mentally. 

This is the effect ideop~ones have on speech acts. 

5. 6. 3 Other extra-linguistic factors enhancing the 

iconicity of ideophones 

There are other extra-linguistic factors which help to enhance 

the iconicity of ideophones. They are the following: (a) manner of 

articulation, (b) tempo in uttering the segments of the ideophone and 

(c) gestures. 

5.6.3.1 Manner of articulation of ideophones and iconicity 

The iconic role of the ideophones as 'exemplifiers• 1 of actions 

and states is enhanced by the manner of articulation. Unlike with the 

other words of the language, which are uttered without any spectacular 

dramatization of the action, ideophones allow for 'simulation' of the 

action of the subject during the process of articulation. If the action 

1 Vide app. 35, p. 291, for the concept 'exemp 1 ify' . 
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is violent or intense, the articulation is also strong and loud. If 

the action is gentle and soft, the articulation is also gentle and soft. 

If the action is fast, segments follow one another in rapid succession 

and vice versa, 1 all this being an attempt to 'exemplify' the action 

or the state in relation to the subject. Note the following examples: 

mphii~ 

foto! 

gentle~ 

(of becoming or being dark, as at dusk). The ideophone 

is uttered with a low dropping voice to create that 

sombre dark atmosphere. 

(of being clean as yard well swept and cleared of dirt). 

The ideophone is uttered with a bright clear voice to 

create that cheerful and bright atmosphere. 

(of yielding, like sponge). The ideophone is uttered 

with a gentle voice somewhat whispered to create that 

soft and gentle experience. 

(of cluttering and lumbering, as waggon moving on a 

rugged road) .. The ideophone is uttered with a hard, 

loud and firm voice to recreate that jolting uncomfortable 

experience. 

khwaxakhwaxa~ (of rustling as plastic thin paper when handled). It 

is uttered in that husky whispered voice to 'simulate' 

that noise and sensation. 

1 This point is further elaborated upon later in the discussion of tempo 
in uttering segments of ideophones. 
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5.6.3.2 Tempo in uttering segments in ideophones and their 

iconicity 

There is another dimension with regard to the iconic nature 

of ideophones. It is the tempo with which segments are uttered in 

ideophones. The tempo of uttering an ideophone which expresses a stative 

situation is qenerally slow, usually embodying a long vowel finally, e.g. 

(5) Nyoka yi lo LULALULAA, ni khumbi 

(The snake lies postrate with the wall) 

(6) Vafana va lo KWAVAA, hi makhwiri 

(The boys are lying on their stomachs) 

(7) Mbita yi lo TIKITIKII, exitikweni 

(The pot is firmly placed on the hearth) 

With ideophones 'exemplifying' movement, there is always some relationship 

between the action expressed and the tempo of uttering the syllables of 

the ideophone. Actions of one impulse are generally 'exemplified' by 

monosyllabic ideophones. 1 With protracted or continuous actions, 2 if 

the action is fast, the segments of the ideophone exemplifying that action 

are uttered fast . If the action is slow, the segments will be uttered 

one after the other in slow succession. Compare the following ideophones: 

kakaka ... : (of galloping stately, as e.g. giraffe) 

kapatsa ... ! (of galloping fast, as e.g. horse) 

Both ideophones above have reference to galloping ; Segments in kakaka 

are uttered in a slow tempo, i.e. in slow succession in accordance with 

1 .. . 
v~de par. 5.6.2.4 (b), pp.221-222. 

2 Vide par. 3.1.2.2 (b) (i) (bb), p.116, 'Reduplication or repetition ad 
infinitum', for examples. 
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the stately galloping of the giraffe, while segments in kapatsa are 

uttered in rapid succession to exemplify the fast and vigorous galloping 

of the horse. 

The use of tempo is one fact which makes using ideophones difficult 

just from seeing them represented on paper only, because it is difficult 

to signify tempo in a written ideophone . 1 One has to hear an ideophone 

uttered by someone before one can use it correctly. For this reason, 

it is not easy to generalise on the tempo of uttering the segments of 

ideophones. What can be said is that tempo in uttering the segments 

in ideophones is bound up with the type of action 'exemplified'. 

5.6.3.3 Gestures 

The iconic nature of ideophones ·can further be enhanced by 

the use of gestures to accompany these words. Hands are mostly employed 

in effecting these gestures, but not exclusively. Gestures are generally 

employed simultaneously with the ideophone. For example, in the utterance 

(6) Xisakana xi 16 MPHA, hi mali (The small bag is full of money) 

the gesture signifying 'full' is effected simultaneously with the 

articulation of the ideophone mpha~ 

Types of gestures 

We distinguish between two types of gestures with regard to 

ideophones, (a) imitative and (b) conventional. 

1 Jaques (1941:210) suggested methods of representing tempo on paper, 
but this has been found to be impractical . 
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(a) Imitative gestures 

These are gestures which imitate the action •exemplified• by 

the ideophone. For example, in the sentence 

(9) Xi gone x{ ri KHWIJ {, KHWIJ f ... ~ (The cripple limps) 

, 
the ideophone khwiji: (of limping) can be uttered simultaneously 

with the gesture of walking in a limping manner. Similarly, if 

one says 

(10) U ngi NTLUNTLANTLUNTAA~ (Please do sqoat!) 

utterance of the ideophone ntluntlantluntlaa: (of squatting) 

can be accompanied simultaneously by the action of squatting. 

All ideophones 'exemplifying' imitable actions can be accompanied 

by imitative gestures. 

(b) Conventional gestures 

These are gestures generally associated with certain ideophones 

by convention. They need not necessarily imitate the action or 

state 'exemplified' by the ideophone. In Tsonga, non-imitative 

gestures used with ideophones are not many. Here follow a few 

examples of conventional gestures: 
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Ideophone Meaning 

mpha! of being full 

b • I 1 • 

r( ntl haa 

ho~ 

tOv1! 

of being completely 
finished 

of running away 

of openly negating 
what the other person 
is saying 

of going away, usually 
without bidding 
farewell 

of letting grip go 
or abandoning project 
abruptly 

of being dejected 

Conventional gesture 

Position of hands: Forearms 
slightly drawn up towards the 
chest or upper part of the 
abdomen. 
Gesture: Palm of right hand 
struck against the thumb-side 
of the clenched fist of the 
left hand. 

Gesture: Stretched fingers 
of right hand moved over the 
mouth in the right to left 
direction. 

Position of hands: Forearms 
stretched out, right arm 
slightly more projected than 
the left, fingers bent in, 
thumbs lifted up, the right 
thumb (or left) positioned in 
front of the other (left) 
thumb. 

The index or middle finger of 
the right hand placed at the 
lower lid of the right eye, 
pulling the lid down. 

Position of hands: Forearms 
stretched with open palms. 
Gesture: Palms clasped 
clapping while drawing clasped 
palms towards the face. 

Gesture: Forearms with 
f1ngers bent in against chest 
stretched downwards or 
backwards while opening palms 
simultaneously. 

Gesture: Palm of right hand 
on chin with head tilted to 
the right. 
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(c) Gestures and the non-specific ideophone 'i!'with its variant 'm! • 

The non-specific ideophone 'i! 'with its variant 'm! 'is commonly 

used with gestures in the place of a specific ideophone. I •I I 
1. 

is regarded as a non-specific ideophone because semantically it 

does not 'exemplify' a specific idea except the connotation 'do 

thus'. Syntactically, it occupies the position of the i deophone. 

It is uttered simultaneously with the gesture. The 'm' calls the 

attention of the listener to witness the action suggested by the 

gesture. The gesture communicates the meaning. Both the imitative 

and conventional gestures can be used with either' i! 'or 'm! 'in 

the place of the corresponding ideophone; hence instead of saying, 

'U ng~ NTLUNTLANTLUNTLAA!' ('Please do squat'), one can simply say 

'U nge I/M~ • (Please do thus) and while uttering the • i/m! •, one 

performs the action of squatting. In the context of the ideophone, 

Tsonga never employs gestures without accompanying them with the 

non-specific 'i!'or 'm!'. 

Gestures serve to vivify the dramatic import of ideophones. 

5.7 Non-iconic ideophones 

This is the third category of ideophones. These ideophones 

are arbitrary, i.e. they show no direct or indirect motiva t ion of any 

sort. Ideophones falling into this group are mainly those which are 

derived from verbs by suffixing the ideophonizing morphemes -l, -~, or 

-iyani .1 ____2j n~ ~erbs are 'arbitrary • in the sense defined by Ullmann 

(1962:81),2 ideophones derived from them must also be 'arbitrary•. 

, 
~ Vide par. 3.1.2.3 (a) and (b), pp.117-118, for-i and -iyani and 

par. 1.2: 1.2 (d), p.122, for-o. 
2 

Vide par. 5.2, p.207. 
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Semantically, such derived ideophones are generally used in humorous 

situations to 'exemplify' the actions suqqested. Note the following 

examples: 

dy{yan{~ 

biyanf: 

(of eating, with 'exemplification') < -dya (eat). 

(of hitting, with 'exemplification') < -ba (hit). 

teki! (of snatching, ,with repetitive 'exemplification')< -teka (take). 

susi! (of removing, with repetitive 'exemplification') < -susa (remove). 

rhendzeleko! (of turning round with repetitive 'exemplification') < 
-rhendzeleka (turn round). 

Although the non-iconic ideophones are regarded as such in terms of 

being phonologically unmotivated, however, some extra-linguistic factors 

such as manner of articulation, 1 tempo2 and gestures 3 generally accompany 

the articulation of these words as well, which in turn lends them some 

iconicity of some sort. It would not be entirely correct to regard them 

as totally non-iconic. As far as manner of articulation is concerned, 

their articulation is different from the normal articulation of the rest 

of the words in the sentence. The voice may be pitched above the usual 

range normally used for the rest of the sentence when it comes to their 

articulation. The tempo of uttering their segments is generally quicker, 

to 'exemplify' their semantic connotation. For example, the segments 

in the ideophone rhendzeleko! (of turning round, with 'exemplification') 

would be uttered in a more rapid tempo than would be the case in its 

counterpart, i.e. the verb -rhendzeleka (to turn round). Finally, they 

1 Vide par. 5.6.3.1, pp.224-225. 
2 Vide par. 5.6.3.2, pp.226-227. 
3 

Vide par. 5.6.3.3, pp.227-230. 
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may also be accompanied by gestures~ as in the case of ordinary ideophones. 

5.8 Semantic functions of ideophones: Inchoative and 

non-inchoative ide6pho~es 

Basically, Tsonga ideophones express 'exemplified'/'dramatised' 

actionl with regard to their referential subjects. This is not surprising 

as the main function of ideophones is predication by 'exemplification' .2 

Semantically~ there are two categories of ideophones. Firstly, there are 

those ideophones which are capable of being used in an IP to express a 

plain action which is performed there and then and completed. For example: 

bQl u! (of bursting) 

tlukwa! (of jumping) 

maka! (of clapping somebody with an open hand) 

pfitl a! (of breaking completely) 

khe! (of chopping) 

Such ideophones are generally used in the IP which employs the plain
3 

auxiliary of the IP. 

Secondly, there are ideophones capable of expressing an action or a 

process or a state which has begun but has not yet been completed. In 

other words, the action is inchoative. The following are examples of 

inchoative ideophones: 

1 It should be notedt however, that the co-occurrence of an inchoative 
ideophone and the stative aspectual morp~eme lo- expresses a stative 
situation, e.g. Xikoxa x{l<f (ri) WHII! (The OTd lady is quiet). In 
other words, the process of becoming quiet has been completed. 

2 Vide app. 35, p. 291, for the concept 'exemplify'. 

3 Vide par. 3.1.1.3 (a) (i), p.82. 
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khidzaa~ (of kneeling) 

nswfi! (of falling down and lying prostrate) 

ntluntlaa! (of squatting) 

kungufaa~ (of crouching) 

korhaa! (of bowing down) 

So basically there are non-inchoative and inchoative ideophones. 

With inchoative ideophones, the type of IP determines whether the 

speaker is using the ideophone inchoatively or not. Take the ideophone 

bGlu~ (of bursting) in the non-inchoative group above. Once the process 

of bursting has taken place, it becomes completed. On the other hand, 

with the ideophone khidzaa! (of kneeling) from the inchoative group, 

the kneeling takes place but the subject may remain in the kneeling 

position after the action of kneeling has been performed. The action 

is inchoative, i.e. it is an action which ends in a stative situation. 

Care should be taken to choose the correct auxiliary of the IP when 

using inchoative ideophones, especially in the past tense. Compare the 

following: 

( 11) Nhwanyana (u te (ri) KHIDZAA! )_ 

Subj IP1 

The girl has knelt down. 

(12) Nhwanyana (u lo ( r i ) KH I D ZAA ! 1 

Subj -loiP2 

The girl is in a kneeling position. 

1 Vide app. 4, p. 252, for detailed illustration of such an IP. 
2 Vi de app. 10, p. 258, for detailed illustrations of such an IP. 
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In sentence (11), the auxiliary implies that the girl has performed 

the kneeling action and the process is complete. She may not be in a 

kneeling position at the time of speaking. The ideophone is used non

inchoatively. In sentence (12), the auxiliary implies that the girl 

is in a kneeling position at the time of speaking. 

1 Some ideophones referring to continuous or protracted actions or 

processes may also be used inchoatively. These are ideophones such as 

the fo 11 owing: 

popopo 

wawawa 

I .... 
I .... 

(of e.g. blood pouring out profusely) 

(of rain falling continuously) 

viri-viri ... ! (of e.g. stove being hot) 

ningi-ningi ... ! (of swaying) 

waya-waya ... : (of e.g. leaves rustling in the air). 

However, since the action or the process is continuing at the time of 

speaking, they can only be used in the -oiP2 of the present tense only, 

as in the following sentence: 

( 13) Ngati 

Subj 

(yo (ri) POPOPO ... !) 

-oiP3 

The blood is pouring out profusely. 

Note that non-inchoative ideophones may be used in the -6IP4 and in 

the -loiP.5 In such instances, the ideophone does not imply an inchoative 

1 Vide par. 2.3.4.2 (a) (1), p.48 and 3.1.2.2 (b) (i) (bb), p.116, for 
ideophones signifying protracted or continuous actions. 

2 Vide par. 4.7.2.1 (b) (i)' pp.161-163. 
3 Vide app. 7' p. 255' for detailP.d illustration of such an IP. 
4 Vide par. 4.7.2.1 (b) ( i i ) (a a) , p.164. 
5 

Vide par. 4. 7 .2.1 (b) ( i i ) (bb), p.165. 
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situation. It implies restriction, i.e. the subject did no other 

action but •simply• or •merely• or •just• the one suggested by the 

ideophone. 

5.9 Specificity of meaning of ideophones 

Because of their •exemplifying• nature, ideophones are very 

specific in their meaning. Take the verb -miyela (keep quiet) and the 

ideophone whit! (of remaining completely silent). They both mean more 

or less the same thing. However, -miyela encompasses a wider range of 

references. It may mean (1) to stop talking, (2) to stop from crying, 

(3) to desist from responding, (4) to leave alone or wait patiently 

for one•s turn. On the other hand, the ideophone whii ~ specifically 

means one thing, viz. to be mute. Its semantic range is not as pliable 

and wide as that of the verb. Note also the following examples: 

-etlela, v. ( 1) to sleep 

(2) to 1 i e down 

( 3) to lodge 

(4) to be slumbering 

rhwe! , i d. of lying down or sleeping, unable to move oneself 

due to being very ill or drunk. 

gaa ~, id. of lying on one•s back, not necessarily slumbering. 

kwava!, id. of lying on one•s stomach. 

Reference to specific aspects of sleeping suggested by ideophones can 

be expressed by the verb -etlela, using qualifying phrases to suggest 

the specific manner of sleeping. Hence for the ideophone gaa! (of. 

lying on one•s back), one can have the phrase ku etlela hi xikosi 
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(s.m., lit. to sleep by one•s backhead), and for the ideophone kwavaa! (to 
" / / 

lie on one•s stomach) the phrase ku etlela hi khwiri (s.m., lit. to sleep 

by one•s stomach). 

5.10 Semantic significance of vowel length 

Vowel length at times can have semantic significance and can 

distinguish between ideophones. Note the following examples: 

du! [_) (short) (sound of stamping, e.g. mealies in mortar with a pestle) 

duu! [_) ( 1 on g) (well spread, as rumour} 

gwi ! [_] (short) (of giving a sudden pull) 

gwi i! [_] ( 1 on g) (of being tired of, as being tired of waiting for 

someone who had promised to come but who is failing 

to appear) 

huu! ['] (short) (the barking of the dog) 

huu:! [\] (long) (of having all left, as people of a vi 11 age going or 

gone away) 

5.11 Reduplication of ideophones and shift in meaning 

One of the characteristics of ideophones is their process of 

reduplication.! Derived ideophones by reduplication always mean repetition 

of the action or state by one subject or many subjects doing the same action 

or being in the same state irregularly.2 However, there are certain 

1 .vide par. 3.1.2.2 (b), p.l14. 

2 Vide par. 3.1 . 2.2 (b) (i) (aa), p.ll5 and (bb), p.ll6, for examples. 
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instances where repetition of the ideophone results in semantic shift. 

Compare the following examples: 

jov6! (of nodding, as when one is slumbering) 

j ove jovo' jovo ... ~ (of pecking, as hen} 

bvu~ (of putting down clothes in one heap) 

bvu bvu bvu 

dzu~ 

dzu dzu dzu 

I .... 

do! 

I 

(of many related objects in heaps here and there, 

like e.g. clusters of trees) 

(of stripping quickly and throwing away clothes) 

(of shaking off something as when shaking off dust 

from , a c 1 o th) 

(of feeling relieved, as when in danger and help comes) 

(of panting, as after running) 

(of dropping, as fruit from tree) 

do do do .... (of having been dropped all over and scattered) 

5. 1 2 Features and the ideophone 

The semantic description of the ideophone would not be complete 

without defining its formal features or properties as a word. 

5. 1 2. 1 The concept 'feature' 

It has been decided to adopt Jacobs and Rosenbaum's (Grammar 1, 

1967:39, Grammar 2, 1967:41 and Grammar 3, 1970:15) method of expressing 

features and properties of words. For example, the word 'cat' can be said 

to have the following features, i.e. plus noun, plus singular, plus animate, 
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symbolically expressed as follows: <+noun >, < +singular >, < +animate >. 

(N.B. the symbol e.g. <+noun >is a feature). Similarly, the features of 

the word 'stones• can be expressed symbolically as follows: 

< +noun >, < ~singul~r >, < ~animate >. Features of these words can be 

summarised symbolically as follows: 

cat stones 

[: 
+noun > 

J 
< +noun > 

+singular < -singular > 

+animate < -animate > 

Features can be expressed in terms of pluses and minuses. A minus would be 

the opposite of a plus. 

5. 1 2. 2 Features of Tsonga ideophones 

Lexically, the Tsonga verb -tlula (jump) is a verball (VB) which 

has the feature 'plus verb', symbolically expressed as < +verb >. Since it 

has been decided to recognise the ideophone as a verbal in this thesis, the 

ideophone tlukwa! (of jumping) is also a verbal (VB) which has the.feature 

'minus verb', symbolically expressed as < -verb >. Not all ideophones can 

express inchoative2 actions. Those ideophones not capable of expressing 

inchoative actions will symbolically be represented with the feature 

< -inchoative > and those which can be used inchoatively as < +inchoative >. 

1 The feature verbal in linguistic circles is symbolized by capital letters 
thus (VB) to distinguish it from the verb and from VP. 

2 Vide par. 5.8, pr.232-235, for the concept 'inchoative•. 
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Some ideophones can be used in transitive IPsl while others cannot be 

used in such IPs. Take the ideophone bvGu! (of snatching). It can be 

used in transitive IPs. On the other hand, the ideophone bGlu~ (of 

bursting} cannot be used transitively. It is thus considered as intransitive. 

Ideophones capable of being used in transitive IPs will be marked with the 

feature < +transitive >and those which cannot be used transitively as 

< -transitive >. Since we are not sure whether other verbals besides verbs 

and ideophones exist in Tsonga, the feature < +ideophone >will be included 

in describing the ideophone to define what type of a verbal it is. All 

ideophones are 'vocal gestures• in the sense that their main function 

is to give the meaning of the IP while vocally 'exemplifying' or 'dramatizing• 

the relevant action. These features will not be expressed since they are 

all embodied in the feature < +ideophone >. 

So, for example, descriptions of the features or the properties of the 

following Tsonga ideophones, 

mh6o! (of bellowing, as cow) 

mbaa! (of being comfortably seated down) 

bvGu! (of snatching) 

hluthuu! (of kicking someone in the stomach) 

tl ukwa! (of jumping) 

would be as fallows: 

1 vide par. 4.6, pp.146-149, for discussion on transitivity of ideophones. 
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mh6o! (of bellowing, as cow). 

< +VB > 

< -verb > 

< +ideophone > 

< -inchoative > 

< -transitive > 

mbaa! (of being comfortably seated). 

< +VB > 

< -verb > 

< tideophone > 

< +i nchoati ve > 

< -transitive > 

bvOu! (of snatching something) 

< +VH > 

< -verb > 

< +ideophone > 

< -inchoative > 

< +transitive > 

hluthuu! (of kicking in the stomach) 

< +VB > 

<. -verb > 

< +i deophone > 

< -inchoative > 

< +transitive> 
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tlGkwa! (of jump i n g) 

< +VB > 

< -verb > 

< +ideophone > 

< -inchoative > 

< -transitive > 

5. 1 3 Stylistic significance of the IP 

The IP appears to be a stylistic device in language since 

whenever it is used it serves to vivify the action described. In the words 

of Bynon (1970:79), the core of the IP, namely the ideophone (which he calls 

the •exemplifier•) 

... takes up and· repeats the idea of the verbal action at a more 
expressive level, underlining its sudden or extended nature, and 
acting as a bearer for certain supra-segmental features of purely 
expressive content. 

On~ can use the IP instead of, or with the verb. When the IP is used, a 

special effect is created, and in this way it behaves in the same manner 

as a figure of speech. 

S U M M A R Y 

While the auxiliary expresses the verbalizing function of the 

IP, the ideophone supplies the meaning of this syntactic category. Ideophones 

serve as •vocal gestures• to 'exemplify' actions and states of subjects. As 

such, they are basically iconic in nature in that the majority of them are 

phonetically motivated. pn the basis of iconicity, ideophones may be grouped 

into primary, secondary and non-iconic categories. Primary iconic ideophones 
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are thbse which are onomatopoeic in nature. These are directly phonetically 

motivated. Secondary iconic ideophones are those indirectly phonetically 

moti vated. The majority of ideophones fall into this group. Non-iconic 

ideophones are those mostly derived from verbs. However, extra-linguistic 

factors, such as manner of articulation, tempo in the articulation of 

segments and gestures help lend some form of iconicity to these non-iconic 

forms as well. Semantically, the majority of ideophones are only capable 

of expressing action which becomes completed there and then when executed. 

On that basts they are non-inchoative. A few, while non-inchoative, are 

capable of expressing inchoative situations as well, i.e. they can also 

express that the action which was begun is not yet completed. The subject 

is still in the state of the uncompleted action. They are the so-called 

stative ideophones. However, with inchoative ideophones, formative 

elements in the auxiliary actually determine whether they may be used 

inchoatively or non-inchoatively. Their inchoative use is generally 

signified by the use of the restrictive aspectual -£and the stative aspectual 

.}_£- morphemes in the auxiliary of the IP. Ideophones are specific in their 

meaning. Vowel length may distinguish between ideophones semantically, while 

reduplication may bring about a shift of meaning in ideophones. The ideophone 

is a non-verb verbal whose basic stylistic function is predication by 

'exemplification'. 
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C H A P T E R 6 

Conclusion 

6.0 Ideophones form a subcategory of Tsonga words and their operation 

in the language constitutes the subsystem, while the other word 

classes of the language constitute the main system. In this investigation, 

ideophones have revealed that, compared to the other words of the main system, 

they have their own phonetic, phonological, morphological, syntactic 

and semantic characteristics. 

6.1 Phonetic and phonological characteristics of the 

ideophone 

The investigation has revealed that, phonetically, the subsystem 

is not far removed from the main system. For example, phonemically, both the 

main and the subsystems employ five vowel phonemes each . However, differences 

do exist. For example, long vowels are not a feature in the main system, 

although a somewhat long vowel occurs at the penultimate syllable of words. 

On the other hand, the subsystem is characterized by long vowels in the final 

syllable, particularly on ideophones which signify stative situations . 

Another characteristic feature is that the distribution of mid vowels in the 

subsystem is bound up with tone. When the ideophone contains identical vowels 

and has high tones only, the half-close mid vowels [e] and [o] are realised, 

while the half-open mid vowels [e] and [~] are realised only with the low tone 

under similar circumstances. This is not the case with vowels in the main 

system. The half-open mid vowels may occur even in words which contain similar 

identical vowels with high tones, e.g. mbh~v~v~ [mbfi~~ ~ ~~] (deaf and dumb person). 
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On the consonantal level, the subsystem employs all consonantal phonemes 

and phoneme clusters employed in the main system, but, over and above these, 

it employs three extra consonantal phonemes, namely [~J, [31 and [x]. 

Phonologically, the subsystem is characterised by assonance and consonant 

repetition which may be complete or partial. Tonally, while the main system 

is characterised by two level tones, /H/ and /L/, and one fallinq tone 

/F/, the subsystem also employs the three tones, but over and above these 

it employs the rising /R/ tone as well. Where the main and subsystems show 

great difference is in the distribution of the /F/ tone. In the main system, 

the /F/ tone is realised when a low tone stands between two high tones, 

provided that the syllable with the low tone does not embody a voiced or 

aspirated consonant, in whibh case it remains a low tone. On the other hand, 

in the subsystem, the /F/ tone may be realised in the final syllable as well, 

especially in monosyllabic ideophones. The /R/ tone, which occurs in 

ideophones only, is realised in the final syllable. 

6.2 Morphological characteristics of the ideophone 

The main thesis advanced in this investigation is that the ideophone, 

together with the auxiliary verb stem-~ structurally form a predicative 

phrase which is a syntactic category. The two constituents of the ideophonic 

phrase (IPl, i.e. the ideophone and the auxiliary verb, operate on two 

different levels of morphology. The auxiliary verb stem -ri assumes the 

function of verbalizing the IP, while the ideophone supplies the meaning of 

the IP. Consequently, the auxiliary verb stem-~ operates on the level of 

grammatical morphology, since it incorporates different grammatical morphemes 

placing the IP into the different moods and tenses. Its morphology, therefore, 

is a morpho-syntactic process. On the other hand, the morphology of the 

ideophone is different. There are basically two types of ideophones in Tsonga, 
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namely, primitive and deverbative ideophones. Primitive ideophones do not 

show any derivation from other parts of speech, in other words they are 

mono-morphemic in nature, for example tlh~ke! (of stopping suddenly with a 

jerk). Deverbative ideophones on the other hand do show derivation from otbEr 

parts of speech, in this instance from verbs. For example, the ideopnone v6n1! 

(of seeing with repetitive 'exemplification} is derived from the verb/radical 

-von- and the 'ideophonizinq' suffix -i. Deideophonic nouns may be derived from 

certain ideophones by use of the class prefixes. In the majority of cases 

of such derivations, the ideophone remains intact; maintaining one of its 

basic characteristics, that of being invariable. In classes 5 and 9, the 

derived nouns assume a zero prefix and in such instances the form of the 

deideophonic noun and that of the ideophone are tonally and otherwise 

identical. Only context can tell whether the word is an ideophone or a 

noun in such instances. 

6.3 Syntactic characteristics of the ideophone 

On the syntactic level, investigations have revealed that the 

syntax of the ideophone is realised by means of the IP which we have ventured 

to regard as a syntactic category. The main point to grasp about the IP is 

that the verb stem -ri in this context does not serve as a normal verb with 

its meaning 'say', but serves in an auxiliary capacity with the idiomatic 

meaning of 1 do' or 'act'. The IP may be substituted by the verb and vice 

versa. For this reason, the IP may be transitive or intransitive.! When 

used transitively, the IP may incorporate the object concord. The IP may 

also incorporate the reflexive !i-, a morpheme normally used with the verb. 

1 Vide par. 4.6, pp.146-149. 
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The IP is capable of being used in passive constructions1 preceded by -endla 

(do). The IP is capable of being used in the non-finite and finite moods2 

just like the verb. However, one unique characteristic of the IP is that 

it may co-occur with a VP in the same sentence, sharing the same grammatical 

subject.3 This concept of a grammatical subject having two predicators may 

sound difficult to grasp, particularly when one bases this peculiar grammatical 

phenomenon on languages which do not employ ideophones. This is aggravated 

by the fact that the other constituent of the IP, the auxiliary, may be 

deleted in surface realisations,4 leaving the ideophone alone juxtaposed with 

the verb. It is believed that, because of having overlooked this 

grammatical peculiarity characteristic only of the idiom of those languages 

which employ the ideophone in this manner, many grammarians gave the 

ideophone numerous different labels as a grammatical category.~ Yet the 

simple facts about the IP (conversely the ideophone) are as follows: (i) it 

may co-occur with the VP sharing the same grammatical subject; (ii) it may 

be used independently apart from the VP, effectively predicating the subject. 

One other basic characteristic which the IP shares in common with the VP is 

that it (the IP) may occupy different positions in the sentence.6 

1 Vide par. 4.14, p.199. 

2 Vide par. 4.7, p.148. 

3 Vide par. 4.10, p.179. 

4 Vide par. 4.13, p.191. 

5 Vide app. 1, p.248. 

6 
Vide 4.12, p.185. par. 
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6.4 Semantic characteristics of the ideophone 

While the auxiliary serves to verbalise the IP, because, by its 

morpho-syntactic nature, it can put the IP into the different moods and 

tenses, the ideophone serves to give the IP its semantic import. The IP's 

basic function in the language is to serve as an 'exemplifier' .1 This 

accounts for the iconic nature of ideophones with their onomatopoeic and 

sound symbolic characteristics.2 Basically, the IP (conversely the ideophone) 

expresses or 'exemplifies' action, process or state in relation to the 

subject. Although the type of formative elements used in the auxiliary 

determine whether the ideophone is used inchoatively or simply to express a 

short action, not all ideophones can be used to express an inchoative 

situation. The use of the IP (or the ideophone) to express inchoative 

situations is another strong argument for regarding these words as being 

verbal in nature. 

1 
Vide app. 35, p.291, for the concept 'exemplify'. 

2 Vide par. 5.6, p.211. 
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APPENDICES 

N.B. The long list of appendices is regretted. However, this was unavoidable 

owing to the absence of a published Tsonga grammar which illustrates the 

conjugation of the Ideophonic Phrase in the different moods and tenses. 

APPENDIX 1 

SUMMARY OF SELECTED PRE-OOKEIAN TERMS FOR 1HE IDEOPHONE 

Summary tenn 

ONOMATOPOEIA 

Linguist 

(Semantic considerations) 

Stapleton (1903*\ quoted 
by Werner, 1919:186 

Bishop, 1922:424 
Samarin, 1971:131) 

Doke (1922:128) 

Sanderson (1922:125) 

Ferreira (1937:97) 

Actual term used by linguist 

Onomatopoeic vocables 

Onomatopoeia 

Onomatopoeic fonns 

Klank-nabootsende woorde (Afr) 
i.e. onomatopoeia 

PICTURE WORDS Westermann (1907:83) Lautbilder (German) 
i.e. 'picture words' 

VOCAL IMAGES Werner (1919:194) Vocal images 

INTERJECTION 

RADICALS 

NOUN 

(Morphological and syntactic considerations) 

Endemann (1876: 170) "Onomatopoetische Interjectionen'' 

Jacottet (1892:63) 

Grout (1859:226) 

Lammond (1930:95) 

Werner (1919:1941 

Doke (1927:238) 

Watkins (1937:85) 

(Functional considerations) 

(German) 

Interjections of a verbal nature 

Interjections 

Intensive interjections 

Interjectional roots 

Radical 

Radical descriptive 

Torrend (1891:139) Onomatopoetic substantive 

Wanger (?*, quoted by Mimic noun 
Doke, 1935 : 119) 

ADJECTIVE Whitehead (1899:18) Indeclinable adjective 
----------~=---
1 The asterisk signifies that the source was not available at the time 

of submission. 



Swmnary term 

ADVERB 

VERB 

COMPLEMENT 
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Linguist 

Bishop of Natal (Colenso, 
]859: 711 

Junod ( 1913: 143) 

Hetherwick (1922:188) 

Jacottet (1927:132) 

Wanger (?*, quoted by 
Doke, 1935:119) 

Boyce (1844:106)_ 

Bishop of Natal (Colenso, 
] 859: 7Jl 

Jacottet (1892:63) 

McLaren (1906:124)_ 

Torre do Valle (1906*, 
quoted by Bishop, 
1922:425)_ 

Bishop (1922:425)_ 

Appendix 1 contd. 

Actual term used by linguist 

Particles used adverbially 

Descriptive adverbs 

Onomatopoeic adverbials 
Interjectional adverb 

Onomatopoeic adverb 

Neuter verbs 
Fragment of a verb 

Interjections of a verbal nature 
Indeclinable verbal particles 

Verb 

Descriptive complement 



NB 1. 

2. 
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Appendix 2 

Phonetic chart of Tsonga vowels 

Since retroflexion is not taken into account in this investigation, 
vowels in this chart are based on the Xiluleke dialect.1 

Numbers refer to the cardinal vowels in the chart. A vowel placed 
against a dot within the chart signify the relative position of 
the tongue in the mouth when the respective Tsonga vowel is 
articulated. 

Front Central Back 
1[ il-------r---T-------.[u] 8 

Close [u] High 

2 [e] ~---~--+-----f[o] 7 
Half-close [o] 

Mid 

Half-open [ :>] 

Open "-'---[•a_J __ ..J [a] 5 Low 

3. Phonetically, Tsonga employs seven vowels, i.e. the three basic 
vowels [al, [il and [u] as well as two varieties each of 
mid-front and mid-back vowels [e] and [ e], [o] and[:>]. 

1 Cf. Baumbach (1970), for dialects of Tsonga. 



Nasals 

Plosives 

Fricatives 

Affricates 

Semi-vowels 
(Glides) 

Liquids 

(Trill) 

Click 

Implosive 
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Appendix 3 

Chart of Tsonga Consonants 

...-4 
co r-.. 
4-J r-\ ...-4 

a3 !-<~ 
t'O 

...-4 l-< l-< l-<4-J 
t'O "'0 t'O t'0...-4 t'O I t'O t'O ...-4 

·r-1 I 
"'"" 

...-~~ I ...-4 0...-4 ...-4 t'O 
00 00 .j..)Ot'O .j..) l-< 

~ 0 0 t'OCl.lO.. t'O t'O •r-1 (]) Cl.l H •r-1 (]) 
,....., 

~ > >.j..) ~~ r-i>Cl.l 
"'"" 

...-4 

·r-1 r--i ...-4(]) t'Or--i H t'O ~ 
~ ....:l c:t: c:t:O:: .....:lc:t: P..c:t:O.. p.. 

'--' '--' 

m n J1 I) 

p b t d . k g 
tl dl 

( iji) ~ f v s z ~ :z, s (3) (x) 
i 

~f cbv ts dz t~ ctz. t~ d:z, ts d3 

w j 

1 

r 

c Cg* 

£* 

N.B. Parenthesized sywbols signify that those co~sonants 
are only encountered in the subsystem. 
An asterisk [*] after the speech sound signifies that no 
ideophones with that particular speech sound were 
encountered. 

...-4 
t'O 
i-1 
i-1 
0 ,....., 

c.? 

fi 
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APPENDIX 4 

Indicative Mood (Positive conjugation} 

IP without object 

NB. (1) Where the aux. v. stem -ri is parenthesized, this signifies that it may be deleted 
in surface realisations.--

(2) Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1.1.3 (a) (i), p.82, for detailed discussion of the auxiliary 
in this mood. 

Present tense Xinz:enz:ana ( xi ri PHATSA ), emurhini 

Subj ( sc aux 
v 

id ), AP 

lit. The bird ( it 'does' PERCH ), on the tree 

i.e. The bird ~erches on the tree 

Past tense · Xinz:enz:ana ( xi te (ri) PHATSA ), emurhini 
(Perf. asp) Subj ( sc perf aux id ), AP 

asp v 
mo 

lit. The bird (it has 'done' PERCH ), on the tree 

i.e. The bird has ~erched on the tree 

Future tense Xinz:enz:ana ( xi ta ku (ri} PHATSA ), emurhini 

Subj ( sc fut in£ aux id ) ' AP 
tns mo v 
mo 

lit. The bird (it will to 'do' PERCH ), on the tree -- -- -
i.e. The bird will perch on the tree 
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APPENDIX 5 

Indicative Mood (Negative conjugation of sentences in appendix 4, p.252) 

IP without object 
NB. Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1. 1.3 (a) (i), p.83, for detailed discussion of the morphology of the 

auxiliary in this mood. 

Alternative A 

Present tense Xinzenzana ( .. endli kti (ri) PHATSA ), emurhini a Xl 

Subj ( neg sc v inf aux id ) ' AP 
mo neg mo v 

lit. The bird ( not it not do to 'act' PERQ-f ), on the tree 
- --

i.e. The bird does not Eerch on the tree 

Pas£ c tense. Xinzenzana ( a xi endlanga ku (ri) PHATSA ), emurhini 
(Perf. asp) Subj ( neg sc v in£ aux id ) ' AP 

mo neg mo v 

lit. The bird ( not it has not done to 'act' PERQ-f ) , on the tree 

i.e. The bird has not Eerched on the tree 

Future tense Xinzenzana ( a xi nga endli ku (ri) PHATSA ), emurhfni 

Subj ( neg sc neg v in£ aux id ), AP 
mo fut neg mo mo 

lit. The bird ( not it will not do to 'act' PERCH ), on the tree - --

i.e. The bird will not Eerch on the tre~ 
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APPENDIX 6 

Indicative Mood (Negative conjugation of sentence in appendix 4, p.252}_ 

IP without object 

NB. Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1.1.3 (a) (i), pp.83-84, for detailed discussion of the morphology of the auxilian' 
in this mood. · 

Alternative B 

Present tense I 

Past~ tense 
(Perf. asp) 

Future tense 

(anti tfi~:tic cl mlsP.I 

Xinyenyana ( a xi ri PHATSA ), emfirhini, ( xi ri BU ), ehansi -
Subj (neg sc aux id ), AP 

' 
( sc aux id ), AP 

mo v v 

lit. The bird (not it 'act' PERGI) on the tree, (it 'acts' DROP) on the ground 
i.e. The bird does not perch on the tree, (but) it drops on the ground 

Xinyenyana ( a xi te (ri) PHATSA 

Subj (neg sc perf aux id 
mo asp v 

mo 

), emfirhini' 

), AP ' 

(. xi te (ri) 

( sc perf aux 
asp v 
mo 

BU 

id 

), ehansi 

), AP 

lit. The bird (not it has 'acted' PERGI ) on the tree, ( it has 'acted' DROP ) on the ground 

i.e. The bird has not perched on the tree, (but) has dropped on the ground 

Xinyenyana ( a xi nga ta kfi (ri) 

Subj (neg sc fut fut inf aux 
mo neg tns mo v 

mo mo 

PHATSA ), emurhini, 

id ), AP , 

(xi ta ku (ri) BU ), ehansi 

(sc fut inf aux id ), AP 
tns mo v 
mo 

lit. The bird (not it not will to 'act' PERD-1 ) on the tree, (it will to 'act' DROP ), on the ground 

i.e. The bird will not perch on the tree, (but) will drop on the ground 
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APPENDIX 7 

Indicative Mood (Positive conjugation} 

-oiP without object 

NB. Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1. 1.3 (a) (ii), pp.84-85, for detailed discussion of the morphology of the 
auxiliary in this mood. 

Present tense Xit6fi ( x6 (ri) VIRIVIRI •.. ! ) 
(restr. asp) Subj (sco aux id ) 

v 
I lit. The st~v~ (i~ doing HOT ) I -

i.e. The stove is in a hot state -
Past tense Xit6fi ( a x6 (ril VIRIVIRI ... !) 
(imperf. & Subj ( i.n)perf s co aux id ) restr. asp) a:s_p v 

mo 

lit. The stove (was it doing HOT ) 
- -

i.e. The stove was in a hot state -

Future tense Xit6fi ( xi t6 (ri} VIRIVIRI ... !) 
(restr. aspl Subj ( sc Festr aux id ) {Ut 

tns . v 
mo 

lit. The stove ( it will be doing HOT - l 
i.e. The stove will be in a hot state 

-
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APPENDIX 8 

Indicative Mood (Negative conjugation of sentences in appendix 7, p.2SS) 

-oiP without object 
NB. Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1.1.3 (a) (ii), p. 85, for detailed discussion of the morphology of the 

auxiliary in this mood. 

Alternative A 

Present tense 

Past tense 
(imperf. asp) 

Future tense 

Xit6fi 

Subj 

(a xi endli ku (ri) VIRIVIRI ... !) 

(neg sc v inf aux id ) 
mo neg mo v 

lit. The stove (not it not do to 'do' HOT ) 

i.e. The stove is not in the state of being hot 

Xit6fi 

Subj 

( a xi nga endli ku (ri) 

(neg sc neg v inf aux 

VIRIVIRI ... !) 

id l 
mo mo neg mo v 

lit. The stove (not it was not do to 'do' HOT ) 

i.e. The stove was not in the state of being hot 

Xit6fi 

Subj 

(a xi nga endli ku (ri) VIRIVIRI ... !) 

(neg sc neg v inf aux id ) 
mo mo neg mo. v 

lit. The stove (not it will not do to 'do' HOT ) 

i.e. The stove will not be in the state of being hot 
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APPENDIX 9 

.Indicative Mood (Negative conjugation of sentences in appendix 7, p. 255) 

-oiP without object 

~ NB. Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1. 1.3 (a) (ii), pp.85-86, for detailed discussion of the morphology of the 
.~ auxiliary in this mood. 
rc:j 

§ 
~ Alternative B 

-

Present tense Xit6fi ( a x6 (ri) VIRIVIRI ... ! ) , (x6 (ri) TIT IT I. .. !) 

Subj (neg sc-o aux id ), (sc-o aux id ) 
mo v v 

' lit. The stove (not it 'do' HOT ), (it 'does' COLD ) 
- - - -- --

i.e. The stove is not in the state of being hot, it is in the state of being ~old 

Past tense Xit6fi c a xi ... (ri) VIRIVIRI ... ! ) , c a x6 (ri) TITITI. .. !) . ngo 
(imperf. asp) Subj (imperf sc restr. aux id ), (imperf sc-o aux id ) . asp neg v asp v 

mo mo mo 
lit. The stove (was it not 'do' HOT ), (was . it doing COLD ) 

- - - - --
i.e. The stove was not in the ,state of being hot, it wa~ in the state of being cold 

Future tense Xit6fi ( a xi · nga t6 (ri) VIRIVIRI ... ! ), (xi t6 (ri) TITITI. .. !) 

Subj (neg sc neg restr aux id ), (sc restr aux id ) 
mo mo fut v fut v 

tns tns 
lit. The stove (not it not will 'do' HOT ), (it will 'do' COLD ) 

- -- - - - --
i.e. The stove will not be in a state of being hot, it will be in a state of being cold 
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APPENDIX JO 

Indicative Mood (Positive conjugation) 

-loiP without obj ect 
NB. Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1.1.3 (a) (iii), p.86, for detailed discussion of the morphology of the 

auxiliary in this mood. 

Present tense 
(stv. asp) 

Past tense 
(stv. asp) 

Future tense 
(stv. asp) 

~ 
Manana ( u 16 (ri) GOO!) 

Subj (sc stv aux id ) 
asp v 
mo 

lit. Mother (she has 'done' DEJECTED) 

i.e. Mother has worn a dejected look 

Manana c a a 16 (ri) GOO!) --
Subj (imperf sc stv aux id ) 

asp asp v 
mo mo 

lit. Mother (was she had 'done' DEJECTED) 

i.e. Mother had worn a dejected look 

Manana 

Subj 

( t1 

(sc 

ta 

fut 
tns 
mo 

va a 16 

aux sc stv 
v asp 

mo 

(ri) 

aux 
v 

GOO!) 

id ) 

lit. Mother (she will be she has 'done' DEJECTED) ---

i.e. Mother will have worn a dejected look 
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APPENDIX ll 

Indicative Mood (Negative conjugation of sentences in appendix 10, p,258) 

-loiP without object 
NB. Vi de chapter 3, par. 3.1.1.3 (a) (iii), p.87, for detailed discussion of the morphology of the 

auxiliary in this mood. 

Alternative A 

Present tense 

Past tense 
(imperf. asp) 

Future tense 

Manana ( a nga endlangi 

Subj ( neg sc v 
mo neg 

ku (ri) 

inf aux 
mo v 

GOO!) 

id ) 

lit. Mother ( not she has not done to 'do' DEJECTED) 

i.e. Mother has not worn a dejected look 

Manana ( a a nga endlangi · ku (ri) 
Subj (imperf sc neg v 

neg 
in£ aux 

asp mo mo v mo 

GOO!) 

id ) 

lit. Mother (not she not had not done to 1 do 1 DEJECTED) 

i.e. Mother had not worn a dejected look 

Manana ( u ta va a nga endlangi 

Subj ( sc fut aux sc neg v 
tns v mo neg 
mo 

ku (ri) 

inf aux 
mo v 

GOO!) 

id ) 

lit. Mother (sl1e will be she not not have done 

i.e. Mother will not have worn a dejected look 

to 1 do' DEJECTED) 
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APPENDIX 12 

Indicative Mood (Negative conjugation of sentences in appendix 10, p.258)_ 

-loiP without object 
NB. Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1.1.3 (a) (iii), pp.87-88, for detailed discussion of_ the morphology of the 

auxiliary in this mood. 

Alternative B 

Present tense 
(stv. asp) 

Past tense 
(stv. asp) 
(imperf.& stv. 

asp) 

Future tense 
(stv ~ asp) 

Manana 

Subj 

( a nga 16 

(neg sc stv 
mo asp 

mo 

(ri) 
aux 
v 

GOO 
id 

), ( u 16 

), (sc stv 
asp 
mo 

(ri) 
aux 
v 

NTSEE!) 

id ) 

lit. Mother (not she has 'done' DEJECTED), (she has 'done' STARE QUIETLY) 

i.e. Mother has not worn a dejected look, she is staring quietly 

Manana ( a a nga 16 

Subj (imperf sc neg stv. 
asp mo asp 
mo mo 

(ri) 
aux 
v 

GOO -
id 

L c a a 16 (ri) 
), (imperf .. sc .stv. aux 

asp asp v 
mo mo 

NTSEE!) 

id ) 

lit. Mother (was she not had 'done' DEJECTED), (was she l1ad 'done' STARE QUIETLY) 

i.e. Mother had not worn a dejected look, (but) she had been staring guietly 

Manana 

Subj 

( u ta va a nga 16 

(sc fut aux sc neg stv 
tns v mo asp 
mo mo 

(ri) 

aux 
v 

GOO 

id 

) , c u ta 

), (sc fut 
tns 
mo 

va a 16 

aux sc stv 
v asp 

mo 

(ri) 

aux 
v 

NTSEE!) 

id ) 

lit. Mother (she will be she not have 'done' DEJECTED), (she will be she have 'done' STARE QUIETLY) 

i.e. Mother will not have worn a dejected look, (but) she will have been staring quietly 
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APPENDIX 13 

Indicative Mood (Positive conjugation} 

-oiP in the '+o na' binding expression 

NB.J. Vide chapter 3, par. 3. 1. 1. 3 (a) (iv), pp. 88-89, for detailed discussion of the morphology of the 
auxiliary in this mood. 

N!B.2. Clause No.2 acts as complement of clause No • .l. 

Present 
tense 

Past 
tense 
(perf. 
asp) 

Future 
tense I 

Ximanga 

Subj 

lit. The cat 

(No. 11 
( x6 na 

(sc-o asa 
mo 

( it as 
merely soon 

as 

ku (ri) 
in£ aux 
mo v 

to 'do' 

~ ~ 

N'AWU), mbyana 

id ), subj 

MEW ) , the dog -

(No. 2) 

( }:':6 (ri) HiJI-rtJu-' ! ) 
(sc-o aux id ) 

v 

( it 'does' BARK) --merely 

i.e. As soon as the cat merely~. the dog merely barks 

Ximanga ( xi 16 na ku (ri) 
~ ~ 

( l6 (ri) HUHUu!) N I AWU) , mblana 
Subj ( sc stv as a inf aux id ) , subj (sc-o aux id ) 

asp mo mo v v 
mo 

lit. The cat (it had as to 'do' MEW ), the dog ( it 'does' BARK) - - - --merely soon mer ell 
as -

i.e. As soon as the cat had merely mewed, the dog had merely barked 
~ 

Ximanga ( xi t6 na ku (ri) N I AWU) , mbyana ( y_6 (ri) HUHUU!) 

Subj ( sc r~str asa in£ id ), subj (sc-o id ) aux aux fut mo v v tns 
mo 

lit. The cat ( it will as to 'do' MEW ), the dog ( it 'does' BARK) 
merell soon - - - merely 

as -
i.e. As soon as the cat will merely mew, the dog will merely bark 
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fust 
tense 
(Perf 
asp) 

Future 
tense 

APPENDIX 14 

Indicative Mood (Negative conjugation of sentences in appendix 13, p.26jl 

-oiP in the '-~' binding expression 
NB. (1) Clause 1 incorporates the -o naiP, ~lause z' the ·-oiP complement and clause 3 the -oiP antithetic clause 

(2) Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1.1.3 (a) r(iv), p .. 89, for detailed discussion of the morphology of the 
auxiliary in this mood. 

Alternative A 

( 1 ( 2 ) ( 3 ~ ) ~ J 
Ximanga ( x6 na kala xi nga endli ku ' (ri) N'AWU), mbyana ( y6 (ri) WHII!) II (y6 kala yi nga endli ku (ri) WHII) 

Subj (sc-o asa de£ sc neg v in£ aux id ) ' Subj (se: .. o aux id ) I I (sc-o de£ sc neg v inf aux id ) 
mo v mo mo v v v mo mo v 

lit. The cat ( it as not it not do to 'do' MEW ), the dog (it 'do' QUIET) . II ( it not it not do to 'do' QUIET) 
- -- - - - - -merely soon sim_ely sim_ely 

as 

i.e. As soon as the cat merely does not~· the dog simply remains silent II the dog simply does not remain silent 

Ximanga (xi 16 na kala xi nga endli ku (ri) N'AwU), mbyana ( y6 (ri) WHII!) II ( y6 kala yi nga endli ku (ri) WHII) 

Subj (sc stv asa def in£ aux id ), Subj (Sc-o aux id ) I I (sr;;--,Q def s~ neg v in£ aux id ) sc neg v 
asp mo v mo mo v v v mo mo v 
mo 

lit. The cat (it merely as not it not do to 'do' MEW ), the dog (as in pr tns ) II ( as in pres tns above ) -- - - - -had soon above - as -
i.e. As soon as the cat had merely not mewed, the dog simply !ema~ned silent II (as in pres tns above) 

Ximanga (xi t6 na kala xi nga endl i ku c ri) N I AwU) ' mbyana ( y6 (ri) WHII!) II ( y6 kala yi nga endli ku (ri) WHII) 

Subj restr de£ in£ aux id ), Subj ~c-o aux id ) I I (sc-o neg in£ aux id ) (sc fut asa sc neg v sc neg v 
mo mo v mo mo v v mo mo mo v 

lit. The cat (it merely as not it not do to 'do' MEW ), the dog (as in pr tns ) II C as in pres tns above ).1 
-- - - - -will soon above --

I 
as 

i.e. As soon as the cat will merely not~. the dog will simply remain silent II (as in pres tns above) 
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Present 
tense 
(restr. 
asp) 

Past 
tense 
(restr. 
asp) 

Future 
tense 
(restr. 
asp) 

APPENDIX 15 

Indicative Mood (Negative conjugation of sentences in appendi;x: 13, p. 261) NB. There is an added antithetic clause (No. 3) 

-olP in the '~o na' binding expression 
NB. (Jl Clause 1 incorporates the ~o naiP, clause 2 the -oiP complement, clause 3 the -oiP antithetic clause 

(2} Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1.1.3 (a) (iv), pp.89-90, for detailed discussion of the morphology of the 
auxiliary in this mood. 

Alternative B 

(No. 1) 
Ximanga ( a xo 

Subj (neg sc-o 

na ku (ri) N'AWU), 

asa inf aux id ), 
rna rna rna v 

mbyana ( zo 
Subj (se-a 

(antithetjc clause) 
(No. 2) (No. 3) 

(ri) WI-III ), e-e > ( zo (ri) HUu!) 

aux id ), interj, (sc-o aux ) 
v v 

'do' MEW l, the dog ( it 'ddes' QUIET}, no , ( it 'does 1 BARK) 
merelz merelz 

lit. The cat (not it as to 
merely soon ~ 

as 
i.e. The dog does not merely remain quiet as soon as the cat mew-_s, it merely barks 

Ximanga ( a xi lo na ku (ri} N'AWUL mbzana ( zo (ril WI-III Le-e , Czi lo (ri} 

Subj (neg sc perf as a inf aux id L Subj (sc-o aux id ),interj,(sc perf aux 
mo tns-o mo mo v v tns-o v 

mo JlJQ 

HUu!) 

id ) 

lit. The cat (not it had as to 'do' MEW l, the dog (it 'does ' QUIET} , no , (it has 'done' BARK) 
- merelz soon -.- -- merely -merely 

as 
i.e. The dog did not merely remain quiet as soon as the cat mewed, it merely barked 

na ku Cril N1AWUl, mbzana ( yo (r.i) WHII ) e-e , Czi to (ri) HUul) -- ,_ Ximanga ( a xi to 

Subj (neg sc fut asa inf aux 'd l l ' Subj (sc-o aux id l, interj > sc fut aux id } v mo tns-o mo _mo 
rna 

lit. The cat (not it will as to 
merelz soon - . 

as 

y v 

1 do' MEW l, the dog ( it 1 does ' QUIET) , no > 
merely 

i.e. The dog will not merely remain quiet as soon as the cat mews, it will merely bark 

tns-o 
JTIO 

(it will 'do' BARK} 
-. merely - · 
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APPENDIX 16 

Imperative Mood (Positive conjugation} 

NB. Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1.1.3 (c), p. 93, for detailed discussion of the morphology of the 
auxiliary in this mood. 

Version 1 

Vafana ( mi nge (ril TLUKwA! } 

Subj (abs aux aux id ) 
pro mo v 
sc 

lit. Boys (you 'do' JUMP ) 

i.e. Boys jump! 

Version 2 

Vafana (endlani kii (ri} TLlJKWA! ) 

Subj ( v in£ aux id ) 
mo v 

lit. Boys ( do to 'do' JUMP ) 

i.e. Boys jump! 
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APPENDIX l 7 

Imperative Mood (Negative conjugation of sentences in appendix 16, p.264) 

NB. Vide chapter 3, par. 3. 1.1.3 (c), pp.93-94, for detailed discussion of the morphology of the 
auxiliary in this mood. 
(NB. IP 2 is an antitheticl complement of IP 1) 

Version 1 

(IP 1) 
--

(IP 2) 
--Vafiina, ( mi nge ri TLUKWA ), (mi nge (ri) THAMU! ) 

Subj (abs neg aux id ), (abs aux aux id ) 
pro mo v pro mo v 
sc sc 

I lit. Boys, (you not 'do' 
- JUMP ) ' (you 'do' SPRING FORWARDS) 

i.e. Boys, don't jump, (but) spring forwards! 

Version 2 

vanilla, (mi nga endli ku (ri) 
,. 

TLUKWA! ) 

Subj (abs neg v inf aux id ) 
promo neg mo v 
sc 

lit. Boys, (you not .!_lOt do to 'do' JUMP ) 

0 B d ' 0 ' 1.e. oys, on t lump· 

1 
Vide par. 4,7,2.J (a} (ii)Alternative Bas well as footnote 4. p,J59, for the concent 'antithetic clause'. 
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APPENDIX 18 

Potential Mood (Positive conjugationl 

NB. Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1. 1.3 (b), pp.90-91. for detailed discussion of the morphology of the 
auxiliary in this mood. 

(a) Plain IP 

... 
Mpffuldla (wu nga ku (ri) TLUKWA! ) 

Subj ( sc pot inf aux id ) 
mo mo v 

lit. The hare (it can to 'do' JUMP ) - - - --
i.e. The hare can jump 

(b) -oiP 

... 
Mpffuldla (wu ngo (ril TLUKWA! ) 

Subj ( sc restr aux id )_ 
pot v 
mo 

lit. The hare ( it can 'do' JUMP ) -merely: 

i.e. The hare can merely jump 
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APPENDIX 19 

Potential Mood (Negative conjugation of sentences in appendix 18, p.266). 

Alternative A 

I 

(a)_ Plain IP (NB. (l)_ Negative conjugation of -oiP in the Potential Mood same as that of plain IP) 

(2) Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1.1.3 (b), p. 92, for detailed discussion of the morphology 
of the auxiliary in this mood. · 

Version 1 

Mpftindla (wu ngaka wi1 nga endli ku (ri) TLUKWA! ) 

Subj ( sc neg sc pot v inf aux id ) 
pot mo neg mo v 
mo 

lit. The hare ( it cannot it can not do to 'do' JUMP ) 

i.e. The hare cannot jump 

Version 2 

Mpftlndla (wu nge endli ku (ri) TLUKWA! ) 

Subj ( sc neg v inf aux id ) 
pot neg mo v 
mo 

lit. The hare ( it cannot not do to 'do' JUMP ) 

i.e. The hare cannot jump 
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APPENDIX 20 

Potential Mood (Negative conjugation of sentences in appendix 18, p.266) 

Alternative B 

Plain IP (NB. (1) Negative conjugation of -oiP in the Potential Mood same as that of plain IP) 

I 

(21 Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1.1.3 (b), pp.92-93, for detailed discussion of the morphology 
of the auxiliary in this mood. 

Mpfiindla (wu nge 
,.. 

k6ti ku (Ti) TLUKwA! ) SWl 

Subj ( sc neg indef v inf aux id ) 
pot oc neg mo v 

lit. The hare ( it cannot ·it ·not aBle to 'do' JUMP ) 

i.e. The hare cannot be able to jump 

The 'indefinite' object concord 'swi' 

swi- is an'indefinite,oc occurring in idiomatic expressions such as "ku swi kota (lit. to them able/manage, 
i.e. to be able/to manage). The underlying structure of this form iS kiJ ·kata swbna 

inf v abs 
pref - pro 

lit. to able them 
i.e. to be able/to manage 

It has been decided to call it the 'indefinite' oc because its absolute pronoun, swona (them) , in this 
instance does not refer to anything definite. 
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APPENDIX 21 

Dependent Mood 

NB. Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1. 1.3 (d), pp.94-95, for detailed discussion of the morphology of the 
auxiliary in this mood. 

Positive conjugation 

mpfiilldla (wt1 k6 (ri) TLlJKWA! ) 

subj ( sc in£ aux id J 
mo v 

lit. • •. the hare ( it to 'do' JUMP ) 

i.e. • .. the hare to j urnp 

Negative conjugation 

mpfiilldla (wt1 nga endli ku (ri) TLUKWA! ) 

subj ( sc neg v inf aux id ) 
mo neg mo v 

lit. ... the hare ( it not not do to 'do' JUMP ) - - - --
i.e. . .. the hare not to j urnp 
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APPENDIX 22 

IP in the Relative Clause (Positive conjugation) 

NB. ( 1) Vide chapter 3, par. 3. 1 . 1 . 3 (e) , pp. 9 5-96, for detailed discuss ion of the morphology of the auxiliary of the 
IP in the Relative Clause. 
Classes 1 & 2 nouns and pronouns as antecedents.1 (N.B. The Relative Clause is within the square brackets. 
The IP is signified by double parentheses. Formative elements parenthesized signify that they may be omitted 
in surface realisations. Note that the dem. pronoun with the sc is generally known as the Relative Concord) 

Present( 1st Pers. Tatana 11 lava [mina cc 16Cri) ndzi nge (ri) TLUKwA! ) ) ] 
tense rabs (( dem id ) ) ] sc aux aux 

pro P,rO mo v 

lit. Father he wants [ .!. (( who I *(am) 'dOing' JUMP ))] ---- - -

i.e. Father wants me who is jumping 

Sing.i 2nd pers. Tatana 11 lava [wena ( ( 16(yi) 11 nge (ri) TLUKWA! ) ) ] 

[abs (( dem sc aux aux id ))] pro pro mo v 

lit. Father he wants [lOU (( who rou * ( a:u.e) I dOing I JUMP ))1 

I ---- -
i.e. Father wants you who are jumping 

3rd pers. Tatana 11 liiva [rena (( 1(6yiJ a nge (ri) TLUKWA! ) ) ] 

[abs (( dem sc aux aux id ) ) ] 
pro pro mo v 

lit. Father he warits[him/her (( who he/she * (i~} 1 doing 1 JUMP })] 

i.e. Father wants him/her who is jumping 

1st pers. Tat ana 11 ilava [hina c c la(va) hi nge (ri) TLUKWA! )) ) 

[~~~ (( dem sc h\HX aux id ))] pro v 

[ we (( who we *(are) 'doing' JUMP ) ) ] -Plur. 
[n 'wina ( ( la(va} mi nge (ri) TLUKwA! ))] 
[ rou (( who rou *(are} 'doing' JUMP ) ) ] 

-

2nd pers. 

[vona (( la(va) va nge (ri) TLUKWA! ))] 
[ther (( who they*(are) 'doing' JUMP ))] 

3rd pers. 

*Translations of formativ~ elements with an asterisk (*) signify that the translation is merely an approximation. 
NB. The antecedent in this instance is regarded as the subject of the relative clause hence the formative element related to the 
antecedent is regarded as the sc although in this instance the antecedent is the oc of the verb of the main clause. 



APPENDIX 23 

IP in the Relative Clause (Negative conjugation of sentences in appendix 22, p.270) 

NB. Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1.1.3 (e), 9· 98, for detailed discussion of the morphology of the IP in the 
Relative Clause 

~ Classes 1 & 2 nouns and pronouns 
.~ 
] 
p... 

~ 

.-I 
r-
N 

Present 
tense 

Sing. 

Plur. 

1st Pers. 

2nd pers. 

3rd pers. 

1st pers. 

2nd pers. 

3rd pers. 

Tatana t1 lava [mina 

[

abs pro 
Cant) 

Subj sc v 
(( 16(yi) ndzi nga 

(( dem pro sc neg mo 

endliki ku 

v in£ 
neg mo 

(ri) 
aux 
v 

TLUKwA! ) ) ] 

id ))] 

lit. Father he wants [ me (( who I not not doing to 'do' JUMP ))] 

i.e. Father wants me who is not jumping 

Tatana t:i lava [wena 

.(Same as 1st pers.)[abs pro 

(( 16(yi) u nga endliki kU 

(ant) 

lit. ( " " " " ) [you 

(( dem pro 

(( who 

sc 

you 

i.e. Father wants you who are not jumping 

fi\Sg 

not 

n¥g inf mo 

not doing to 

Tatana t:i Hiva [yena 

(Same as 1st pers.)[abs pro 

(( 1(6yi) a nga endliki kU 

(( dem pro sc 

(ant} 

lit. ( " " " " )[he/she ( ( who he/she 
i.e. Father wants him/her who is not jumping 

[hina 

(Same as in 1st pers.) [abs pro 
(ant) 

Tatana t:i lava 

lit. ( It It It It " ) [ we 

(( la(va) hi 

(( dem sc pro 

(( who we 

M8g v neg inf mo 

not not doing to 

nga 

Mbg 
endliki 

n¥g 

kU 

inf mo 

not not doing to 

( It " It It 

( It tf It It 

It 

It 

) [n 'wina ( ( la(va) mf nga endliki kU 

) [ you ( ( who you not not doing to 

(ri) 

aux v 

'do' 

(ri) 

aux v 

'do' 

(ri) 

aw: 
'do' 

(ri) 

'do' 

( It It It It It 

( It It It It It 

) [vona 
) r they 

(( la(va) va nga endliki kU (ri) 
(( who they not not doing to 'do' 

TLUKwA! ) ) ] 

id ))] 

JUMP ))] 

~ 

TLUKWA! )) ] 

id ))] 

JUMP ))] 

TLUKWA! ) ) ] 

id ) ) ] 

JUMP ))] 

TLUKWA! ) ) ] 

JUMP ))] 

TLUKwA! ) ) ] 

JUMP )) ] 
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APPENDIX 24 

IP in the Relative Clause (Positive conjugation) contd. 

NB. Vide chapter 3, ·pa~. 3.1.1.3 (e), pp.96-97, for detailed discussion of the morphology of the auxiliary 
of the IP in the Relative Clause. 

.~ Nouns of all other classes except classes l & 2 as antecedents 
§ 
~ 

~ 

N 
r-
N 

Present 
tense 

Past 
tense 
(Perf 
asp) 

Future 
tense 

Tatana u lava [ homu c c leCz:il yi 

Subj sc v [c~~ht (( dem pro sc 

(( 
~ 

[ rc 

lit. Father he wants (the OX (( which ---- --
i.e. Father wants an ox which jumps 

(Same as in pres tns) [ ... cc leCril yi 

( " " " " " 1 [ ... ( ( dem. pro sc 

~ 
[ (( rc 

lit. ( " " " II 
II ) [ • • • (( which --· 

i.e. " " " " II which has jumped 

(Same as in pres tns) [ ... cc le(yi) yi 
( II II II II " ) [ ... (( dem. pro sc 

""'7 
[ (( rc 

lit. ( " " " " II ) [ (( which 

i.e. " " " " " , which will jump 

nge (ri) TLUKwA! ) ) ] 

aux aux id ))] mo v 

) ) ] 

is 'doing' JUMP ) ) ] - --

nge te (ri) TLUKwA! ) ) ] 

R~rf id )) ] fligx aux 
moP v 

) ) ] 

has 'done' JUMP ) ) ] 
- -- --

nga ta ku (ri) TLUKwA! ) ) ] 

fut inf id ))l aux aux mo tns mo v 
mo 

) ) ] 

will to 'do' JUMP ))] -- - - --
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IP in the Relative Clause (Negative conjugation of sentences in appendix 24, p.272} 

NB. Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1.1.3 (e), p.98, for detailed discussion of the morphology of the IP in the 
Relative Clause 

- -- --- - --

Present Tatana u lava [ -homu ( ( H~(yi) yi nga endliki kU (ri) TU)KWA! ) ) ] 
tense Subj [ (obj) (( d~m sc neg inf au:x: id ))] sc v v 

ant p 0 mo neg mo v 

lit. Father he wants [ the ox (( which it not not do to 'do' JUMP ) ) ] 
---· - - - - --

i.e. Father wants an ox which does not ~ 

Past (Same as in pres tns above) c c le(yi) yi nga endlangiki kU (ri) TLUKWA! )) 
tens! ( " " " " " " 1 (( dem inf id )) (Per sc neg v au:x: 
,asp) pro mo neg mo v 

lit. ( " " " " " " 1 ( ( which it not has not done to 'do' JUMP )) 
- - - - --

i.e. Father wants an ox which has not jumeed 

-- --

Future (Same as in pres tns above l c c leCt il ri nga taka yi nga endli ku (ri) TLUKwA! )) 
tense ( " " " " " " 1 (( dem fut inf id )) sc neg sc fi\5g v aux 

pro mo ~~§ neg mo v 
mo 

lit. ( " " " " " " 1 (( which . it not will not it not not do to 'do' JUMP )) 
- - - - · - - --

i.e. Father wants an ox which will not jump 
- -- · - - - - - - - . -~ 
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APPENDIX 26 

IP as base of the possessive construction brought into relative relationship with its antecedent. 
(Positive conjugation' 
NB. Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1.1.3 (£), pp.99-100, for detailed discussion of the morphology of the IP in 

this construction. 

Past 
tense 
(Perf 
asp) 

Magezi 11 - tshove • (mhandze c c le(yi) ya ku (ri) 

Subj [ (obj l dem inf sc v (( goss aux 
'· ant pro one rna v 

lit. Magezi he broke [the stick ((which of to 'do' - ---· - - - · 
i.e. Magezi has broken the stick for poking at with 

Contracted auxiliary: 

Magezi u tshove rnhandze '(leyo DLOKODLOKO), hi yona 

(Meaning as in i.e. above) 

DLOKODLOKO ••• ! ) ) ] hi yona 

id ))]instr abs 
rna pro 

POKE AT )) ] with it 
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APPENDIX 27 

IP as base of the ossessive construction brou ht into relative relationship with its antecedent. 
(Negative conjugation of the sentence in appen ix 26, p.274) 
NB. Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1.1.3 (f), p. 99, for detailed discussion of the morphology of the 

auxiliary of the IP in this construction. 

Perfect 
tense 

Magezi u tshove mhandze ( ( le(yi} ya ku ka(la) yi nga endli ku (ri) DLOKODLOKO. ,' , !)) hi yona 

(( dem poss in£ aux sc neg v in£ 
pro cone mo v mo neg mo 

neg 
Subj sc v obj aux 

v 
id 

lit. Magezi he broke the stick (( which of to not it not not do to 'do' POKE AT --
i.e. Magezi broke the stick which is not for poking at with 

Note that leyi ya kumay be contracted into ley6 (Vide par. 3.1.1.3 (f), p.99) 

))instr abs 
mo pro 

)) with it 
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APPENDIX 28 

IP incorporating the object concord (Positive conjugation} 

NB. Vi de chapter 3, par. 3. 1.1.4 (a) (i), pp.101-102, for discussion of the uosition of the oc in the IP which 
takes the object. 

... 
Present Gama ( ri ri xi BVUU ) , xikUkwana --tense Subj ( sc aux oc id ), obj 

v 

1i t. The eagle ( it 'does ' it SNATCH AWAY), the chicken 
I i.e. The eagle snatches the chicken away 

Gama ( ri te (ril xi 
... 

), xikUkwana Past BVUU --tense Subj ( sc ~erf id ), obj (Perf aux oc 
asp) ns v 

roo 

lit. The eagle ( it has 'done' it SNATCH AWAY) the chicken - -- -
i.e. The eagle has snatched the chicken away 

Future Gama ( ri ta --· ku (ri} xi BvUu ) ' xikllkwana 
tense Subj ( sc fut in£ aux oc id ), obj 

tns mo v 
mo 

lit. The eagle ( it will to 'do' it SNATGI AWAY), the chicken - - -
i.e. The eagle will snatch the chicken away 
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APJ?ENDIX 29 

IP incorporating the oc (Negative conjugation of sentences in appendix 28, p.276) 

Alternative A 

NB . Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1.1.4 (a), · p.102, for discussion of the position of the oc in the IP 
which takes the object. 

Present I Gama ( a ri xi endli ku (ri} BvUu! l xik:Ukwana 
tense --

Subj (neg sc oc v inf aux id obj 

.Past 
tense 
(Perf 
asp)_ 

Future 
tense 

mo neg mo v 

lit. The eagle (not it it not do to 'do' ~NATCH AWAY) the chicken - -
i.e. The eagle does not snatch the chicken away 

Gama ( a ri xi endlangi ku (ri)_ BvUu! ) xikukwana 

Subj (neg sc oc v inf aux 
mo neg mo v 

lit. The eagle (not it it has not done to 'do' 

i.e. The eagle has not snatched away the chicken 

Gama 

Subj 

( a ri nga xi endli ku (ril 

(neg sc fut oc v inf aux 
mo neg neg mo v 

mo 

id ) obj 

SNATCH AWAY) the chicken 

BVUU! 
id 

) xik:Ukwana 

) obj 

lit. The eagle (not it will it not do to 'do' SNATCH AWAY) the chicken 

i.e. The eagle will not snatch away the chicken 
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APPENDIX 30 

IP incorporating the oc (Negative conjugation of sentences in appendix 28, p.276) 

Alternative B 

NB. 

Present 
tense 

Vide chapter 3, par. 3.1.1.4 (a). pp.102-103. for discussion of the position of the oc 
in the IP which takes an object. · 

Gama 
Subj 

( a ri ri 

(neg sc aux 
mo v 

xi BvUu! 

oc id 

) xikUkWana,, 

) obj 

(ri 

(sc 

ri 

aux 
v 

xi JOVOLafO! ) 

oc id ) 

lit. The eagle (not it 'do' it SNATCH AWAY) the chicken, (it 'does' it PECK AT ) 

i.e. The eagle does not snatch the chicken away, (but) it pecks at it. 

Past 
tense 
LPert 

Gama ( a ri te (ri) xi BvUu! 

oc id 

) x ikllkwana, (ri te (ri) xi JOVOLafO! ) 

asp) 

Future 
tense 

Subj (neg sc perf 
mo tns 

mo 
aux 
v 

) obj (sc perf 
tns 
rno 

aux 
v 

oc id ) 

lit. The eagle (not it has 'done' it SNATCH AWAY) the chicken, (it has 'done' it PECK AT ) 

i.e. The eagle has not snatched away the chicken, (but) has pecked at it. 

Gam a 
Subj 

( a ri nga ta ku (ri) xi BvUu! 

(neg sc neg fut inf aux sc id 
rno mo tns mo v mo 

) xikllkwana' 

) obj 

(ri ta ku (ri) 

( sc fut inf aux 
tns mo v 
mo 

lit. The eagle (not it not will to 'do' it SNATCH AWAY) the chicken, (it will to 'do' 

i.e. The eagle will not snatch the chicken away, (but) it will peck at it. 

xi JOVOLafO! 

oc id 

it PECK AT 

) 

) 

) 
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APPENDIX 3J 

IP incorporating the reflexive !i~ 

NB.(1) The reflexive ti- is hyphenated in the examples given here, but in the practical orthography of 
Tsonga, it is written as part of the ideophone (or verb) hence TINKA! (of chopping oneself). 
Only examples in the positive conjugation will be given . 

NB .~)Vide chapter 3, par. 3. 1.1.4 (b), p.103. 

Present Magezi ( u ri ti-NKA l, hi xihloka 
tense Subj (sc aux refl id ),instr n 

v mo mo 

lit. Magezi (he 'does' him- QfOP), with an axe 
self I 
--

i.e. Magezi chops himself with an axe. 

Past Magezi ( u te (ri)_ 
.. 

t'i - NKA ) ' hi ·xihloka 
tense Subj (sc ~erf refl id ),instr 
(Perf 

aux n 
ns v mo mo 

asp) mo 

lit. Magezi (he has 1done' him- CHOP } , wit h an axe - -- self --
i.e. Magezi has chopped himself with an axe . 

Future Magezi ( u ta ku (ri) 
.. 

ti - NKA ), hi xihloka 
tense Subj (sc fut in£ refl id ),instr aux n 

tns mo v mo mo 
mo 

lit. Magezi (he will to 'do' him- CHOP ) , with an axe -- - - self --
i.e. Magezi will chop himself with an axe. 
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APPENDIX 32 

IP incorporating the (adverbial morpheme) ka-

NB. (1) Only examples in the positive conjugation will be given. 
(2) Also see chapter 3, par. 3.1. 1.4 (c), p.104. 

KA-TSEMBE, id. (of walking with difficulty) 

Present Xikoxa ( xi ri ka - TSEMBE, ka -· TSB1BE, ... ) 
tense Subj ( sc aux adv id adv id ) 

v mo mo 

11t. The old lady (she 'does' repeat TSEMBE ... . . . ) 

i.e. The old lady repeatedly walks with difficulty. 

Past Xikoxa ( xi te (ri) ka - TSEMBE, ka - TSEMBE' ... ) 
t ense Subj ( sc ~erf aux adv id adv id ) 
(Perf ns v mo mo 
asp) mo 

lit. The old lady (she has 'done' repeatedly TSEMBE ... . . . ) 
i.e. The old lady has repeatedly walked with difficulty. 

~ 

TSEMBE, ... ) Future Xikoxa ( xi ta k:u (ri) ka - TSEMBE, ka -
tense Subj ( sc fut inf adv id adv id ) aux 

tns mo v mo mo 
mo 

lit. The old lady (she will to 'do' repeatedly TSEMBE ... . . . ) --- -
i.e. The old lady will repeatedly walk with difficulty. 
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Appendix 33A 

TENSE AND ASPECT IN TSONGA 

(This outline should be read in conjunction with the 

chart in appendix 33B, p.288.) 

The analysis of tense is in any language, to use Lyons' (1969:306) words, 

" ..• a matter of considerable controversy." With this statement in view, 

it is intended here to give a sketchy outline of Tsonga tenses and 

aspects. This outline is necessitated by the fact that no in-depth study 

of tense and aspect has been done in Tsonga or in any South African Bantu 

language. It should be emphasized that this outline is done in an empirical 

manner and consequently no pretensions are made to regard it as being 

quite explicit. Its.sole purpose is to help the reader follow the intended 

demonstration of the predicative nature of the Ideophonic Phrase (IP) . 

2 . Tense and aspect 

Lyons (1977: 705) defines tense as " ••. a deictic category .. . 

which involves an explicit or implicit reference to the time of utterance." 

Lyons (1969:303) outlines the essential characteristic of tense as being 

to relate the time of action, event or state of affairs referred to in 

the sentence to the time of utterance (the time of uttering being 'now'). 

Comrie (1975:1) puts it this way: ttTense relates the time of the 

situation referred to to some other time, usually to the moment of 

speaking." On the other hand, Lyons (1977:706) defines aspect as that 

part of the meaning of the verb whereby it (the verb) denotes one kind 

of situation rather than another. 
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3 . Tsonga tenses and aspects 

For the purpose of this study, the common tenses will be 

considered. Comrie (1975:2) outlines the common tenses as past, 

present and future. These tenses relate the time of the situation 

described to the present moment. They are referred to as absolute 

tenses. A sampling of seven aspects in Tsonga are outlined here. 

They are the following: (1) incomplete, (2) progressive, (3) exclusive, 

(4) perfective , (5) imperfective, (6) restrictive and (7) stative. 

It will be noticed from the chart that some aspectual distinctions are 

restricted to certain tenses. Comrie (1975:71) has this to say about 

these restrictions: 

One of the most interesting relationships between aspect 
and tense," from the viewpoint of language as a functional 
system, occurs when an aspectual distinction is restricted 
to one or more tenses, rather than operating across the 
board, independently of tense. 

Lyons (1977:688) expresses the concept of restriction in the following 

manner: 11
• • • although both tense and aspect may be found in the same 

language, it is not uncommon for there to be gaps and asymmetries." 

The principle of restriction maintains in Tsonga as well. For example, 

the 'incomplete aspect' (column 1 in the chart) features in the present 

and future tenses only. It has no past tense form. The perfective 

(column 4 in the chart) and the imperfective (column 5 in the chart) 

feature in the past tense only in Tsonga. 
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4 . Aspectual morphemes 

Comrie (1975:9), states that" aspect as a grannnatical 

category ... may be expressed by means of the inflectional morphology of 

the language in question .•. " and goes on to say that " ... formal devices 

used to express aspectual oppositions in various languages belong to the 

grammar of those individual languages and not to a general book on aspect." 

From the point of view of inflectional morphology, most aspects in Tsonga 

are realized by the employment of certain aspectual morphemes prefixed 

or suffixed to the verb. For example, the progressive aspect employs 

the morpheme ha- (collmm. 2), the exclusive aspect employs the morpheme 

se- (column 3), the perfective aspect employs the morphemes -ile/te

(column 4), the imperfective aspect employs the morpheme~- (column 5), 

the restrictive aspect employs the morpheme~ (column 6) and the stative 

aspect the morpheme lo- (column 7) . 

The following are brief cements on the perfective, imperfective , 

restrictive and stative aspectual morphemes, as these will be encountered 

with frequently during the demonstration of the predicative nature of 

the Ideophonic Phrase. 

5 • The p erfective aspectual morphemes -ile and te-

The perfective aspectual morphemes -ile and te- signify that 

the action has been completed. All normal verbs suffix -ile to express 

the perfect connotation (see sentence 7, appendix33B,p.288). The verb stem 

-ri (say) employs the perfective aspectual morpheme te- to express the 

perfect connotation (see sentence 10 in appendix 33B, p.288). 
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6 • The imperfective aspectual morpheme a-

It has not been easy to find a term for this aspectual morpheme. 

Van Rooyen (1977:203) regards the Zulu be- as the imperfective aspectual 

morpheme and calls it the 'imperfektiewe vormelement' in Afrikaans. It 

has been observed that the Tsonga morpheme ~- connotes a similar notion 

as the Zulu be- hence the reason also to call it the 'imperfective 

aspectual' morpheme. Van Rooyen (1977:204) regards the Zulu be- as the 

imperfective aspectual morpheme because, to use his words, 11 
••• be- dui 

aan dat die handeling aan die gang was sonder om te impliseer waar dit 

begin en geeindig het ... 11
, i.e. it signifies that the action was going 

on without implying where it began and ended. Van Rooyen (1977:206) 

goes on to state that: 11Dit is belangrik dat be- nooit die teenwoordige 

tyd impliseer nie •.. 11
, i.e. be- never implies the present tense. 

Similarly, the Tsonga imperfective aspectual morpheme~- implies that 

the action was going on (or that the state was maintaining) without 

implying where it began or ended. The imperfective aspectual morpheme 

a- never implies the present. It may be used to imply the past as seen 

from the future, 1 implying that the action would take place (or that 

the stative situation would maintain), circumstances permitting. The 

imperfective aspectual morpheme ~- is always realised with the high tone. 

7 • The restrictive aspectual morpheme -o 

The restrictive aspectual morpheme -~ signifies that the 

subject performed no other action, or is in no other state than the one 

suggested by the verb in the predicative, hence the use of the term 

'restrictive' to refer to it. The restrictive aspectual morpheme -~ 

1 Cf. Wilkins (1976:28) for the concept 'past as seen from the future.' 
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is generally incorporated in other morphemes such as the sc, the 

potential and negative morphemes -nga- and the future morpheme -ta-. 

When thus incorporated, it supplants the vowels customarily associated 

with these morphemes, hence e.g. sc xa becomes xo (sc-o); potential 

(or negative) -nga becomes -ngo-; future formative -ta- becomes -to. 

Added to this implication, it connotes 'merely' or 'simply' or 'just'. 

Note the following examples : 

(1) Ndzo dya 

sc-o v 

(I am 'doing nothing else but merely or simply or just' eating.) 

(NB: The apostrophized words refer to the aspectual notion 

carried by the morpheme -~.) 

Compare sentence (J) above with the following example where the plain sc 

is used: 

(2) Ndza dya 

sc v 

(I eat I I am eating) 

8. The stative aspectual mdrpheme lo-

The stative aspectual morpheme lo- is generally used with 

inchoative (stative) ideophones to signify a stative situation of the 

subject e. g. 

(3) (Va lo (ri) MBM!) 
st aux 

(sc asp v id ) 
mo 

lit. (They have 'done' SIT ) 

i.e. They are in a state of being seated 
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Although lo- is regarded as a stative aspectual morpheme, its use is 

not confined to stative ideophones (and verbs). It may also be used 

with non-inchoative (action) ideophones (and verbs). In this usage, 

it implies restriction just like the restrictive aspectual morpheme ~-

as well as to imply 'simply/merely/just'. The only difference is that the 

use of lo- in this sense refers to actions comple:ted fun: the past only. In 

this usage, it always appears in the main clause which is always followed 

by the dependent clause of condition as complement. Note the following 

example: 

( 4) N'wana (u lo 
,.. 

(ri) 1HUKWA ) ' loko tilo I ri baleka I 
st aux 

Subj (sc asp v id ) conj subj I sc v I 
mo 

lit. The child (he has 'done' START ) when the I it cracked I 
simply thunder 

i.e. The child simply started at the crack of thunder 

Compare the above sentence with the following. sentence where the 

perfective aspectual morpheme te-is used: 

.... 
( 5) N'wana (u te (ri) 1HUKWA ), loko tilo I ri baleka I 

perf aux 
Subj (sc asp v id ) conj subj I sc v I 

mo 

lit. The child (he has 'done' START ) when the I it cracked I 
thunder 

i.e. The child (has) started at the crack of thunder. 

The main difference between sentences (4) and (5) is that in sentence (4) 

where lo- is used, the sentence has a restrictive implication plus the 

connotation 'simply/merely/just', while these implications are absent in 

sentence (5) where te is used. 
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9. 9rouping of aspectual morphemes 

In Tsonga, it is possible to group certain aspectual morphemes 

to express certain semantic distinctions. For example, in sentence 19 in 

appendix 33B, p. 288, a ndza ha fambile (I was still gone), the morpheme ~

whidh signifies the imperfective aspect, the morpheme -ha- which signifies 

the progressive aspect and the suffix morpheme -ile which signifies the 

perfect aspect are grouped together in a single utterance. 
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Tsonga tenses and aspects APPENDIX 33B 

A .. s p E c ~ T s -
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Incomplete Progressive Exclusive Perfective Imperfective Restrictive 

Aspectual -- -ha se- -ile/te- a- -0-
morphemes 

1- ( 1) Ndza dya ( 4) Ndza ha dz::a (6) Se ndza dz::a (23) Ndzo dya 
z (I eat (I am still (I am already (I am merely 

<>: ~ /eating) /eating) /eating) 
(/) (2) Ndzi dz::a vuswa ~ 
p:: (1 eat tooa) p.. 

(7) Se a ndzi dz::a (9) Ndzi dyile (12) A ndzi dya 
(I was alreaay (I have eaten) (I was eating) 

/eating) (10) Ndzi te (ri) tana 
5+1 

2+5 (I saia come) (13) A ndzi dz::ile 
(I baa eaten) 

5+4 

(14) A ndza ba dta 
(I was stil eating) 

5+2 

(15) A ndzo dya 
(I was merely eating) 

5+6 

(16) A ndzi lo tshama 
1-"" (/) 

(I was merely seated) 
<>: 
p.. 5+7 

(17) A ndzi dyile 
(I baa eaten) 

5+4 

(18) Sea ndzi dyile 
(I baa alreaay eaten) 

3+5+4 

(19) A ndza ha fambile 
(I was still gone) 

5+2+4 

(20) Se a ndzo famba 
(I was alreaay merely 

3+5+6 /going) 

(3) Ndzi ta dya (5) Ndza ha ta dya (8) Se ndzi ta dz::a (11) Ndzi ta va ndzi (21) A ndzi ta va ndza (24) Ndzi to dz::a 71ia !amba 
(I will eat) /dz::ile (1 Will JUSt (I would sti 11 be 

/l~alking) 
/eat) 

~ p:: 5+2 (B+C) 
u :::0 

E-< (22) A ndzi ta va ndza 
::0 /ha fambile p, 

(I would still be 
/gone) 

5+2+4 (B+C) 
--

NB: Figures refer to aspects. Roman letters to tenses. Where figures (and letters) are conjoined by the plus (+) sign, this 
signifies the compounding of aspects (and tenses) . 

7 

Stative 

-lo-

(25) Ndzi lo tsbama 
(I am merely 

/seated) 

(26) Ndzi ta va ndzi 
/lo tsliama 

(I will be 
merely seated. 
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APPENDIX 34 

The '-o na' (as soon as} binding expression 

The restrictive aspectual morpheme -~1 incorporated in other 

morphemes as well as in the form of lo- may occur in conjunction with the 

formative -na immediately following thereafter, hence -o na, resulting in 

a 'binding expression'2, which makes the IP in which it occurs to become 

the 'as soon as' clause. Note the following examples: 

(1)_ With sc 

(2)_ With -lo-

(3)_ With fut ta 

x6 na ku (ri) THAMu, 

sc-o asa in£ aux id 
mo mo v. 

(lit. it simply as soon as to SPRING FORWARD ... ) 

(i.e. as soon as it merely springs forward, ... ) 

~ 16 ku (ri) MPHYA Xl na 
. ' 

sc stv as a in£ aux id 
mo mo mo v. 

(lit. it has simply as soon as to SLIP OUT, 

(i.e. as soon as it had slipped out ... ) 

"' ri t6 na ku (ri) HATI, 
restr 
fut asa inf aux 

sc tns mo mo v; id 
mo 

. .. ) 

(lit. it will simply to as soon as to FLASH ... ) 

(i.e. as soon as it flashes ... ) 

1 Vide app. 33A, par. 7, pp.284-285, as well as app. 33B. p.288~ column 6. 

2 The term 'binding expression' is adopted from Brown & Miller (1980:150) 
when they refer to expressions such as 'In other words' which bind 
sentences together. 
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APPENDIX 34 - contd 

( 4)_ With pot -nga- a ngo na ku (ri) GAA, 
restr 

sc -pot as a inf aux 
mo mo mo v. id 

(lit. he can simply as soon as to APPEAR ... ) 

(i.e. as soon as he can simply apPear ... ) 

The -o na 'binding expression' co-ordinates two clauses such as e.g. the 

following: 

(5) Ximang:a 
... 

xi ri N'AwU! 

(The cat mews l 

(6)_ Mbyana ~ ri HOu! ll 

(The dog barks) 

The result is a unique co-ordinated sentence such as the following: 

( 7 )_ Ximang:a xi 16 na ku N 'AwU, mbyana y6 HOHOu! 

(As soon as the cat simply mewed, the dog simply barked) 

The unique factor about this 'binding expression' is that the -o na clause 

should always be followed by a clause which incorporates the restrictive 

aspectual morpheme-~ as its complement.1 Inversely, the clause following 

the -o na clause is not complete without the clause preceding it. They are 

inter-dependent. 

J Vide app. 13, p. 261 , for further examples. 
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APPENDIX 35 

THE CONCEPT 'EXEMPLIFY' 

For lack of a better term, the term 'exemplify' has been adopted 

from Bynon (1970:74} to express the stylistic significance of ideophones. 

The dictionary defines 'exemplify' as, inter alia, being to "illustrate by 

example". Ideophones attempt to 'simulate' the action expressed. For this 

reason they are iconic in nature,J being in most cases phonetically 

motivated,2 be it directly or indirectly, hence their peculiar phonological 

characteristics. 

The whole idea of ideophonic predication is to attempt to 'exemplify' or 

'simulate' an 'action', 'process' or 'state' by means of what Bynon (1970:79) 

terms a 'vocal gesture'. Elaborating on the concept 'vocal gesture', Bynon 

(1970:79) states that an ideophone acting as a 'vocal gesture', 

... takes up and repeats the idea of the verbal action at a more 
expressive level, underlying its sudden or extended nature and 
acting as a bearer for certain supra-segmental features of 
purely expressive content. 

Ideophonic predication expresses an action, process or state by means of some 

linguistic expression. Kunene's (1965:20) way of expressing this stylistic 

significance of ideophonic predication may make the concept clearer. He says: 

Vide par. 5. 4, p. 209, for the concept 'iconici ty' . 

2 Vide par. 5. 6.1, p. 211, for the concept 'phonetically motivated'. 
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APPENDIX 35 - contd 

The speaker-turned-actor re-presents to, or creates or 
dramatises for, his audience, by means either of the ideophone 
alone (i.e. linguistically), or of ideophone and gesture 
(i.e. linguistically and by imitation simultaneously) or by 
gesture alone, the event or situation which he wishes them to 
observe. 

Ideophonic predication expresses an action, process or state in such a 

way that it is suggestive enough to conjure in the mind of the listener, 

the real 'action', 'process' or 'state' carried out or performed by the 

subject. 
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